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Abstract of the Dissertation



Team Formation and Organization by



David Masiur Rahman Doctor of Philosophy in Economics University of California, Los Angeles, 2005 Professor Joseph M. Ostroy, Chair



This dissertation provides a formal theory of economic team formation and organization. Using the model of Makowski and Ostroy (2003) as a point of departure, the tools of general equilibrium and game theory are employed in a unified framework that identifies and analyzes the main economic determinants for individuals to form, organize, and make residual claims over teams. Team formation is viewed as an economic phenomenon reflecting the search for value, where individuals form teams if and only if they are relatively valuable. The appropriation of this value is driven, as ever, by substitution possibilities of individuals. For instance, scarce individuals extract the value of teams they join. The economic organization of a team consists of three components: individual behavior, the team’s trades, and the allocation of information to team members. The model of opaque teams developed in Chapter 3 addresses these components in its description of organized competition, where the internal organization of a team is endogenously determined. Teams play a (normal-form) game whose outcome is the result of market forces, which includes incentive compatible individual behavior and strategic communication amongst team members.



x



Chapter 4 penetrates opaque teams to provide more detailed conclusions about organization. Generally, the structure of incentive contracts is studied in relation to a team’s monitoring technology. Specifically, the relationship between monitors and residual claimants first proposed by Alchian and Demsetz (1972) is examined, and ultimately rejected. Chapter 5 introduces translucent teams, where the questions of economic team formation and organization have inter-related answers. When the potential value of certain types of team is private information, individuals may prefer to withhold or to credibly signal such information to ensure the formation of valuable teams with the right organizational design. The decision to credibly signal information is described as making residual claims. Residual claims are thus interpreted as a team-membership contract, designed to allow the privately informed to credibly communicate their information with other prospective team members. Translucent teams add insight relative to opaque teams by endogenously allocating information acquired prior to team formation. This is interpreted as a general equilibrium foundation for Bayesian games.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction This dissertation identifies and analyzes the main economic determinants of team formation, organization, and residual ownership. This introductory chapter begins by summarizing the most prominent conclusions of our study, divided into a discussion of economic formation and economic organization of teams. As regards economic team formation, the value of teams determines which ones ought to form. When the value of teams is private information, the concept of a residual claim emerges as a team membership contract, whose role is to credibly signal a prospective team member’s productive potential. As regards economic organization, we identify and discuss three crucial ingredients: actions of individuals, trades by a team, and the allocation of private information amongst team members. The next section compares and contrasts the present theory with the relevant literature, finding most in common with the work of Frank Knight. We also discuss other theories of the firm together with ownership in relation to this work, as well as comment on recent contributions based on general equilibrium. Finally, the introduction concludes with a description of this dissertation’s research agenda, followed by a brief conceptual overview as preparation for the material developed in subsequent chapters.
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1.1



Economic Team Formation and Organization



An economic rationale for team formation falls broadly into two categories. Firstly, a team may form to exploit productivity gains that would otherwise be unavailable. For instance, two fishermen may be able to catch more fish together than separately. Secondly, there may exist strategic synergies that allow individuals to extract surplus. An example of this rationale might be a principal and an agent getting together with a monitor to measure the agent’s productivity with greater accuracy, thereby allowing the team to direct or control such productivity more precisely—with the ultimate consequence of value creation. This last example points towards the immediate importance of a team’s organization in terms of who should do what, and how contractual or other rewards ought to be designed. Our findings distinguish three kinds of payment relevant to the firm: contracts for workers, contracts for monitors, and employment contracts, which may involve making “residual claims.” Below we summarize our results regarding the economic formation and organization of teams. With respect to economic team formation, we consider two basic environments, distinguished by whether or not the value of teams is private information. Residual ownership is identified as a team membership contract to credibly signal such private information. As for economic organization, we explore the structure of incentive contracts together with the allocation of control rights and the allocation of private information. Now the separation of (residual) ownership and control becomes a relevant matter of both economic organization and team formation. We provide a brief discussion at the end of this chapter, but the reader is referred to the fuller treatment of Chapter 6, Section 6.2.3.
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1.1.1



Economic Team Formation



To answer the question of economic team formation, we consider two epistemic environments. In the first environment, the value of teams is public information, whereas in the second such information is private. When the value of teams is public information, their formation is driven by the usual market forces: individuals, viewed as a potentially scarce resource, are assigned to the most valuable teams that the economy can afford. A team’s value is divided amongst its members in accordance with individual substitution possibilities across teams. When the value of teams is private information, the previous argument still applies, although with some caveats concerning information revelation. On the one hand, it may be better for some individuals to withhold some of their private information from some team members to extract more of a team’s surplus or to relax incentive constraints. On the other hand, it may be better for some individuals to credibly reveal some of their private information to some prospective team members in order to induce their team membership. We call the latter making a residual claim, or residual ownership. Indeed, consider the following example. Suppose that a landlord owns a parcel in Beverly Hills. An entrepreneur has an idea for a store and decides to rent the parcel from the landlord. The entrepreneur hires a store-keeper to keep up with predictable, day-to-day managerial duties. The landlord, owning the scarce resource (Beverly Hills is very expensive) extracts all the surplus from this venture by charging very high rent. The store-keeper earns either a fixed wage or an incentive bonus, but would certainly not be called the owner of the store. The entrepreneur, on the other hand, is called the store-owner because his earnings depend directly on the store’s profitability.
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Furthermore, if he offered ownership of the store to the landlord, then certainly the landlord would find it hard to believe that the entrepreneur believed in his idea. That is, the entrepreneur would claim the store’s residual, or revenue net of rent, in order to credibly signal to the landlord that the store would be profitable and that rent would ultimately be paid. Our conception of residual ownership is therefore as a team membership contract. Individuals with useful private information will wish to form teams that exploit this information, and must claim residual ownership to reassure other team members that they are not dim opportunists infiltrating the team by pretending to have bright ideas. We view residual ownership, much like responsibility, as an inherently counterfactual concept. Claiming responsibility for something is much like announcing that one is prepared for the consequences, whatever those might be. Individuals claim responsibility for things whose consequences will most likely be favorable.



1.1.2



Economic Organization



The economic organization of a team is divided into three components: individual behavior, the team’s trades, and the allocation of information to its members. Individual actions may be further categorized into two kinds: strictly productive actions, and monitoring. Productive actions may be thought of as a form of working, such as digging a mine. Monitoring may be thought of as collecting evidence regarding the amount of work incurred by workers, or simply observing them. Workers are compensated for their efforts with incentive contracts that reward them contingent on their monitor’s report. That is, workers are compensated if and only if their monitors report that they ought to be compensated. Monitors,
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on the other hand, must be rewarded with “loyalty-testing” contracts in order that they make the required monitoring effort and report their monitoring information truthfully. Loyalty-testing contracts take the following form. A third party correlates his recommendation of effort to workers with report-contingent contracts for the monitor. Thus, the monitor does not know the contract he faces unless he incurs the effort of monitoring the worker. Truthful reporting is then guaranteed by asking the monitor to confirm the third party’s recommendation. As for a team’s trades (including contracts), these play two basic roles. Firstly, they add value intrinsically. Secondly, they may relax incentive constraints, in other words, they may make certain individual actions more desirable. As regards the allocation of information to team members, there are three kinds of information relevant to the team. Firstly, there is information regarding the behavior of others. For instance, the team might be better off if some individuals are left uncertain of the actions of other team members. Secondly, there is information regarding the team’s trade. For the same reasons as with behavioral information, it may be best for the team if some or all individuals remain unaware of the team’s trading strategy. Finally, there may be payoff-relevant private information acquired prior to the formation of a team. Some of this information may be revealed to prospective team members and some of it may remain withheld after the team has formed. Both possibilities are plausible, and depend to a large extent on individuals’ alternatives with other teams. This last form of private information has an important bearing on the market for team membership, which will inherit a communication role in that team membership contracts facilitate the credible revelation of at least some of this private information. As such, the questions of team formation and organization have inter-related answers.
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1.2



Location in the Literature



In this section we offer a survey of the literature relevant to the present topic, together with an initial attempt to compare and contrast it with this work. Further discussion may be found in Chapter 6, Section 6.1.2. We begin by discussing the influential work of Frank Knight, which is perhaps the closest in spirit to the present theory. There are some differences, however, which will be mentioned below. Essentially, where Knight relies on uncertainty as the source of a team’s profit, we rely on private information as the source of residual claims. We continue by going over the most prominent recent theories of the firm and its boundaries, from the transactions cost-based approaches of Coase (1937) and Williamson (1979) to Alchian and Demsetz (1972) with their view of the classical firm, and finally the more recent “hold-up” explanations of property rights and the boundaries of the firm proposed by Grossman and Hart (1986), Hart and Moore (1990), and Holmstrom and Roberts (1998). As regards the organization of firms, we introduce the main contributions that guided our identification and analysis of economic organization, such as correlated equilibrium by Aumann (1987), communication equilibrium by Forges (1986) and Myerson (1986), and the incentive contracts of Holmstrom (1982). We then move on to a survey of relevant studies founded in general equilibrium, starting with the literature on clubs, whose most representative recent contributions might be Shapley and Shubik (1972) and Ellickson et al (1999). Since it will be relevant in Chapter 5, we also survey the literature on general equilibrium with incentive constraints, focusing mainly on the problem of private information in the spirit of Akerlof (1970), Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976), and others.
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1.2.1



Knight’s Uncertainty and Profit



Knight’s (1921) explanation for residual ownership and control in organizations is perhaps closest in the literature to the results of this dissertation. Amongst other things, Knight identifies and explores the determinants and forms of economic rewards, as well as a role for residual ownership, and also discusses the separation of ownership and control. These are arguably the most relevant aspects of his work for this dissertation. We limit our discussion to them. Knight distinguishes between two kinds of economic reward: “rent” and “profit.” Indeed, Knight (1921, Part III, Chapter IX, par. 13) claims: With the specialization of function goes also a differentiation of reward. The produce of society is similarly divided into two kinds of income, and two only, contractual income, which is essentially rent, as economic theory has described incomes, and residual income or profit. According to Knight, rent exists for the usual economic reasons of compensating for the opportunity cost of transactions, whereas residual income exists for more complex reasons that lie at the heart of entrepreneurship. Moreover, a world without uncertainty would not require residual income, and every economic reward would be effected with the use of rents. Knight also argues that human nature forces entrepreneurs with confidence in their enterprise to “back it up” by accepting residual income. It might be interpreted that Knight had his own conception of “unravelling” for the revelation of private information concerning individual abilities or productive prospects (see Knight (1921, Part III, Chapter IX, par. 35)):
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If men, ignorant of other men’s powers, know that these other men themselves know their own powers, the results of general knowledge of all men’s powers may be secured; and this is true even if such knowledge is (as it is in fact) very imperfectly or not at all communicable. If those who furnish productive services for a contractual remuneration know that those who bid for the services know what they are worth to themselves, the bidders, or if each bidder knows this to be true of the others, the latter will be forced to pay all that they are willing to pay, which is to say all that they can pay. To be sure, competition under such conditions would be likely to take on the character of a poker game, a bluffing contest. On the one hand, Knight claims that “the confident and venturesome will insure the doubtful and timid” via residual income (see the quote in Chapter 5, page 144 below). His explanation of profit appears to be as compensation for bearing uncertainty, or uninsurable risk. On the other hand, our explanation of residual claims does not rely on uncertainty, but on credible signalling of private information. In Knight’s view, confident individuals bear uncertainty associated with an enterprise and as such demand an expected profit in return. In this dissertation, individuals bear “ostensible” risk to credibly signal to others that such risk is not really there, at least not in the purported magnitude. The difference might be restated as that Knight’s argument relies on incomplete information, in that entrepreneurs will bear uncertainty, whereas we rely on asymmetric information, that some individuals are better informed than others. Our explanation of residual claims differs from Knight’s in that the confident reassure the doubtful as opposed to insuring them.
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Finally, Knight explores in some depth the issue of separation of ownership and control. In Knight (1921, Part III, Chapter IX, par. 11), he writes: With human nature as we know it it would be impracticable or very unusual for one man to guarantee to another a definite result of the latter’s actions without being given power to direct his work. And on the other hand the second party would not place himself under the direction of the first without such a guaranty. Often in his work, Knight uses expressions such as control and responsibility, control and guarantee, control and ownership, suggesting that responsibility, guarantee, and residual ownership are economically related concepts. The work presented here broadly agrees with this conceptual amalgamation. To Knight the separation of ownership and control is largely illusory. He comments that although apparently stockholders of large corporations appear to have no control of the enterprise that they (at least partly) own, they “control” the “controller,” in that they vote for the corporation’s leadership. Again, this dissertation to some extent agrees with the illusory interpretation of ownership and control, although the following caveat seems worth making. In our model, residual ownership is allocated to those whose potential is under question for whatever reason. If a “controller’s” potential is not questioned, then he need not make residual claims, although he may require contractual “incentive” rewards to have the right incentives to perform. We do not make explicit Knight’s comment about “controlling” the “controller” in our model, but do acknowledge that an individual’s ability to operate and manage a corporation is conceptually different from an individual’s own confidence in a given enterprise. The former leads to control of operations and the latter leads to residual ownership.
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1.2.2



Contracts, Property Rights, and the Firm



In this subsection we provide a brief survey (making no attempt to be exhaustive) of the literature on the nature of contracts, property rights and firms, and a comparison with our approach. We begin with explanations for the emergence of firms, followed by a discussion of their organization, to end with their ownership. The nature of the firm according to Coase (1937) and Williamson (1979) might be summarized by the rubric of “transactions costs.” According to Coase (1937, page 392): [. . .] the operation of a market costs something and by forming an organization and allowing some authority (an “entrepreneur”) to direct the resources, certain marketing costs are saved. However, in the model presented here, no such marketing costs exist, and still there is a meaningful economic role for firms (viewed as special cases of teams) as well as entrepreneurs to play. Alchian and Demsetz (1972), on the other hand, begin by assuming that there may be valuable synergy gains from team formation, much as the present study assumes, and focus their study on economic organization, in search for what they call “the classical firm.” Alchian and Demsetz embrace the possibility that it may well be costly to meter (by which they mean both measure and apportion) an individual’s marginal productivity and rewards as an explanation of economic organization. Indeed, according to them hierarchical specialization loses significance without such metering costs. A team forms to exploit synergy gains despite inevitable metering problems, which may be mitigated—if it is efficient to do so—by the appointment of a monitor who provides incentives to workers via
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contractual enforcement. They go on to ask who monitors the monitor, and answer that he must monitor himself, led by the enticement of (efficiently allocated) residual claimant rights. Although this dissertation broadly follows their identification of the crucial ingredients for an economic organization, it does not reach the conclusion that the monitor ought to be residual claimant. Our conclusions on this matter align more closely to Holmstrom’s (1982) view that the principal’s role is not primarily one of monitoring. Indeed, in Chapter 4 we find that monitoring is not dramatically different from any other productive task when it comes to its contractual inducement. This result bears some resemblance with the work of Strausz (1997), who argues that the firm is better off when the principal does not monitor (in case monitoring signals are private information). As regards organization generally, we view communication across team members a crucial aspect of it, and as such have resorted to the game-theoretic approaches of Aumann (1987), Forges (1986), and Myerson (1986) to address communication as part of a team’s organizational design (we also view the Bayesian games of Harsanyi (1967) as the result of “pre-game” communication, see Chapter 5). To the best of my knowledge, the study of organizations dates back to Socrates (see Plato (–360), Book VI). He argues for “the philosopher ruler” as a preferable governor on the grounds that philosophers are wise, but warns that a suitable candidate ought to be reluctant to accept the job, since otherwise this might reflect his temptation to abuse the privileges associated therewith. An admittedly contrived interpretation of this idea might be that such reluctance could involve the candidate taking responsibility, or claiming the residual. Or it might be interpreted as that in a world without residual claims it might be difficult to fend off opportunists.
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More recently, Rayo (2002) studies the efficient contractual arrangement for a given team in a repeated partnership. He finds a role for incentive contracts based on public monitoring and private monitoring signals. However, his treatment of monitoring is mostly implicit. As for the literature on property rights, it is largely influenced by the “hold-up” problem. See Grossman and Hart (1986), Hart and Moore (1990), and Holmstrom and Roberts (1998), for instance. Parties considering relationship-specific investments might be dissuaded from doing so efficiently if there are ex-post bargaining problems over contractual payments after the investment has been made. The allocation of property rights might mitigate the problems associated with ex-post bargaining. Indeed, Holmstrom and Roberts (1998, page 79) claim: What does survive all variations of the model is the central idea that asset ownership provides levers that influence bargaining outcomes and hence incentives. In their model, the determination of bargaining outcomes is based on partial equilibrium. Bargaining power is treated as a parameter. Our explanation of residual ownership and control, being founded on general equilibrium, treats bargaining power as an economic outcome, rather than as a parameter to the property rights problem, unlike the previous literature. We believe that competitive bargaining oils the economic engine rather than hold it up. Furthermore, ownership in our model is not there to induce the right behavior (or investment) in a team—incentive contracts can make this happen—it is there to ensure that the team is populated by the right team members.
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1.2.3



Clubs and Teams in General Equilibrium



With hindsight, one of the first formal approaches for addressing social interactions in general equilibrium might be attributed to Lindahl (1919). Much of this work is founded to a large extent on the insight that team membership is a public good and that as such it may be priced in a similar spirit to that originally proposed by Lindahl. Since then, the relevant literature on general equilibrium may be categorized into the theory of clubs and literature based on the assignment model. An economic theory of clubs began with the work of Buchanan (1965), who focused on the issue of crowding in clubs. It was rekindled by Ellickson (1973) and his “constituencies” which evolved back into clubs in Cole and Prescott (1997) and Ellickson et al (1999,2000). This theory of clubs does not involve incentive constraints or information problems. The work is most closely aligned with our work on inactive teams of Chapter 2. On the other hand, individuals compete for club memberships that include a specification of their role in the club. In this sense, it might be argued that individuals compete for “jobs” in anonymous markets. In Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4, we consider this specific alternative in the presence of incentive constraints and find that introducing such constraints brings with it some potentially serious technical problems that would hinder efficiency. The reader is referred to that discussion. Some authors have recently attempted to introduce rudimentary versions of incentive constraints into the model of clubs, such as Prescott and Townsend (2000) and Zame (2004). The work of Prescott and Townsend (2000) deals with the problem of hiring monitors to relax incentive constraints for workers in general
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equilibrium, much in the spirit of our Chapter 4, Section 4.1. Zame’s (2004) work is still rough and incomplete (as he himself admits in the title page of his paper), so there is frankly little that I can say on it, except that his opening example is comparable to Example 2.12 in Chapter 2 which involves one active player, even though his example has two players but does not seem to exploit this fact. As for the literature spawned by the assignment model of Shapley and Shubik (1972), assignment economies have proved to be a remarkable venue for the discussion of what perfect competition means. Gretsky, Ostroy, and Zame (1999, 2003) take advantage of this to trace the boundaries of perfect competition in terms of market thickness. This literature bases its conception of competition on the seminal contributions of Makowski (1980) and Ostroy (1980). Makowski and Ostroy (2003) are the first to introduce teams in a general equilibrium model, with their study of transparent teams. Their inclusion of games into general equilibrium is in many ways the starting point of this research. They view teams as a local phenomenon and focus their analysis on environments where individual members’ actions are freely (i.e., at no cost) observable, verifiable, and contractible by all members of any team. Equivalently, teams have access to binding contracts for individual actions, thereby assuming away behavioral incentive constraints within a team. They develop a framework in which individuals—led by market forces—form teams that (in principle may) trade in goods markets, and bargain competitively over individual members’ actions. With binding contracts, such actions are not subject to deviations and may be priced as local public goods. Indeed, they view contracts as Lindahl prices that emerge as a result of such competitive bargaining and characterize conditions under which individuals appropriate their marginal product. See Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2, as well as Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2 for a reconciliation of their work with mine.
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1.2.4



General Equilibrium with Incentive Constraints



There is an already enormous and rapidly increasing literature on the topic of general equilibrium with incentive constraints and private information. We shall just scratch the surface in this review by highlighting only the articles most relevant to this dissertation. We begin with the seminal contribution of Akerlof (1970), who formally introduces the notion of adverse selection. Our Chapter 5 presents a model of general equilibrium with teams and the possibility of adverse selection. Our conception of equilibrium guarantees existence, unlike the work of Rothschild and Stiglitz (1977), Wilson (1977), Prescott and Townsend (1984a,b), or Jerez (2003). The reason for such discrepancy is simply that the present model is designed to answer different questions from those of these authors, who focus on insurance markets to explore issues such as cream-skimming (see also Hellwig (1987) for an interesting discussion). In contrast, our view of markets with adverse selection is more in line with Gale (1992), who to some extent treats beliefs as parameters. More generally, Makowski and Ostroy (1995, 2001) discuss potential failures of perfect competition. In the first paper, they allow individuals to perform actions before trading in markets, and derive the necessity of “no complementarities” across individual actions for perfect competition to emerge. The second paper introduces the concept of delivery problems. Arguably, the present analysis takes a step forward by explicitly addressing the market’s resolution of such problems to the extent that they are embodied in metering costs. Also, the work of Makowski, Ostroy, and Segal (1999) has some relevance to this study. They consider economies with private information and compare them against their notion of perfect competition. They conclude that efficient, incentive
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compatible economies are perfectly competitive, which suggests that competition is robust to private information regarding an individual’s tastes. As a final remark, the work of Leland and Pyle (1977) seems to have some relevance to this dissertation. In their model, entrepreneurs with projects of differing quality compete for financing from lending institutions. With the quality of projects being private information, entrepreneurs find a credible signal of their true quality in retained equity. This echoes to some extent the ideas of Knight and this dissertation on the role of residual ownership. Finally, it is worth remarking that our conception of residual claims differs substantially from the neoclassical view of Debreu (1959), who views stake-holdings of firms as endowments to individuals. In other words, he views residual ownership of an enterprise part of the description of the economic problem of allocating resources rather than part of the solution itself.



1.3



Overview of the Dissertation



In this section we begin by describing the research goals of the subsequent chapters, followed by a conceptual description of the models that lie ahead. The research agenda presented below has two branches. The first and arguably most important branch would be the economic description and conclusions it aims at portraying. The second branch concerns technical contributions. Additionally, the models considered here offer an arguably useful canvas to answer many further questions that have not been addressed here explicitly. The conceptual description below lays out structural assumptions that underlie our model of teams, their formation, organization, and residual ownership.
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1.3.1



Research Agenda



The overall goal of this dissertation is to derive a formal theory that provides an economic explanation of team formation, organization, and residual ownership. In fulfilling this goal, other subsidiary research questions have emerged. Originally, the aim of this dissertation was to formalize the result of Alchian and Demsetz that the monitor of a team ought to be made residual claimant. However, as the dissertation progressed, the theoretical models employed were inconsistent with their hypothesis. The search for an economic explanation of residual claims progressed to the current signalling role. Our research goals might be summarized as follows. Firstly, we wish to provide an economic explanation for the means as well as the end in the formation of teams. Secondly, we want to identify key economic factors in the design of organizations. Thirdly, we are looking for an economic meaning to the concept of residual claims. Finally, we hope to explain how this relates back to issues of team formation and organization, in particular the allocation of control rights in an organization as well as the separation of ownership and control. As regards technical contributions, this dissertation delivers a formal model of general equilibrium with teams and incentive constraints, and in some sense aims at unifying general equilibrium with game theory. To this end, we provide an economic foundation not only for Bayesian games, but also for game-theoretic equilibrium selection in those games. Other subsidiary research goals involve organizational as well as further technical matters. On the organizational side, lies an understanding of monitoring in more depth, by asking questions such as who should monitor, how should monitors be rewarded, and how monitoring differs from other tasks.
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Regarding further technical matters, one of our research goals has been to be able to formulate a general equilibrium model with incentive constraints within the framework of transferable utility, a goal that was accomplished with the use of the incentive good (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3). Finally, a more platonic research goal in this dissertation is to provide a canvas with which to be able to answer questions of economic team formation and organization. For instance, the economics of ideas might be a question with fruitful answers in this model.



1.3.2



Dissertation Outline



A team is a finite collection of individuals. We assume that there is a continuum of individuals, so teams are necessarily infinitesimal. Joining a team involves a commitment to not join other teams. Any interaction with others outside the team is restricted to follow from commodity trading in Walrasian markets. Trades are only possible through the team. We begin our study of teams with inactive teams, defined by the property that they create value spontaneously. Relying on the assignment model, we offer a general equilibrium explanation of team formation according to which individuals join teams led by team-membership prices. The surplus created by a team is divided amongst its members in accordance with individuals’ relative scarcity and substitution possibilities across teams. Then we introduce the possibility that teams may become involved in commodity trading. The basic logic remains regarding the economic motivation for team formation. We then begin to study active teams. Active teams differ from inactive teams in that they make explicit the process by which teams create value. We call this
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team production. Having formed, teams are assumed to play a normal-form game indexed by net trades of commodities. In our study of opaque teams, we introduce communication possibilities in a team’s organization. We abstractly rely on a so-called invisible mediating principal, a disinterested party who takes responsibility for the team’s centralized communication system as well as implementing the team’s trading decisions. The mediator makes private recommendations to team members regarding the actions they should adopt incentive compatibly, and makes possibly random trades to relax the constraints of incentive compatibility and, of course, to maximize the team’s welfare. The mediator’s trade of commodities may involve local public goods and also the allocation of private goods to team members. (The assumption that individuals may only trade through teams is now without much loss on the grounds that certain individual actions may be interpreted as individual market trades, although this might require addressing issues of resource constraints.) In equilibrium, teams form and organize themselves with the help of a mediating principal who facilitates communication and trading services to the team. Equilibrium is incentive efficient. We then penetrate the team to explore the role of incentive contracts. We take an arbitrary team and consider the ways in which it might better provide its members with the right incentives to perform. In a world of public monitoring, where actions lead to noisy public signals thereof, incentive contracts take a familiar form: reward team members if the signal is “good news” and punish them otherwise. In a world of private monitoring, where actions lead to noisy signals that are privately observed by some team members, contracts take a slightly different tone. Individuals whose signals will not be used for contractual purposes face the same kind of incentive contracts as the case of public monitoring. Individuals
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whose signals are used to provide incentives to others will face “loyalty-testing” contracts to ensure that they both make the right amount of effort and that they report their signals truthfully. We also consider the case where team members are hold payoff-relevant private information at the beginning of the game played by the team, making it Bayesian. Truthful revelation of this private information may be obtained by making individuals indifferent between reporting the truth and lying, as usual. Finally, we study translucent teams, characterized by an environment in which individuals hold private information before any teams have formed. This affects substantially the properties of equilibrium, as well as the equilibrium nature of teams. On the one hand, individuals may wish to credibly signal some of their private information in order to join productive teams. On the other hand, they may wish to withhold some of that information in order that to extract more surplus from it. Residual claims are identified with a specific form credible signalling. As such, they are conceptually different from the incentive contracts described above. Residual claims are considered a team membership contract. Incentives to withhold information until the team has formed exploit the initial assumption that once an individual joins a team he may not join another. This withholding provides an economic foundation for Bayesian games. Additionally, there emerges an economic explanation for the separation or otherwise of ownership and control. Control is allocated to those with superior information, whereas residual ownership is allocated to those confident in the team’s productive potential. Chapter 6 summarizes and discusses these results in more detail.
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CHAPTER 2 Inactive versus Active Teams By definition, a team will be thought of as a finite collection of individuals. This chapter begins to formally study team formation and organization in the context of two kinds of team, which will be described as inactive and active teams. The difference between these two kinds of team is simply that inactive teams make no explicit mention of individual members’ behavior within a team, whereas active teams do make such behavior explicit. The labels chosen to distinguish these two kinds of team might appear misleading, since it is not to be necessarily understood that inactive teams are truly “inactive.” It is simply assumed that behavior within the team is left implicit or has already been accounted for (see Chapter 5 for a detailed explanation of this), or even that it just does not make any substantive difference to the relevant analysis at hand. Active teams on the other hand make explicit the behavior of every team member. The differences between inactive and active teams are to some extent minor and to some extent major. Inactive teams provide a usefully simple way of deriving a general equilibrium formulation to ask questions about the competitive nature of the existence of certain types of team. The framework provided by inactive teams answers the question: “What teams will form in competitive markets?”
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On the other hand, inactive teams fail to address any issues concerning the internal organization of a team. We will begin to answer this question when we consider active teams, where we provide some initial answers to the questions: “Having formed, how will a competitive team organize itself?” In fact, this question is the subject of the next two chapters, but we begin a brief discussion here partly to review existing ideas and partly in preparation for subsequent ones. The first section in this chapter defines and studies inactive teams. It begins by reviewing the economic problem of team formation within the familiar framework of the assignment model. This will provide an explanation of team formation in terms of general equilibrium. Such an approach will be followed throughout the remainder of the dissertation. Specifically, we will study the planner’s problem of assigning individuals to teams in order to maximize welfare, and appeal to duality to find an adequate conception of Walrasian equilibrium, where a version of the first welfare theorem will be shown to obtain. Finally, we will incorporate the possibility that—having formed—inactive teams may have the ability to trade in commodity markets. It will be shown that not much is conceptually different from the economy without commodity trades. The next section studies active teams. Team behavior will be modelled as a normal-form game played by each team independently of any other team. In other words, any outcome of the game played by a given team has no direct effect on individuals belonging to any other team. We first study transparent teams, labelled thus originally by Makowski and Ostroy (2003), and whose defining characteristic will be that such teams experience no metering costs1 whatsoever. In other words, team members will have access to binding contracts that facilitate their organizational choices. The next task will be to relax the assumption that 1



See Chapter 4 for a definition and discussion of metering costs.
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contracts are binding. We begin by providing a formulation of the team’s problem of finding an optimal organization subject to incentive constraints. This will set the stage for the next chapter, where the team’s incentive-constrained problem will be scrutinized more closely to obtain what will be called opaque teams.



2.1



Team Formation and Trade with Inactive Teams



This section, which is mostly a review of existing results from the assignment model, describes competition amongst inactive teams. By definition, these are teams whose members are passive once the team has formed. The members of an inactive team add value to the team spontaneously upon its formation. Inactive teams are useful models of organized competition in and of themselves. Additionally, as will be demonstrated in subsequent sections, such inactive teams will correspond to reduced versions of active teams, where their members may undertake actions. Therefore, the model of inactive teams presented below will play a key role in describing competition for members amongst active teams. The main goal will be to provide a formal description, based on duality, of efficient allocations and Walrasian equilibrium involving team membership and physical commodities. To this end, we will begin by reviewing the core as well as defining the planner’s problem of team formation. Next we will look at the difference between gross and net payments to individuals when looking for a decentralization procedure of efficient team memberships based on a version of Lindahl pricing, thus viewing team membership as a (local) public good. We will proceed by defining a version of Walrasian equilibrium and state as well as prove the first welfare theorem. Finally, the possibility of commodity trading by teams will be added to this general equilibrium model, with at most minor conceptual changes.
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2.1.1



The Assignment of Individuals to Teams



Consider an economy with finitely many types of individual collected in the set I = {1, . . . , n}. The set of possible types of team, with typical type of team t, is T = {t ⊂ I : t 6= ∅}. There is a continuum of each type of individual. A population is a vector q ∈ RI+ , where qi ≥ 0 stands for the mass or measure of individuals of type i that are available in the economy. Once formed, the value of a team of type t is denoted by vt ∈ R, with v{i} = 0. An assignment is a vector x ∈ RT with xt ≥ 0. An assignment x is feasible if X



xt ≤ q i



t3i



for every type of individual i ∈ I. The planner’s problem is to find an efficient assignment by solving the following linear program, which forms teams that maximize social value to the extent allowed by availability of individuals. Call this problem the primal. V (q) := sup x≥0



X



vt xt subject to ∀i ∈ I,



X



xt ≤ q i



t3i



t∈T



The associated dual problem is easily shown to be V (q) = inf



π≥0



X



πi qi subject to ∀t ∈ T,



X



πi ≥ vt .



i∈t



i∈I



The dual variables πi are net utility payments (or imputations) to individuals for participation in a team. For instance, consider the following economy, with I = {1, 2, 3}, qi = 1 for every type of individual i, and ∀i,



v{i} = 0,



∀i 6= j,



v{i,j} = 1,
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vI = 1.



The primal is solved by letting x{i,j} = 1/2 for every possible two-person team, and xt = 0 for every other type of team t. It follows that the maximized value of the primal problem is V (q) = 1.5. On the other hand, the dual is solved by letting πi = 1/2, with the same (minimized) value as the primal. As a matter of interpretation, the assignment x may be thought of as individuals spending half their time in each of the two possible two-person teams available to them. Alternatively, individuals may be thought of as facing lotteries over team membership, where each individual indivisibly joins a particular (two-person) team with equal probability. Finally, assuming as we do that there is a continuum of individuals, we may simply interpret x as assigning half the mass of individuals of each type to a particular type of two-person team. We will generally assume this latter interpretation throughout. The next results summarize key properties of the value function V . The first result asserts that V is well-defined and continuous. Theorem 2.1 The planner’s problem always has a solution, therefore V is welldefined. Moreover, V is continuous and non-negative. Proof —Since I is finite, it follows that the set of feasible assignments is closed and bounded, hence compact. It is also nonempty because the assignment xt = qi if t = {i} and zero otherwise is feasible (implying that V (q) ≥ 0). Recall that vt is P bounded, so the linear functional f (x) = t vt xt is continuous. By Weierstrass’ Theorem, it is bounded and attains its bounds, therefore a maximum exists, proving that V is indeed a function. Continuity of V follows from the Maximum Theorem, since the constraint set—viewed as a correspondence with domain the space of populations—is (both upper and lower hemi-) continuous. The second result shows essential properties of V .
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¤



Theorem 2.2



The function V is positively homogeneous and superadditive,



hence concave. Proof —Let q and q 0 be two populations with q 0 = αq for a given positive constant α. Notice that x solves the planner’s problem when the population is q if and only if αx solves its corresponding problem when the population is q 0 . Therefore, P V (q 0 ) = t vt αxt = αV (q), proving that V is indeed positively homogeneous. For superadditivity, let q and q 0 be any two populations, and suppose that the planner’s problem is solved by the assignments x and x0 for each population respectively. Since the assignment x + x0 is feasible when the population is in fact P q + q 0 , it follows that V (q + q 0 ) ≥ t vt (xt + x0t ) = V (q) + V (q 0 ), proving superadditivity. Appealing to it in the inequality below and to positive homogeneity in the equality, it follows that for any α ∈ [0, 1], V (αq + (1 − α)q 0 ) ≥ V (αq) + V ((1 − α)q 0 ) = αV (q) + (1 − α)V (q 0 ), proving that V is concave, as claimed.



2.1.2



¤



Team Membership as a Public Good



Adding to the previous model, we (seemingly) redundantly augment the set of instruments in the planner’s problem. For every type of team t and every individual team member i ∈ t, the utility to that individual associated with team formation is denoted vti ∈ R. The planner’s problem is defined as follows. V (q) = sup x≥0



XX



vti xit



s.t.



t∈T i∈t



∀t ∈ T, i ∈ t, xit = xt , X xit = qi . ∀i ∈ I, t3i
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The problem above compares with the previous one in two important ways. Firstly, it adds personalized quantities of team membership, denoted by xit , subject to the constraint that they coincide with a social quantity xt for every type of team t. In other words, the market for team membership clears. Secondly, P this problem reconciles with the previous problem by letting vt = i vti . The role of the added redundant xit ’s is for this new problem to adhere to the Lindahl approach to efficient provision of public goods. The planner’s problem has the following dual. X



V (q) = inf p,π



πi qi



s.t.



i∈I



∀t ∈ T, i ∈ t, vti − pit ≤ πi , X ∀i ∈ I, pit = 0. i∈t



The dual problem involves two kinds of variable. The πi correspond to net payments as before. The prices pit are gross payments to individuals of type i belonging to a team of type t. They are team membership prices. With reference to the previous illustrative example, let vti = 1/2 for every possible two-person team and vIi = 1/3. Solving the planner’s problem is a trivial extension of the solution to its previous version: simply let xit = xt = 1/2 for every two-person team with i ∈ t, and xit = xt = 0 otherwise. As for the solution to this dual problem, the net payments πi = 1/2 just as before, and the prices pit , or gross payments, are calculated as pit = vti − πi = 0 for active teams. The dual may be equivalently simplified by denoting vi∗ (p) := sup µ≥0



X X (vti − pit )µt s.t. µt = 1, t3i



t3i



where the convex function vi∗ is the indirect utility of an individual of type i. Notice that here we are assuming the existence of a money commodity that enters
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individuals’ preferences linearly, whose price is normalized to unity, and which is used to denominate all other prices. This assumption of quasi-linearity with respect to money will be adopted throughout. P P i Lemma 2.3 Let W (q) := inf { vi∗ (p)qi : pt = 0}. Then V (q) = W (q). This lemma will be used in the next proposition, which describes the relationship between team membership prices, or gross payments, and people prices, or net payments. Let v ∗ (p) denote the vector of indirect utilities vi∗ (p) for each i. P Proposition 2.4 p solves W (q) if and only if v ∗ (p) ∈ ∂V (q) and i pit = 0. Proof —For sufficiency, suppose that p solves W (q). Immediately, p is feasible, so P i P ∗ vi (p)qi = V (q). Therefore, i pt = 0. By the previous lemma, it follows that P P V (q)− vi∗ (p)qi = 0 ≥ V (q 0 )− vi∗ (p)qi0 , with equality if p also happens to solve the dual for the population q 0 . (Notice that p is still feasible with q 0 .) Hence, v ∗ (p) ∈ ∂V (q), as required. For necessity, notice that for any price vector p with P i P ∗ ∗ i i vi (p) ≥ vt . Assuming that i pt = 0, we have vi (p) ≥ vt − pt , therefore P P v ∗ (p) ∈ ∂V (q) and i pit = 0, any vector π ∈ RI with πi ≥ vt must also satisfy P P ∗ P πi qi ≥ vi (p)qi . Hence, for any other p0 such that i p0it = 0, it follows that P ∗ 0 P ∗ vi (p )qi ≥ vi (p)qi , so p solves W (q). ¤ This proposition argues that the problem of finding prices p to solve W (q) is equivalent to finding team membership prices p that lead to welfare-maximizing demands and clear the market for money, the net supply of which is assumed to equal zero. The next proposition fills the remaining gap by showing that solving W (q) implies that the market for team membership also clears. It follows directly by duality, so its proof is omitted. Proposition 2.5 Suppose that p solves W (q) with Lagrange multipliers x. Then x/qi solves vi∗ (p) for every i ∈ I with qi > 0.
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2.1.3



Price Taking Equilibrium



The last two results presented above lead us naturally to the version of Walrasian equilibrium that will be introduced below. After its definition, the first welfare theorem will be shown to hold. Finally, two illustrative examples are discussed, leading to the next section that incorporates commodity trading. Definition 2.6



A price taking equilibrium (PTE) is a pair (x, p) such that



markets clear and individuals optimize: X



∀i ∈ I,



xt = q i ,



t3i



X



∀t ∈ T, ∀(i, t),



(vti



pit = 0,



i∈t − pit )xt



= vi∗ (p)xt .



The definition of PTE above is distinguished by three conditions. The first condition asserts that the equilibrium assignment of teams must not require more individuals of any type than are available in the population. In other words, team membership markets clear. The second condition requires that team membership prices consist of monetary transfers that add up to zero. In other words, the market for the money commodity clears. The last condition requires teams that actually form to provide utility-maximizing value for each member upon participation given team membership prices. In price taking equilibrium, team membership prices are Lindahl prices that emerge from competitive bargaining in the market for team members. By duality, the first welfare theorem obtains, so an equilibrium assignment of individuals to teams maximizes welfare. Welfare is calculated by awarding every individual of any type with equal weight as a result of quasi-linearity with respect to the money commodity.
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Theorem 2.7 Price taking equilibrium is efficient. Proof —Let (x, p) be a PTE and consider another feasible allocation x0 . For any team t ∈ T and member i ∈ t, we have by definition that (vti − pit )x0t ≤ vi∗ (p)x0t . P i 0 P ∗ P i Aggregating yields that v t xt ≤ vi (p)qi = vt xt , so x solves the primal problem. For efficiency, if there is an i0 ∈ I with X 0 vti (x0t − xt ) > 0, t3i0



and a weak inequality for all other types of individual, then adding across them P ∗ P i 0 vi (p)qi . But using the market clearance conditions, it we find that vt xt > P ∗ P ∗ P i 0 P i vi (p)qi , a contradiction. ¤ vi (p)x0t = follows that vt xt = (vt − pit )x0t ≤ As for existence of equilibrium, it follows from the fundamental theorem of linear programming that any efficient allocation can be supported by a price taking equilibrium. Furthermore, the existence of a solution to the finite dimensional primal problem is guaranteed with linearity. To illustrate, consider the following example of PTE. Suppose that I = {1, . . . , n}, qi = 1 for every type of individual i, and that vIi = 1, with vti = 0 for all other types of team t 6= I and possible members i ∈ t. An immediate candidate for PTE is the assignment xI = 1, xt = 0 for all other t, together with prices pit = 0 P for every t and i ∈ t. In fact, any prices such that piI ≤ 1 and i piI = 0, with pit = 0 for all other t and i ∈ t, will define a PTE. This condition characterizes the set of all PTEs for the economy. For another example, consider the previous setting with the only modification that vti = 1 for any member i of a team t such that |t| = n − 1. It is still the case that the assignment xI = 1, xt = 0 for all other t, together with the prices pit = 0 for every t and i ∈ t is a PTE. However, the set of PTEs is significantly smaller than previously. This is actually the unique PTE for the economy.
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2.1.4



Market Trading with Inactive Teams



We will now augment the model to make commodity trading explicit. Let us assume that individuals as well as teams have access to markets for commodities (above and beyond people markets) as well as the numeraire money good, whose price is still normalized to unity. In order to abstract from distracting distinctions between producers and consumers, I focus exclusively on net trades of goods. Let R` × R, with ` < ∞, be the net trade space of commodities. A typical net trade undertaken by a team of any type t ∈ T is denoted by (zt , mt ), where mt ∈ R represents the quasi-linear money good and zt ∈ R` represents non-money commodities to be interpreted as local public goods for a team’s joint enjoyment, with the unconventional convention that ztk > 0 represents a purchase of the kth commodity and ztk < 0 represents a sale. Every team of any type t is assumed to have a given Lipschitz, concave utility function, with effective domain a compact subset of the space of non-money commodities. Teams do not undertake any actions above and beyond trading, an assumption that will subsequently be relaxed. Specifically, the utility function for a team of any type t is denoted by vt : R` → [−∞, ∞). Thus, given a trade zt ∈ R` of non-money commodities, the team obtains a resulting utility of vt (zt ). For any t ∈ T and i ∈ t, let vti : R` → [−∞, ∞) denote Mr. i’s utility from consuming any bundle zt if belonging to t. By assumption, the following “accounting identity” is satisfied: vt (zt ) =



X i∈t
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vti (zt ).



The planner’s problem is to solve the program below. The planner simultaneously selects people and net trades of non-money commodities to maximize welfare (with equal weighting by quasi-linearity), admitting that individuals are scarce and that net trades must satisfy the economy’s aggregate resource constraint. XX V (q) := sup vti (zt )xit (zt ) s.t. x≥0



(t,zt ) i∈t



∀(t, zt ), i ∈ t, xit (zt ) = xt (zt ), X ∀i ∈ I, xit (zt ) = qi , (t3i,zt )



X



zt xt (zt ) = 0.



(t,zt )



The first constraint in the planner’s problem is the requirement that his demand for teams be consistent with human resources; the second constraint is on physical resources. By concavity of vt , equal treatment of different teams of the same type follows, so xt need not be indexed by net trades, even though it is here. We now proceed to define the dual program associated with the planner’s problem, but first we must define prices. A price vector p consists of commodity prices p ∈ R` together with activity prices pi : T × R` → R, where pi a measurable function, such that pi (t, zt ) is the price faced by an individual of type i for participating in a team of type t trading zt . The dual is given by the following program. V (q) = inf



X



p,π



πi qi



s.t.



i∈I



vti (zt ) − pit (zt ) ≤ πi , X ∀(t, zt ), pit (zt ) = p · zt .



∀(t, zt , i ∈ t),



i∈t



P i P pt (zt ) = p · zt }, where Equivalently, V (q) = inf { vi∗ (p)qi : X X µt (zt ) = 1. (vti (zt ) − pit (zt ))µt (zt ) s.t. vi∗ (pi ) := sup µ≥0



(t3i,zt )



(t3i,zt )
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Definition 2.8



A price taking equilibrium (PTE) is a pair (x, p) such that



markets clear and individuals optimize: X



zt xt (zt ) = 0,



(t,zt )



X



∀i ∈ I,



xt (zt ) = qi ,



(t3i,zt )



∀(t, zt ), (vti (zt )



−



X



pit (zt ) = p · zt ,



i∈t i pt (zt ))xt (zt )



= vi∗ (pi )xt (zt ).



Existence and efficiency of price taking equilibrium is readily established once again in this new environment. Its proof is identical to the previous one save notation, apart from technicalities that are addressed by Gretsky, Ostroy, and Zame (2002). This description of the planner’s problem and its dual underlines important structural similarities between the presence and absence of trade amongst teams. Given economic commodity trades, team members’ prices, or utility imputations, are calculated in much the same spirit as for the standard core problem, viewing team membership as a local public good, where individuals earn utils in accordance with their individual type’s relative scarcity, as ever. Similarly, team membership prices, or gross payments, are interpreted just as before given a team’s trade. In fact the only real difference that trading opportunities introduce is that the value of teams is established by the trade of commodities. A team’s commodity trade may therefore be interpreted as a subjective index of the team’s quality from the point of view of each prospective team member.
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2.2



Team Production with Active Teams



The study of inactive teams provided a rich description of a team’s competitive behavior as regards its formation and trading activity. However, it remained silent as regards a team’s organization, in other words, how trading takes place in terms of which team member does what, and why. This section begins to provide a framework that aims at answering such questions. We start by formalizing a conception of team production. Every team of any type is characterized by its members playing a normal-form game independently of any other team. The actions adopted by a team’s members will have an effect on the team’s trading possibilities in addition to their effect on team members’ utility functions over the team’s net trades of commodities. We will also introduce some technical assumptions concerning some properties of team members’ utility functions and the team’s trading possibilities. We continue by introducing Makowski and Ostroy’s (2003) transparent teams, defined by the property that individual members’ behavior is not subject to incentive constraints. This provides a useful benchmark in any study of economic organization, and will be treated as such. Transparent teams are assumed to have access to binding contracts for team behavior, thereby rendering non-strategic any organizational question. The “concavification” properties of transparent teams are then explored, which make it possible to revert back to the general equilibrium models with inactive teams of the previous section. This will help us find an appropriate introduction of incentive constraints that exploits the advantages of convex analysis that the present assumption of quasi-linearity avails, which will eventually guide us towards our choice of (game-theoretic) equilibrium behavior in the next chapter.
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The last section considers a possible approach to introducing incentive constraints to the transparent teams framework, but as will be argued in the next chapter, this approach can be improved upon. However, it will suffice to begin a discussion of incentive problems, as will be pointed out by example. We end with a comment about trading possibilities that becomes relevant with incentive constraints.



2.2.1



A Team Production Technology



Teams are assumed to engage in team production. Given a team of any type t ∈ T , each of its members i ∈ t has a finite set of actions available to him collected in the set Ait , with typical element ait . Team actions, i.e., profiles of individual actions indexed by team members, are denoted by at and belong to the product space At =



Y



Ait .



i∈t



A correlated team strategy is any probability measure σt ∈ ∆(At ) over the set of team actions. Thus, for any at ∈ At , the quantity σt (at ) denotes the probability that the team action at will be adopted. Team actions have two consequences for the team. First of all, they have repercussions on utilities. Every individual member i ∈ t is assumed to have an intrinsic utility function over team actions and net trades. Thus, if the team action is at ∈ At and the net trade is zt ∈ R` , let vti (at )(zt ) denote i’s associated utility. Our first formal assumption will be on the topological properties of vti (at ). Assumption 2.9 For every t ∈ T , i ∈ t, and at ∈ At , the function vti (at ) is Lipschitz on its effective domain, dom vti (at ), which is a compact, convex set containing the zero vector.
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Team actions also have a direct effect on the team’s trading possibilities. Every team of any type is assumed to take as given a function vt0 : At × R` → {0, −∞}, called the team’s trading possibilities indicator, where vt0 (at )(zt ) = 0 means that it is technologically possible, feasible, for the team to trade zt when their team action is at ; the value −∞ means that it is impossible. This leads us to our second assumption, that constrains the set of feasible trading possibilities. Assumption 2.10 For every t ∈ T and at ∈ At , dom vt0 (at ) = vt0 (at )−1 (0) is a compact, convex set that contains the zero trade vector. Let the family of all utility functions relevant to a team of type t be denoted by © ª vt = vti (at ) : at ∈ At , i ∈ t ∪ {0} . Given a team action at and a trade zt , I will denote the team’s utility by vt (at )(zt ) and define it by the following summation: X vt (at )(zt ) := vti (at )(zt ) + vt0 (at )(zt ). i∈t



The value vt (at )(zt ) may be interpreted as the team’s welfare (unambiguously defined by quasi-linearity) when the team action is at and the team’s net trade is zt , for any zt that is feasible with respect to at . If zt is not feasible with respect to at , then clearly zt lies outside the effective domain of vt (at ). The team production technology defined above is rather general. It may be viewed as a family of normal form games played by the members of a team, indexed by feasible net trades. As will be seen in the next chapter, this view will be superseded by the interpretation of trades as the actions available to a fictitious “zeroth” player. However, for the sake of the remainder of this chapter, we shall adhere to the former point of view.
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2.2.2



Transparent Teams



Having formally established a meaningful team production technology, we begin to apply it by introducing the benchmark of transparent teams. There are two ways to interpret such teams. One way is that transparent teams are not subject to incentive constraints. Another way is that, prior to its normal-form game being played, the team has access to binding contracts for its members’ behavior.2 Therefore, any game-theoretic considerations are obviated away by a transparent team. There are organizational considerations, though, namely in deciding what team actions will be adopted. This brings us to our first description of the team’s problem of organizing itself efficiently. For every team of any type t, we define the team’s problem and reduced utility function over net trades by vt (zt ) := sup{vt (at )(zt ) : at ∈ At }. This is clearly the same as maximizing over correlated strategies, i.e., vt (zt ) = sup{vt (σt )(zt ) : σt ∈ ∆(At )}, where vt (σt )(zt ) :=



X



σt (at )vt (at )(zt ).



at ∈At



Notice that vt (zt ) is generally not concave, since the supremum of a family of functions fails to be concave even if each of the family’s members is itself concave. Let me define two concave “extensions” of vt . m m X X (conc vt )(zt ) := sup λk vt (ztk ) s.t. λk ztk = zt , k=1



(conc vt )(zt ) := sup



X



k=1



σt (at )(conc vt (at ))(zt (at )) s.t.



at ∈At 2



X



σt (at )zt (at ) = zt .



at ∈At



Both interpretations are equivalent, as will be argued in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2.
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The first concavification “extends” vt by allowing certain proportions of the population of teams of a given type t to make specific net trades and choose their welfare-maximizing team action associated therewith. The second concavification may be interpreted as introducing a correlated strategy within the team. Different proportions of teams might trade after their team action realizes. The following equality of functions is immediate, showing that both concavifications amount to the same utilities for the team. Proposition 2.11 conc vt ≡ conc vt . In other words, it doesn’t matter if a team’s concavification takes place with correlated strategies or a population mixture of pure strategies. The reason for this result is simply that there are no incentive constraints, so by the linearity of expected utility the uncertainty introduced by lotteries has no effect whatsoever. In dealing with incentive constraints, understanding and distinguishing between different forms of concavifying a team’s utility functions will be of crucial conceptual importance, especially as regards game-theoretic considerations. Below we will consider a first attempt to do so, its validity will be questioned in the next chapter. But before that, it is worth making the final remark that we could plug our conc vt into the model of inactive teams to obtain a competitive description of team formation and trade with transparent teams. As for their organization, efficient team actions would be given by any of the arguments that solved the team’s problem. A complete competitive story of the prices that would emerge for team actions would not be substantially different from the world of inactive teams. A detailed description may be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.3, where the inactive teams and complete “stories” are shown to be equivalent.
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2.2.3



Introducing Incentive Constraints



Let us begin by trying out a “literal” extension of the transparent team’s problem above that incorporates incentive constraints and takes into account our expressed regard for convex analysis. Let vet (zt ) := sup



X



σt (at )vt (at )(zt ) s.t.



at ∈At



X



σt (at )[vti (at )(zt ) − vti (bit , a−i t )(zt )] ≥ 0,



a−i t



where the incentive constraints range across individual members i ∈ t and pairs of individual actions ait , bit ∈ Ait . With a view of net trades as indexing normalform games for a given team, the team’s problem at any given net trade zt solves for the team’s welfare-maximizing correlated strategy subject to it constituting a correlated equilibrium 3 of the game defined by zt . Clearly, vet (zt ) ≤ vt (zt ) for every net trade zt . Again, vet is not necessarily a concave function, and (conc vet )(zt ) ≤ (conc vt )(zt ). To illustrate the difference introduced by incentive constraints, let us consider the following example, with the property that vet (zt ) < vt (zt ) for some zt . Example 2.12 Consider a team with only one active member,4 call him i ∈ t, with two actions available to him: let At = {at , bt }. Suppose that ` = 1, and that the team’s action-contingent utility functions are given by vt (at )(zt ) := min{zt , 1}, vt (bt )(zt ) := min{ 21 zt , 2}, each defined on zt ≥ 0. 3



See Myerson (1991) for a review of correlated equilibrium. A discussion of the reasons for preferring correlated equilibrium over other behavioral solution concepts as well as a brief consideration of alternatives is postponed to Chapter 3. 4 By definition, an active member is one whose action space is not a singleton set. There may be other members in the team who can only perform one trivial action, and their preferences over actions and trades would be accounted for in the team’s utility.
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It follows that vt (zt ) = max{min{zt , 1}, min{ 21 zt , 2}}, therefore      (conc vt )(zt ) =



   



zt 1 z 3 t



if 0 ≤ zt ≤ 1 2 3



+ 2



if 1 < zt ≤ 4 if zt > 4.



Let vti (at )(zt ) = 0 and vti (bt )(zt ) = vt (bt )(zt ) − α, where α ≥ 0. Immediately, if α = 0 then vet (zt ) = vt (bt )(zt ), whereas if α > 2 then vet (zt ) = vt (at )(zt ). It is also fairly straightforward to see that if On the other hand, if α 



1 2



1 2



≤ α ≤ 2 then conc vet = conc vt .



then     



(conc vet )(zt ) =



   



zt 1−α z 2−α t



+



if zt ≤ 2α 2α 2−α



2



if 2α < zt ≤ 4 if zt > 4.



It is apparent from the team’s problem that net trades are decided before a correlated strategy is actually played, in other words, before a team action is realized. This point will be explored in the next chapter and eventually resolved with interesting economic interpretations.



2.2.4



A Remark about Trading Possibilities



Before moving on, let me conclude this chapter with a remark about trading possibilities. Instead of making explicit a team’s trading possibilities by introducing the indicator function vt0 , we could have conceivably left this constraint implicit by simply assuming that dom vti (at ) ⊂ dom vt0 (at ) for every i ∈ t. Let’s call this the “implicit approach,” and let’s call the present way of making trading possibilities explicit with vt0 and allowing for the possibility that dom vti (at ) is not a subset of dom vt0 (at ) the “explicit approach.”
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It turns out that these two ways of introducing restricted trading possibilities, although clearly equivalent in a transparent setting, are most certainly not equivalent in an environment involving incentive constraints. To illustrate, consider the following example. Example 2.13



As before, let ` = 1 and At = {at , bt }, with i ∈ t as the



only active team member. Let vt0 (at )(zt ) = 0 if zt = 0 and −∞ otherwise, and vt0 (bt )(zt ) = 0 for every zt ≥ 0. The actions could be interpreted as bt signifying the team going to the market to purchase the marketed good and at signifying not going to the market at all. Suppose that vt (at )(0) = 0 and that vt (bt )(zt ) = min{zt , 1} for zt ≥ 0. Finally, let vti (at )(zt ) = vti (bt )(zt ) + 2 for every zt ∈ dom vti (at ) ∩ dom vti (bt ). In other words, it is costly for Mr. i to play bt . It is easy to see that both approaches lead to a different set of incentive compatible correlated strategies. Considering first the implicit approach, let vti (at )(zt ) = 0 if zt = 0 with −∞ otherwise, and let vti (bt )(zt ) = min{zt , 1} − 2 for zt ≥ 0. In this case, it is immediate that vti (bt )(1) = −1 > −∞ = vti (at )(1), which means that the action bt is incentive compatible with the trade zt = 1. On the other hand, with the explicit approach, it turns out that bt is not incentive compatible with zt = 1, which seems to me to be the reasonable outcome for this example. Therefore, from now on and without further mention, we will work with the explicit approach. This explicit approach will become particularly relevant in Chapter 5, where we will ask who ought to take responsibility for the feasibility of trades.
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CHAPTER 3 Organized Competition with Opaque Teams This chapter defines and analyzes opaque teams. An opaque team is simply an active team subject to incentive constraints. The defining difference that will be introduced here but was absent in the previous chapter is the way in which such incentive constraints form part of the team’s problem. Specifically, the previous view of a team as a family of normal-form games indexed by net trades will be superseded by the view that a team is a family of extended normal-form games indexed by resource constraints. Such extended games differ from the original games in that they include an additional (fictitious) “zeroth” player whose available strategies consist of the team’s net trades and who is indifferent between every possible outcome of the extended game. Opaque teams will be understood as playing correlated equilibria of this extended game. It will be argued, by providing suitable examples, that this way of understanding opaque teams is better suited to introducing incentive constraints in the presence of trading opportunities for the team than the approach considered at the end of Chapter 2 on technical as well as economic grounds. As regards technical reasons, the extended-game approach is more appealing in that it gives a succinct description of a team’s problem that naturally derives a direct concavification of the team’s problem with incentive constraints.
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As regards economic reasons, it is also appealing to rely on the extended game because it subsumes the economic role of lotteries in relaxing incentive constraints into one unified solution concept. Having justified opaque teams, we proceed by providing examples to hint towards additional economic roles of this formulation. Specifically, we will study the role of secrets in correlated equilibrium in improving a team’s welfare. (Secrets will be useful in Chapter 4.) It will also be argued that the zeroth player may be interpreted as an “invisible” mediating principal. This mediating principal may be thought of as a disinterested party whose responsibility within the team is twofold: to recommend behavior to other team members (tell people what to do), and implement the team’s trading strategy (decide the team’s net trade, possibly contingent on his recommendations). To arrive at such a conclusion, teams with explicit communication systems will be studied, leading us to consider a formulation of the team’s problem under the alternative behavioral assumption of Nash equilibrium as opposed to correlated equilibrium. The team’s problem will be described in case communication is costly, but only in passing and for completeness; focusing mainly on costless communication and correlated equilibrium will be defended. Next, we attempt to fulfill two objectives. The first is to formalize a decentralized interpretation of organized competition. The second objective is to describe the relationship between competition and incentives to form and organize teams. Three notions of Walrasian equilibrium are presented. The first version relies on the results for inactive teams and the team’s problem by assuming that individuals take as exogenously given prices for team membership together with a team’s organizational design. The second version prices organizations explicitly so that
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team members may purchase their participation in teams with different organizational designs. It will turn out that both equilibrium versions are equivalent, implying that a team’s organizational choice is competitive. The team’s organization turns out to be an economic outcome, where individuals, bargaining competitively for organized team membership, agree to an organizational design that maximizes the team’s net worth. In particular, solving the team’s problem is a consequence of competition. The third notion of equilibrium considers the team membership market from a different angle. It assumes that individuals compete for “occupations” and that all they care about is their occupation as well as that of their co-workers together with what the team does, rather than on any individual’s particular type. Without incentive constraints, this translates into an anonymous job market where occupations in teams are priced as private goods would. Individuals of different types therefore purchase their occupation as well as their employer (team), as in Ellickson et al (2000). With incentive constraints, this is no longer possible since an individual’s tastes for occupations affects a team’s utility possibilities. This result is interpreted in the language of Makowski and Ostroy (2001) as that an individual’s tastes for a team’s organization involves delivery problems. Although in a singleton team the problem would merely be a privacy problem in that knowledge on of one’s own tastes did not directly affect others’ trading possibilities, in teams with more that one member this is no longer the case. Finally, we conclude this chapter with some applications. The first describes how competitive forces might discipline the outcome of a game. The second, called “assignment with delivery,” generalizes the standard assignment model to include the possibility of intra-team “delivery problems.”
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3.1



Opaque Teams with a Zeroth Player



This section defines an opaque team as well as the team’s problem of choosing a welfare-maximizing correlated strategy of an extended game subject to a resource constraint. This extended game is derived by adding a “zeroth” player with net trades for strategies and without a preference over any possible team outcome. The team’s problem will then be defended for its economic and technical strengths. The incentive role of lotteries will be discussed, as well as the technical role of correlated equilibrium in the extended game for the purpose of concavifying the team’s utility functions subject to incentive constraints. Then we will consider teams with one active player to begin to understand “the length and breadth” of correlated equilibrium in the setting just developed. We will conclude that correlated equilibria of the extended game have a special property due to the indifference of the zeroth player. Specifically, the (in this case unique) active player need not resort to mixed strategies, although it might be in the team’s overall interest if the zeroth player did. Next we will study teams with two or more active players. We will find that there is a role for “secrets” in relaxing incentive constraints and possibly improving the team’s welfare. We conclude by hinting towards extensions of our general results for one active player to teams with more active players. The formal versions of these hints are introduced in the next section.
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3.1.1



The Team’s Problem



We begin by stating the team’s problem for an opaque team. hvt i(zt ) := sup



X



σt (at , zˆt )vt (at )(ˆ zt )



s.t.



(at ,ˆ zt )



X



σt (at , zˆt )[vti (at )(ˆ zt ) − vti (bit , a−i zt )] ≥ 0 t )(ˆ



(a−i zt ) t ,ˆ



X



σt (at , zˆt )ˆ zt = zt .



(at ,ˆ zt )



The team is assumed to choose a lottery over team actions and net trades subject to a family of incentive constraints indexed by team members, recommendations and possible deviations, as well as a resource constraint. The resource constraint requires that the expected net trade according to the selected lottery equal the net trade allocated to the team. With a continuum of teams, and appealing to a heuristic law of large numbers, the per-team net trade must equal the average of all the possible trades undertaken by teams involved in the lottery selected according to a solution of the team’s problem. The incentive constraints are familiar except that to some extent we may be thought of as adhering more closely to correlated equilibrium as our solution concept by imagining a zeroth player whose pure strategies are net trades for the team and whose utility function is identically zero. Indeed, consider the following extended normal-form game. The set of players is t ∪ {0}. Let A0t = R` and At∪0 := At × A0t , where A0t is the action-space of the zeroth player. The zeroth player’s utility function over At∪0 is given by u0t (at , zt ) := 0; all other players i ∈ t have the same utility function as before, namely uit (at , zt ) := vti (at )(zt ).
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By definition, a correlated strategy of the extended game σt ∈ ∆(At∪0 ) is a correlated equilibrium of the extended game or an organization if for every team member i ∈ t and every pair of individual actions ait , bit ∈ Ait , X



σt (at , zt )[uit (at , zt ) − uit (bit , a−i t , zt )] ≥ 0.



(a−i t ,zt )



Being indifferent to every correlated strategy of the extended game, the zeroth player’s incentive constraints never bind, so we might as well ignore them. This does not at all mean, however, that the zeroth player has no strategic role, as will be demonstrated by Example 3.2. But first, looking at Example 2.12, we see that for zt = 2 the value of hvt i(2) is equal to (conc vet )(2). This suggests the following general result. Lemma 3.1 hvt i ≥ conc vet . Proof —Denote the arguments that maximize the objective in conc vet by λk , ztk , and σt (at |ztk ) for k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, for some natural number m. Since σt (at |ztk ) satisfies the incentive constraints in vet , it follows that m X



k λk σt (at |ztk )[vti (at )(ztk ) − vti (bit , a−i t )(zt )] ≥ 0,



k=1



which, by defining σt (at , ztk ) = λk σt (at |ztk ) and σt (at , zt ) = 0 for all other zt , implies that the incentive constraints for hvt i are satisfied; the resource constraint is satisfied in hvt i inasmuch as it is satisfied by conc vet , therefore it must be the case that conc vet (zt ) ≤ hvt i(zt ) for every zt , as claimed.
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Is it possible that hvt i > conc vet ? Our next example provides an affirmative answer to this question. We present an example where the team is better off with trade lotteries than if they could know their actual net trade of commodities.
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Example 3.2 Suppose that ` = 1 and that there is only one active player i ∈ t with the set of actions available to him given by At = {at , bt , ct }. Let’s say that dom vt0 (at ) = dom vt0 (bt ) = dom vt0 (ct ) = [0, 1]. Utility functions are vti (at )(zt ) = min{2zt , 21 zt + 12 } = vt (at )(zt ) vti (bt )(zt ) = 0.6,



vt (bt )(zt ) = 1.1



vti (ct )(zt ) = min{2(1 − zt ), 21 (1 − zt ) + 21 } = vt (ct )(zt ). (A picture helps.) Notice that bt is never incentive compatible when the zeroth player plays a pure strategy. Indeed, for



1 3



≤ zt ≤ 1, player i finds it a best



response to play at , whereas for 0 ≤ zt ≤ 23 , player i finds it a best response to play ct instead. On the other hand, there are mixed strategies by the zeroth player that make bt a best response. For instance, consider the mixed strategy µ = 12 [0] + 12 [1].1 Indeed, vti (at )(µ) = vti (ct )(µ) =



1 , 2



which is clearly less than 0.6 = vti (bt )(µ). It now



follows that bt is a best response for player i to µ. Therefore, hvt i( 12 ) = 1.1, whereas conc vet ( 12 ) = 1, since bt is never a best response if the zeroth player is restricted to pure trading strategies. An important lesson from this example is that even when all utility functions are concave, there may still be gains to randomization of net trades. Furthermore, gains from such randomization with concave utilities must arise from the relaxation of incentive constraints. A further noteworthy remark emerges from calculating the entire function hvt i, which turns out to be concave. In fact, the following result is mathematically apparent; its proof is therefore omitted. 1



Here [zt ] stands for Dirac measure: for any A ⊂ R` , [zt ](A) = 1 if zt ∈ A and zero otherwise.
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Proposition 3.3 The function hvt i is concave. Technically, the team’s problem above relates the concave extension a family of utility functions with a unified game-theoretic solution concept. It appears to be a natural version of concavification subject to incentive constraints. Economically, the proposition suggests that hvt i takes care of two kinds of “lottery.” The first kind provides the zeroth player with mixed strategies in order to create incentives, and the second specializes teams to playing different correlated equilibria of the extended game. For instance, both such types of lottery are used to calculate the entire function hvt i in the last example. These two kinds of lottery are quite different in that correlated equilibria rely on uncertainty to relax incentive constraints, and as such are “truly” lotteries, whereas the second kind does not rely on uncertainty at all, it could be interpreted as trading specialization across teams or “public randomization.” The concave extension above subsumes the lotteries of Arnott and Stiglitz (1988), Cole (1989), as well as Bennardo and Chiappori (2003) into one unified approach with the arguably strong game-theoretic underpinning of correlated equilibrium (with a zeroth player). As a final remark, Example 3.2 suggests that output uncertainty might be the solution to a team’s incentive problem rather than the problem itself. In order to make this point more explicit and relate it with the literature, incentive contracts should be introduced; we will do this in Chapter 4 on contractual teams. First of all, though, we must explore the zeroth player more deeply and the potential implications of correlated equilibrium as our behavioral solution concept.
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3.1.2



One Active Player



We begin by assuming that there is only one active team member i ∈ t. The extended game associated therewith is a two-player normal-form game involving team member i and the zeroth player. We must first discuss existence of correlated equilibrium. Consider the following example, where At = {at , bt }, dom vt0 (at ) = {yt }, dom vt0 (bt ) = {zt }, and payoffs look like zt



yt



at



1, −∞



−1, 0



bt



−1, 0



1, −∞



This game fails to have a correlated equilibrium with payoffs different from −∞. In order to rule out this possibility in general, we assume the following. Assumption 3.4 For every opaque team of any type t, \



dom vt0 (at ) 6= ∅.



at ∈At



This ensures that there exist some net trades for which the team can find a correlated equilibrium leading to a level of welfare greater than −∞. Therefore, dom hvt i 6= ∅.2 Let us now provide a characterization result for teams with one active player. A correlated equilibrium of the extended game σt is called purish if the active player plays a pure strategy, in other words, if σt (at ) =



X



σt (at , zt ) = 0 or 1



zt 2



Assumption 3.4 is implied by Assumption 2.10, since 0 ∈ dom vt0 (at ) for every at . It is stated here for emphasis.
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for every at ∈ At . A purish equilibrium may or may not involve randomized trades, i.e., mixed strategies by the zeroth player; it only restricts player i to playing a pure strategy. Proposition 3.5 In any team with one active player, σt ∈ ∆(At∪{0} ) is a correlated equilibrium of its extended game if and only if σt is a public randomization of purish Nash equilibria. Proof —Necessity is immediate. For sufficiency, let µt (zt |at ) := σt (at , zt )/σt (at ) if σt (at ) > 0 and zero otherwise. Then for every at , bt ∈ At X



µt (zt |at )[vti (at )(zt ) − vti (bt )(zt )] ≥ 0.



zt



Therefore, µat t := µt (·|at ) is a purish Nash equilibrium of the extended game for every at such that σt (at ) > 0. Finally, since σt (at , zt ) = σt (at )µt (zt |at ), it follows that σt is a public randomization of µat t with probability σt (at ).
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This proposition completely characterizes the scope of correlated equilibrium with one active player. There are immediate similarities as well as differences between ordinary one-player games and extended games with one active player highlighted by the proposition. For instance, every correlated equilibrium of an ordinary oneplayer game is (trivially) a public randomization of pure-strategy Nash equilibria, since the Nash equilibria of a one-player game are simply the best (mixed) strategies. Furthermore, if vti (at )(zt ) = vt (at )(zt ) for every pair (at , zt ), then a correlated equilibrium of the extended game that solves a particular instance of hvt i is also a correlated equilibrium of the ordinary one-person game where i chooses what would otherwise be the zeroth player’s strategy. However, there may be net trades that the active player would not pick when confronting the zeroth player that might add value to the team as a whole when vti (at )(zt ) 6= vt (at )(zt ) for
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some (at , zt ). In particular, this might arise when dom vti (at ) is not a subset of dom vt0 (at ). This comment also alludes to the principal-agent problem, which will be addressed more specifically when incentive contracts are introduced in the next chapter. For now, we can at this point take heed of the lesson regarding lotteries from Example 3.2 suggesting that it might be in the principal’s interest to create uncertainty on the part of the agent over output to provide him with incentives to make appropriate effort. In other words, the stochastic nature of output in the principal-agent problem might in fact be part of the solution rather than part of the problem.



3.1.3



Two or More Active Players



According to Proposition 3.5, it seems that correlated equilibrium has negligible “bite” in teams with one active team member—regardless of whether or not the team’s incentives are aligned with the active player’s—over and above Nash equilibrium. In this subsection we will find that having two or more active players gives correlated equilibrium a significant bite over Nash equilibrium with interesting economic possibilities. We begin by discussing various related examples. Our first example shows that the zeroth player may correlate his trading strategy with the strategies of some of the other players even if they are all playing mixed strategies. Example 3.6 As usual, suppose that ` = 1. Assume that there are two active members in the team, call them players 1 and 2 respectively. The action space is At = {H1 , T1 } × {H2 , T2 }, where {Hi , Ti } = Ait is the set of individual actions available to each player i. All utility functions have the unit interval [0, 1] as their
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effective domain. Active members have the following utilities over trades: vt1 (H1 , H2 )(zt ) = vt1 (T1 , T2 )(zt ) =



1 z 2 t



vt1 (H1 , T2 )(zt ) = vt1 (T1 , H2 )(zt ) =



−



1 z 2 t



1 2



+



1 4



vt2 (H1 , T2 )(zt ) = vt2 (T1 , H2 )(zt ) = − 21 vt2 (H1 , H2 )(zt ) = vt2 (T1 , T2 )(zt ) =



3 4



− zt .



For any trade zt ∈ [0, 1], or indeed any trade lottery µt ∈ ∆([0, 1]), the active players play a version of the matching pennies game. The only correlated equiP librium of this two-player game is 41 [at ]. Suppose that the team’s utility is calculated by vt (at )(zt ) = vt1 (at )(zt )+vt2 (at )(zt ). This is turns out as vt (H1 , H2 )(zt ) = vt (T1 , T2 )(zt ) = vt (H1 , T2 )(zt ) = vt (T1 , H2 )(zt ) =



1 4



− 12 zt



1 z 2 t



− 14 .



Next we argue that there are gains to the team from the zeroth player correlating his trading strategy with the active players’ strategies by calculating hvt i( 12 ). One possibility is for the zeroth player to trade zt =



1 2



for sure, yielding a utility of



0 to the team. Another possibility is for the zeroth player to trade the lottery 1 [0] 2



+ 12 [1] uncorrelated with the active players. Again, this yields a utility of 0



to the team. Finally, the zeroth player may also try the strategy of trading 0 if the active players play (H1 , H2 ) or (T1 , T2 ) and trading 1 if the active players play (H1 , T2 ) or (T1 , H2 ). This yields a utility to the team of 14 . In fact, we have the following result. Claim 3.7 hvt i( 12 ) = 14 . For proof, all that remains is to argue that the zeroth player’s trading strategy is incentive compatible for the active players, since hvt i( 12 ) couldn’t possibly be
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any greater according to the definition of vt (at )(zt ). Notice that vt1 (H1 , H2 )(0) + vt1 (H1 , T2 )(1) = vt1 (T1 , H2 )(1) + vt1 (T1 , T2 )(0) =



1 4



1 4



= vt1 (T1 , H2 )(0) + vt1 (T1 , T2 )(1)



= vt1 (H1 , H2 )(1) + vt1 (H1 , T2 )(0),



so the incentive constraints for player 1 are satisfied. A similar argument shows that the incentive constraints for player 2 are also satisfied. Calculating the entire function, it turns out that hvt i(zt ) = 12 min{zt , 1 − zt }. Example 3.6 reveals another facet of randomized strategies by the zeroth player with the advantages of correlated equilibrium above and beyond Nash equilibrium. Indeed, the correlated strategy proposed above fails to be a Nash equilibrium of the extended game because the zeroth player is able to correlate his randomized trading strategy with the active players’ randomized strategies. Neither active player knows what trading strategy will be played by the zeroth player because the other active player is mixing. However, both active players know the trading behavior of the zeroth player conditional on both active players’ moves. It is possible, as Example 2.13 demonstrated, that it be in the team’s best interest for active players to not know what action-contingent trades the zeroth player makes. Adding more active players does not change this fact. In this sense Example 3.6 differs fundamentally from Example 2.13. The fact it may be possible for active players to remain ignorant of the zeroth player’s unconditional trading strategy, yet aware of the conditional one, is a distinguishing property of correlated equilibrium. Indeed, the most value that a Nash equilibrium (or a public randomization thereof) could yield in Example 3.6 with zt =



1 2



is 0.



Our next example to some extent combines Examples 2.13 and 3.6. It will turn out to be optimal for the team to have one active player ignorant of the zeroth player’s strategy and another active player perfectly informed of the zeroth
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player’s trades. It follows that “secrets” may involve the zeroth player, too, in an optimal correlated equilibrium of the extended game. The motivation for secrets is simply that one player ought to be ignorant of the zeroth player’s strategy in order that a welfare-improving action be incentive compatible without making the other active player ignorant, who would benefit from knowing the zeroth player’s strategy. Example 3.8 Once again, ` = 1 and the relevant trading space is the unit interval. There are two active players, 1 and 2, with action space At = A1t × A2t = {U, D} × {L, M, R}. Let the payoffs to player 1 be given by vt1 (U, L)(zt ) = vt1 (U, M )(zt ) = vt1 (U, R)(zt ) = 1 − zt vt1 (D, L)(zt ) = vt1 (D, M )(zt ) = vt1 (D, R)(zt ) = zt , and let the utility functions for player 2 be vt2 (U, L)(zt ) = min{2zt , 12 zt + 12 } = vt2 (D, L)(zt ) vt2 (U, M )(zt ) = 0.6 = vt2 (D, M )(zt ) vt2 (U, R)(zt ) = min{2(1 − zt ), 21 (1 − zt ) + 12 } = vt2 (D, R)(zt ). The team’s overall utility is given by vt (at )(zt ) = vt1 (at )(zt ) + vt2 (at )(zt ). Notice that active players don’t really care about their opponent’s play. However, they care about the strategy of the zeroth player. For zt = 12 , the team’s best correlated equilibrium of its extended game is given by σt ((U, M ), 0) = σt ((D, M ), 1) =



1 . 2



Looking at the players’ incentive constraints, it follows that when recommended to play M , player 2 attaches equal probability to the trades zt = 0 and zt = 1.
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On the other hand, when recommended to play U , player 2 knows that the team’s trade will be zt = 0 and when recommended to play D he knows that the trade will be zt = 1. Similarly, the zeroth player always knows the recommended moves of active players. Finally, it follows that hvt i( 12 ) = 1.6. Many different examples come to mind as a result of this one. For instance, it could be that player 1 is left partially ignorant of the zeroth player’s trading strategy. However, every efficient correlated equilibrium will exhibit the property that the zeroth player is able to condition his trades on the active players’ recommended strategies. Therefore, it is always in the team’s interest for the zeroth player to have no secrets kept from him. This leads naturally to a discussion of the economic role of communication between players. One way to establish incentive compatible communication, of course, is for the zeroth player to tell active players (in private if necessary) what to play, as long as it’s incentive compatible to do so. The would make the zeroth player a mediator for the game. We will now explore this argument formally below. For the reasons articulated above, we must allow the zeroth player to be involved in active players’ decision making process, on the grounds that its economic consequences might appeal to team members. As a mediator, it will be concluded that the zeroth player’s role in communication is not inherently one of “listening” to players (although this role will emerge at the end of Chapter 4). Indeed, he need not listen at all. He must, however, be able to recommend intended strategies to players. This seems more reasonable in that such communication could be attainable with the use of sunspots (see Kehoe, Levine, and Prescott (1998)), and that the burden of listening rest on active players makes intuitive sense.
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3.2



Communication with a Mediating Principal



In this section we consider the possibility of formalizing the last conclusion above. This result will look like a generalization of Proposition 3.5 to any team. It will show that the zeroth player may be thought of as a mediating principal. It will be explained below what this means precisely. Using correlated equilibrium as our solution concept, we have inevitably left implicit all sorts of issues regarding communication between players. For instance, we have assumed that communication is costless. Our first task will be to define a team’s communication system as well as a game with communication. Then we will provide two ways of generalizing the assumption of costless communication. First, we impose a specific communication system for the team and assume that all others are impossible to attain. We construct a communicationconstrained team problem and arrive at a utility function for the team comparable to the previous one with costless communication. Then we consider the possibility that all communication systems are attainable at some (not necessarily infinite) cost, which leads to a similar team problem. The team problem with costly communication provides a middle ground between Nash equilibrium and correlated equilibrium. In principle, our general equilibrium analysis would follow through regardless of our choice of game-theoretic solution concept, but correlated equilibrium seems to be the most comfortable concept. Firstly, costless communication leads to the best possible outcome for the team, and as such provides an important benchmark. Secondly, it allows the zeroth player, acting as mediating principal, to choose the team’s communication system at no cost when maximizing its welfare. Finally, correlated equilibrium is also appealing as a working solution for simplicity and clarity of exposition.
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3.2.1



Games with Communication



A communication system for a team of type t is a triple (Mt , Rt , νt ) such that Y



Mt =



Mti



i∈t∪{0}



is a finite set of message profiles (with typical element mt ∈ Mt ) where Mti is to be interpreted as the set of possible messages that the ith player of the (extended) game could receive from his opponents, Y



Rt =



Rti



i∈t∪{0}



is a finite set of report profiles (with typical element rt ∈ Rt ) where Rti is to be interpreted as the set of possible reports that the ith player of the (extended) game could send to his opponents, and νt : Rt → ∆(Mt ) is a measure-valued map such that for any (mt , rt ), the quantity νt (mt |rt ) is the conditional probability that the players actually sent the reports rt given that they received the messages mt . Since defining νt involves defining both its range and its domain, a communication system is characterized completely by νt . The communication game induced by a communication system νt is defined as the same set of players as the extended game, the pure strategy sets Bti = {(rti , γti ) : rti ∈ Rti , γti : Mti → Ait } for each player i ∈ t ∪ {0}, and utility functions uit (rt , γt ) =



X



vti (γt (mt ))νt (mt |rt ),



mt ∈Mt
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where γt (mt ) = {γti (mit ) : i ∈ t ∪ {0}}. A mixed strategy profile for this communication game is given naturally by a family σt = {σti ∈ ∆(Bti ) : i ∈ t ∪ {0}}. It induces a correlated strategy µt ∈ ∆(At∪{0} ) according to the equation 



 X



µt (at , zt ) =



X







(rt ,γt )∈Bt mt ∈γ −1 (at ,zt )



Y



σti (rti , γti ) νt (mt |rt ),



i∈t∪{0}



where γt−1 (at , zt ) = {mt ∈ Mt : γti (mit ) = ait , ∀i ∈ t, γt0 (m0t ) = zt }. For any net trade zt , let Nt (zt |νt ) denote the set of all correlated strategies µt of the original (extended) game that are induced by a public randomization over Nash equilibria of the communication game and that also have the property that X



µt (at , zˆt )ˆ zt = zt .



(at ,ˆ zt )



The set Nt (zt |νt ) is clearly, nonempty, closed, and convex. We are now ready to define the team’s problem as well as its utility function. hvt |νt i(zt ) = sup



X



µt (at , zˆt )vt (at )(ˆ zt ) s.t. µt ∈ Nt (zt |νt ).



(at ,ˆ zt )



We immediately have the following result; its proof is therefore omitted. Claim 3.9 For every νt , the function hvt |νt i is concave in zt . Let Ct (zt ) denote the set of all correlated equilibria of the original (extended) game that satisfy the resource constraint above. It is well known that Ct (zt ) =



[ νt



which in turn implies the following result.
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Nt (zt |νt ),



Proposition 3.10



For every νt and every trade zt , we have hvt |νt i(zt ) ≤



hvt i(zt ). To illustrate the effect of communication systems, let us consider two examples. In both examples, active players will be able to communicate perfectly with each other. In the first example, the zeroth player will be deaf and dumb, that is, unable to condition upon active players’ intended strategies as well as unable to recommend strategies to active players, whereas in the second example the zeroth player is unable to communicate (neither talk nor listen) other than publicly with the active players. The first example draws its setting from Example 3.6. Suppose that, in addition to the setting in that example, the extended game is subject to the following 0 i i communication system: Mti = A−i t for every i ∈ t, Mt = {∅}, Rt = At for every



i ∈ t, and Rt0 = {∅}. Let νt (mt |rt ) = 1 if mit = rt−i for every i ∈ t and zero otherwise. In this case, the zeroth player, being deaf and dumb, is unable to correlate his trading strategy with that of the active players’ who will always choose to play a mixed strategy profile. The best that the zeroth player can do for the team is to mix between trading 0 and 1 independently of the active players. This wouldn’t violate their incentive constraints, leading to a value of hvt |νt i( 21 ) = 0. The second example draws its setting from Example 3.8. Suppose that, in addition to the setting in that example, the extended game is subject to the following i i communication system: Mti = A−i t for every i ∈ t ∪ {0}, and Rt = At for every



i ∈ t ∪ {0}. Let νt (mt |rt ) = 1 if mit = rt−i for every i ∈ t and zero otherwise. In this case, the correlated strategy σt ((U, M ), 0) = σt ((D, M ), 1) =



1 2



is still



“adapted” to this communication system, but fails to be incentive compatible
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for player 2, who would choose to play L when the zeroth player traded 1 and announced it as well as play R when the zeroth player played 0 and announced it. It is possible, however, for the zeroth player to simply not communicate and mix between trading 0 and 1 with equal probability, independently of both players. This would lead to incentive compatibility of the correlated strategy σt ((U, M ), 0) = σt ((D, M ), 1) = σt ((U, M ), 1) = σt ((D, M ), 0) =



1 . 4



In fact,



this correlated equilibrium of the extended game solves the team’s problem given νt when zt = 12 , therefore hvt |νt i( 21 ) = 1.1, which, of course, is strictly less than hvt i( 12 ) = 1.6. As a final remark, we could posit a (say continuous) communication cost function ct (νt ) and define the concave function hvt |ct i(zt ) := sup



m X



λk (hvt |νtk i(ztk ) − ct (νtk )) s.t.



m X



λk ztk = zt



k=1



k=1



to be the team’s utility when choosing its (costly) communication system as well as the correlated strategy of its extended game. Clearly, if ct ≡ 0 then hvt |ct i = hvt i. Generally, an explicit study of games with communication might lead to a consideration of economic communication systems as part of the team’s organizational design. This approach provides a framework for such a design. The key economic role played by communication systems consists of relaxing players’ incentive constraints. Efficient use of a communication system might crucially involve the zeroth player. For instance, the opportunity cost of having a zeroth player not be able to communicate precisely or privately with the team may be readily calculated. We now motivate an interpretation of the zeroth player as a mediating principal.
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3.2.2



The Zeroth Player as a Mediating Principal



In trying to generalize Proposition 3.5 to the case of many active players, we have the following result, which states that every correlated equilibrium of a team’s extended game can be implemented as a public randomization of Nash equilibria of a game with communication whose communication system makes the zeroth player a mediator for the team. Proposition 3.11 For any correlated equilibrium µt of the extended game, there is a communication system (Mt , Rt , νt ) and a mixed-strategy profile σt of the associated game with communication that implements it as a Nash equilibrium with the property that Mt0 = {∅}, Mti = Ait for every i ∈ t, Rt0 = At , Rti = {∅} for every i ∈ t, and νt (mt |rt ) = 1 if mt = rt (otherwise νt (mt |rt ) = 0). Proof —For any (at , zt ), write µt (at , zt ) = µt (at )µt (zt |at ). The zeroth player is assumed to play the following mixed strategy: send the reports rt0 = at with probability µt (at ) and make the trade zt with probability µt (zt |at ). Since µt is a correlated equilibrium, active players find it incentive compatible to obey the zeroth player’s recommendation, so the pure strategy profile given by (they make no reports) γti (ait ) = ait is a Nash equilibrium, as required.



¤



This proposition is pretty simple when one thinks about it. It is the natural extension of Proposition 3.5 to teams with many active players. We interpret the zeroth player as the team’s invisible mediating principal. We say invisible because he may be interpreted as a disinterested party (see Section 3.3.5). We say mediating because one of his two roles is to make recommendations to players. Finally, we say principal because he implements the team’s trading strategy, which might include payments arising from incentive contracts, as will be seen in Chapter 4.
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3.3



Three Notions of Walrasian Equilibrium



This section defines three related notions of Walrasian equilibrium. In order to define them, we require a commodity representation of economic activity. The first two equilibrium concepts will differ crucially in such a representation. The first, called price and contract taking equilibrium, relies of the formulation for inactive teams. The second, called contractual pricing equilibrium, considers a team’s behavior explicitly. The third, called occupational equilibrium, distinguishes the market for individuals from the market for occupations within a team. Specifically, price and contract taking equilibrium defines an economic activity as a team together with its net trade of commodities. Individuals face prices over these activities and take as given an economic organizational configuration that determines their behavior once the team has formed. An individual’s value over teams is now determinate. However, the main drawback of this equilibrium concept is that economic organizations do not result from market competition. Contractual pricing equilibrium tries to fill this void by explicitly pricing team actions. It defines an activity as a team, a net trade, and a team action. Here, economic organizations emerge as a result of market competition. Activity prices lead individuals to agree not only upon the team’s behavior, but also on the division of the team’s surplus. Both equilibrium concepts turn out to be equivalent, thereby establishing that solving the team’s problem is a competitive outcome. Finally, we conclude this section with two applications. The first “blends” general equilibrium with game theory. The outcome of a game is selected by the forces of competition as a (local) public good. The second application concerns “assignment with delivery.” The incidence of moral hazard in a team is a competitive outcome.
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3.3.1



Price and Contract Taking Equilibrium



In this subsection we define price and contract taking equilibrium, the natural generalization of Walrasian equilibrium with inactive teams of Chapter 2 to the environment of opaque teams. As the name suggests, individuals are assumed to take as given team membership prices as well as the team’s planned behavior. We begin by defining a commodity representation of economic behavior. An activity is a pair (t, zt ) such that t ∈ T is a type of team and zt ∈ R` is a net trade of commodities. Let A denote the set of all activities. An allocation is a positive measure on A. Let X be the set of allocations, with typical element x. An organizational configuration is a family σ = {σt : t ∈ T } of (measurable) maps σt : R` → ∆(At∪{0} ), where ∆(At∪{0} ) is the set of organizations for a team of type t. An organizational configuration is economic if σt (zt ) solves the team’s problem at every zt ∈ R` . Given an organizational configuration {σt : t ∈ T }, every individual of any type i ∈ I has a utility function over activities derived as follows. Any individual’s utility over an activity (t, zt ) is given by vi (t, zt |σ) = vti (σt (zt )), where vti is a parameter in the team’s problem. As a normalization, we assume that vi (t, zt |σ) = −∞ if i ∈ / t. The team’s trading possibilities indicator is also denoted by v0 (t, zt |σ) = vt0 (σt (zt )). Therefore, an organizational configuration is economic if and only if X vi (t, zt |σ) + v0 (t, zt |σ) = hvt i(zt ). i∈t



For a given organizational configuration σ, the planner’s problem of allocating (human as well as physical) resources to maximize welfare is given by the following
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linear program. V (q|σ) := sup x≥0



X X



vi (t, zt |σ)xi (t, zt )



s.t.



(t,zt ) i∈t∪{0}



∀(t, zt ), i ∈ t, xi (t, zt ) = x0 (t, zt ), X ∀i ∈ I, xi (t, zt ) = qi , (t3i,zt )



X



zt x0 (t, zt ) = 0.



(t,zt )



The first constraint in the planner’s problem is useful to interpret the dual problem as a decentralization of efficient allocations with Lindahl prices. (It is otherwise redundant.) The second constraint requires feasibility in the planned employment of human resources; the third is on physical resources. Since the team’s utility is the sum of team members’ utilities, an economic organizational configuration would imply that the planner’s problem could equivalently involve hvt i(zt ) in its objective function. By concavity of hvt i(zt ), equal treatment of different teams of the same type would follow, so x would not need to be indexed by net trades. We now proceed to define the dual program associated with the planner’s problem. To do so, we will need to define prices. By definition, a price vector p consists of commodity prices p ∈ R` together with activity prices pi : A → R where pi a measurable function, such that pi (t, zt ) is the price faced by all individuals of type i ∈ I for participating in the activity (t, zt ). The dual is given by the following linear program. V (q|σ) = inf



X



p,π



∀(t, zt , i ∈ t),



πi qi



subject to



i∈I



vi (t, zt |σ) − pi (t, zt ) ≤ πi , X ∀(t, zt ), pi (t, zt ) = p · zt − v0 (t, zt |σ). i∈t
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P P Equivalently, V (q|σ) = inf { vi∗ (pi |σ)qi : pi (t, zt ) = p · zt − v0 (t, zt |σ)}, with vi∗ (pi |σ) := sup µ≥0



X



[vi (t, zt |σ) − pi (t, zt )]µ(t, zt ) s.t.



(t3i,zt )



X



µ(t, zt ) = 1.



(t,zt )



With indirect utilities as shown above, individuals are assumed to have one divisible unit of “self” that they may dedicate to different activities. In equilibrium, activity prices will be such that individuals are willing to sell their entire self to a particular activity, taking as given an economic contractual configuration. We may now define our first version of Walrasian equilibrium. Definition 3.12 A price and contract taking equilibrium (PCTE) is a triple (x, σ, p) such that x is an allocation, σ is an economic organizational configuration, and p is a price vector such that markets clear and individuals optimize: X



zt x(t, zt ) = 0,



(t,zt )



X



x(t, zt ) = qi ,



(t3i,zt )



X



pi (t, zt ) = p · zt − v0 (t, zt |σ),



i∈t



(vi (t, zt |σ) − pi (t, zt ))x(t, zt ) = vi∗ (pi |σ)x(t, zt ). Price and contract taking equilibrium is (incentive) efficient and exists in this new environment. The proof is identical to the one for inactive teams save notation. The only difference here is that we need to ensure existence of an economic contractual configuration. This follows by the existence of correlated equilibrium. Any selection of organizations that solve the team’s problem can be used to define a PCTE. There are two reasons for the practical usefulness of this equilibrium concept. Firstly, it relies only on observable activities, and secondly, it subsumes orga-
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nizational matters “under the carpet” of the team’s problem in order to study questions of active teams within the rubric of inactive teams. On the other hand, the economy’s contractual configuration is not explicitly addressed as the result of competitive bargaining for economic activities. This is potentially a serious drawback. Our next notion of equilibrium closes this gap.



3.3.2



Contractual Pricing Equilibrium



Contractual pricing equilibrium will now be defined. Its key difference from PCTE will be that team actions are explicitly priced and demanded by individuals, in contrast with the previous notion of equilibrium where they were to be taken as exogenously given. We begin by defining a commodity representation of economic behavior. An activity is a triple (t, at , zt ) such that t ∈ T is a type of team, at ∈ At is a team action, and zt ∈ R` is a net trade.3 Let A denote the set of all activities. An allocation is a positive measure on A. Let X be the set of allocations, with typical element x. Every individual of any type i ∈ I has a utility function over activities derived as follows. An individual’s utility over an activity (t, at , zt ) is given by vi (t, at , zt ) = vti (at )(zt ), where vti is a parameter in the team’s problem. As a normalization, we assume that vi (t, at , zt ) = −∞ if i ∈ / t. We also write v0 (t, at , zt ) = vt0 (at )(zt ) for the possibility indicator of activities. The planner’s problem of allocating (human as well as physical) resources to 3



We could have defined an activity to be a pair (t, σt ) with σt being an organization.
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maximize welfare incentive compatibly is given by the following linear program. X



V (q) := sup x≥0



X



vi (t, at , zt )xi (t, at , zt )



s.t.



(t,at ,zt ) i∈t∪{0}



xi (t, at , zt ) = x0 (t, at , zt ), X



xi (t, at , zt ) = qi ,



(t3i,at ,zt )



X



x0 (t, at , zt )[vi (t, at , zt ) − vi (t, bit , a−i t , zt )] ≥ 0



(a−i t ,zt )



X



zt x0 (t, at , zt ) = 0.



(t,at ,zt )



The first, second, and fourth constraints carry the same economic interpretation as in the previous subsection. The third constraint requires that a team’s allocation place positive mass only on incentive compatible activities. It follows that teams will end up playing a correlated equilibrium of their extended game. By definition, a contractual price system p consists of commodity prices p ∈ R` together with a family of activity prices pi : A → R, where pi is a measurable function, indexed by types of individual i ∈ I. We now present a program dual to the planner’s problem above. This dual has already been “reduced” to incorporate individuals’ indirect utility, as usual. V (q) = inf



λ≥0,p



X



pi (t, at , zt ) +



i∈t



X



λit (ait , bit )[vi (t, at , zt )



X



vi∗ (pi )qi



s.t.



i∈I



− vi (t, bit , a−i t , zt )] = p · zt − v0 (t, at , zt ),



(i,bit )



where the indirect utility vi∗ (pi ) is defined as before by vi∗ (pi ) := sup µ≥0



X



[vi (t, at , zt )−pi (t, at , zt )]µ(t, at , zt ) s.t.



(t3i,at ,zt )



X



µ(t, at , zt ) = 1.



(t,at ,zt )



The second constraint in the dual problem looks more dangerous than it really is, as the following lemma demonstrates.
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Lemma 3.13 If x solves the planner’s problem and (p, λ) solves the dual then X



x(t, at , zt )



X



pi (t, at , zt ) =



i∈t



(at ,zt )



X



x(t, at , zt )p · zt .



(at ,zt )



Proof —Complementary slackness in the planner’s problem implies that λit (ait , bit )



X



x(t, at , zt )[vi (t, at , zt ) − vi (t, bit , a−i t , zt )] = 0,



(a−i t ,zt )



for every (i, ait , bit ). Adding across (i, ait , bit ), the left-hand side remains equal to zero. Therefore, multiplying the equation in the dual constraint by x(t, at , zt ) and adding across (at , zt ) yields the desired accounting identity, as claimed. The quantity



P bit



¤



λit (ait , bit )[vi (t, at , zt ) − vi (t, bit , a−i t , zt )] may be interpreted as a



positive or negative “fee” to individuals of type i ∈ t induced by the associated incentive constraint that is imposed on top of pit so that they demand incentive compatible team behavior. By the lemma, such fees will reduce to simple transfers that add up to zero in equilibrium. We now define such equilibrium. Definition 3.14 A contractual pricing equilibrium (CPE) is a pair (x, p) where x is an allocation and p is a contractual price system such that markets clear, contracts clear, and individuals optimize: X



zt x(t, at , zt ) = 0,



(t,at ,zt )



X



X X



x(t, at , zt ) = qi ,



(t3i,at ,zt )



x(t, at , zt )



(at ,zt )



x(t, at , zt )[vi (t, at , zt ) −



X



pi (t, at , zt ) =



i∈t



X



x(t, at , zt )p · zt ,



(at ,zt )



vi (t, bit , a−i t , zt )]



≥ 0,



(a−i t ,zt )



(vi (t, at , zt ) − pi (t, at , zt ))x(t, at , zt ) = vi∗ (pi )x(t, at , zt ).
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The first two conditions for CPE carry the same interpretation as in PCTE. The same can be said about the last condition. The third condition is moneymarket clearance from Lemma 3.13. The fourth condition requires the equilibrium allocation to be incentive compatible, which explains the intended meaning of “contractual clearance” as incentive compatibility. The conceptual advantage of CPE over PCTE is that market prices endogenously determine teams’ behavior. Individuals no longer take their organizational configuration as exogenously given. This distinction will come to light when we consider an economy with private information in Section 5.1 below. The properties of CPE are identical to PCTE. Indeed, it will now be shown that both equilibrium concepts are logically equivalent. Therefore, CPE exists and satisfies the first welfare theorem.



3.3.3



Equilibrium Equivalence



We begin by stating and proving the following lemma, which asserts that every CPE leads to an economic organizational configuration. Lemma 3.15 If (x, p) is a CPE then for every type of team t ∈ T , X X



vi (t, at , zt )x(t, at , zt ) = hvt i(z t (x))



(at ,zt ) i∈t∪{0}



where z t (x) = Proof —If



P



X



x(t, at , zt ),



(at ,zt )



(at ,zt ) zt x(t, at , zt ).



P (at ,zt )



x(t, at , zt ) = 0 then there is nothing to prove, so assume other-



wise. By definition of hvt i (see Section 3.1), the left-hand side of this equation is necessarily less than or equal to the right-hand side. Suppose that it is strictly
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less for some t. Then there is an organization σt such that X X



vi (t, at , zt )x(t, at , zt ) 



(at ,zt ) i∈t∪{0}



X X



X



vi (t, at , zt )σt (at , zt )



(at ,zt ) i∈t∪{0}



x(t, at , zt ).



(at ,zt )



But this implies that x did not solve the planner’s problem, since replacing x with P σt (at ,zt ) x(t, at , zt ) for teams of type t leaves the resource constraint unchanged and increases their utility. This contradicts that (x, p) is a CPE.



¤



Every allocation x induces an organizational configuration, σ x , as follows. Let x(t, at , zt ) , (at ,zt ) x(t, at , zt )



σtx (z t (x))(at , zt ) := P if



P (at ,zt )



x(t, at , zt ) > 0 and any solution to the team’s problem otherwise. Also,



for zt 6= z t (x), let σtx (z t (x)) be any solution to the team’s problem. By Lemma 3.15, this defines an economic organizational configuration. Furthermore, given a CPE price vector p, we may define the following prices for activities in the sense of PCTE. Let pbi (t, zbt ) :=



X



σtx (b zt )(at , zt )pi (t, at , zt ).



(at ,zt )



b as the price vector the replaces pi with pbi . Finally, let x We define p b be redefined to the notion of activities in PCTE by  P  (at ,zt ) x(t, at , zt ) x b(t, zbt ) :=  0



if zbt =



P



(at ,zt ) zt x(t, at , zt )



otherwise.



b ) is a PCTE. Proposition 3.16 If (x, p) is a CPE then (b x, σ x , p Proof —We just need to prove that individuals will be willing to purchase x b under activity prices pbi . But this is immediate, by construction and the definition of indirect utility.



¤



We have demonstrated that for every CPE there is a PCTE with which it is consistent. For the converse result, let (x, σ, p) be a PCTE. By concavity, we
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may choose the PCTE such that for every type of team t, only one net trade zbt has positive mass. Define an allocation in the sense of CPE as x b(t, at , zt ) = x(t, zbt )σt (b zt )(at , zt ). Next we must define activity prices in the sense of CPE. For every team of any type t and any (at , zt ) such that x b(t, at , zt ) = 0, let pbi (t, at , zt ) = +∞. For all other (t, at , zt ) with x b(t, at , zt ) > 0, any prices for individuals of type i that satisfy X



pbi (t, at , zt )b x(t, at , zt ) = pi (t, zbt )



(at ,zt )



X



x b(t, at , zt )



(at ,zt )



as well as pbi ∈ ∂vi (σt ) suffice to define a CPE. Existence of such a pbi is assured by the linearity of vi and the fact that σt is bounded to add up to one. To establish the accounting identity above, simply shift pbi by the necessary constant. Therefore, we have the following result. b ) is a CPE. Proposition 3.17 If (x, σ, p) is a PCTE then (b x, p Thus we have established the equivalence of both equilibrium concepts. We now proceed by defining a different view of teams and the market for team membership. So far, we have relied exclusively on the view that individuals of a certain type face personalized prices for team membership in the role dictated by their type. We now relax this assumption by allowing individuals to consider the possibility of having different occupations within the team. Of course, we might interpret the interaction of team members as including the choice of occupation within a team, rendering the model below as a special case of the ones above. However, it will prove useful for understanding teams to consider this case.
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3.3.4



Occupational Equilibrium



As usual, let I = {1, . . . , n} denote the set of types of individual, and q ∈ R`+ the population of such individual types. We define the set of occupations as Ω = {1, . . . , m} with m ≤ n and typical element ω. A type of team is now a non-empty subset τ ⊂ Ω together with a map ϕ : τ → I specifying the type of individual ϕ(ω) ∈ I that fills the position ω ∈ τ . We redefine T := {t = (τ, ϕ) : τ ⊂ Ω, τ 6= ∅, ϕ : τ → I} to be the set of all types of team. A type of team t includes a normal-form game in its team production technology, as usual. The difference in this case is that a team’s technology is completely described by its composition of occupations, τ . Assumption 3.18 For every t = (τ, ϕ) and t0 = (τ, ψ), At = At0 . In other words, an occupation involves the same choice of actions for every type of individual. This assumption is, of course, without loss of generality, since we could augment individuals’ action-spaces and suitably restrict utility levels to ensure the satisfaction of this assumption. Having made this assumption, we may denote the space of team actions available to a team of type t = (τ, ϕ) by Aτ for any ϕ. Next, we define preferences of individuals. In principle, every individual of any type i ∈ I has preferences over occupations, types of team, team actions, and net trades. Denote by vi (ω, t, at , zt ) the utility representing such preferences.4 We now make an assumption that will be relaxed in the next section, namely 4



If t = (τ, ϕ) and ω ∈ / τ or i 6= ϕ(ω), then let vi (ω, t, at , zt ) = −∞.
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that a team’s assignment of other individuals to occupations, ϕ, has no effect on an individual’s utility. Assumption 3.19 For every i ∈ I as well as every t = (τ, ϕ) and t0 = (τ, ψ), vi (ω, t, at , zt ) = vi (ω, t0 , at0 , zt0 ). Furthermore, v0 (t, at , zt ) = v0 (t0 , at0 , zt0 ). Therefore, individuals do not intrinsically care about other individuals’ types. Furthermore, the team’s trading possibilities are also unaffected by the individual types of its members, they are only affected by actions. The planner’s problem is the following linear program, discussed below. X



V (q) := sup xi ≥0



vi (ω, t, at , zt )xi (ω, t, at , zt ) + v0 (t, at , zt )x0 (t, at , zt ) s.t.



(i,ω,t,at ,zt )



xϕ(ω) (ω, t, at , zt ) = x0 (t, at , zt ), X xi (ω, t, at , zt ) = qi , X



(ω,t,at ,zt )



x0 (t, at , zt )[vϕ(ω) (ω, t, at , zt ) − vϕ(ω) (ω, t, bωt , a−ω t , zt )] ≥ 0,



(a−ω t ,zt )



X



zt x0 (t, at , zt ) = 0.



(t,at ,zt )



The planner maximizes welfare (with equal weighting by quasi-linearity) by allocating individuals to occupations, teams, team actions, and net trades. He is constrained by trading possibilities, which is reflected in the first constraint requiring that demand by individuals for activities coincide with a team’s supply of such activities. The second constraint is the usual restriction on human resources. The third constraint limits the supply of activities to those that are incentive compatible, and finally the last constraint is on physical resources, namely that net trades aggregate to the zero net trade vector. The first family of constraints is indexed by (ω, t, at , zt ). The second family is
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indexed by i. The third family is indexed by (ω, τ, aωt , bωt ). Finally, the fourth constraint is not indexed. The dual of the planner’s problem is given by the following linear program. X



V (q) = inf



λ≥0,p



πi qi



s.t.



i∈I



vϕ(ω) (ω, t, at , zt ) − pϕ(ω) (ω, t, at , zt ) ≤ πϕ(ω) , X X pϕ(ω) (ω, t, at , zt ) + λϕ(ω) (ω, t, aωt , bωt ) = p · zt − v0 (t, at , zt ). bω t



ω∈Ω



The associated version of Walrasian equilibrium obtained from this duality is structurally similar to CPE above. Individuals face personalized prices for team membership, where this now includes an assignment of individuals to occupations. Not only that, but furthermore, even though by assumption individuals do not care about the identity of those taking up various occupations, it will matter to team membership prices. The incidence of incentive constraints might vary with individual types, thereby affecting organizational possibilities for a team. In the language of Makowski and Ostroy (2001), incentive constraints make personal preferences a delivery problem rather than a privacy problem, so an anonymous mechanism fails to decentralize allocations efficiently. In fact, consider the planner’s problem without incentive constraints below. V (q) := sup xi ≥0



X



vi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ )xi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ ) + v0 (τ, aτ , zτ )x0 (τ, aτ , zτ ) s.t.



(i,ω,τ,aτ ,zτ )



X i∈I



xi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ ) = x0 (τ, aτ , zτ ), X



xi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ ) = qi ,



(ω,τ,aτ ,zτ )



X



(τ,aτ ,zτ )
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zτ x0 (τ, aτ , zτ ) = 0.



Notice that by Assumptions 3.18 and 3.19, we may omit the assignment of individuals to occupations when writing individuals’ preferences over activities, since they do not enter individuals’ utility functions directly and they do not affect the team’s possibilities (because incentive constraints have been removed). Since the team membership constraint does not involve the assignment ϕ of individuals to occupations anymore, it takes the form of a resource constraint where occupation-contingent team membership is a private good. This is confirmed by the anonymous price system in the dual below. The dual of this version of the planner’s problem is given by the following linear program. V (q) = inf



π,p



X



πi qi



s.t.



i∈I



vi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ ) − pω (τ, aτ , zτ ) ≤ πi , X



pω (τ, aτ , zτ ) = p · zτ − v0 (τ, aτ , zτ ).



ω∈Ω



We therefore define an occupational equilibrium without incentive constraints as one where individuals compete anonymously for occupations in teams (with the obvious definition of vi∗ ). Definition 3.20 An occupational equilibrium (OE) without incentive constraints is a pair (x, p) such that markets clear and individuals optimize: X



zτ x0 (τ, aτ , zτ ) = 0,



(τ,aτ ,zτ )



X



xi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ ) = qi ,



(ω,τ,aτ ,zτ )



x0 (τ, aτ , zτ )(p · zτ − v0 (τ, aτ , zτ )) = x0 (τ, aτ , zτ )



X



pω (τ, aτ , zτ ),



ω∈τ



(vi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ ) − pω (τ, aτ , zτ ))xi (ω, τ, aτ , zτ ) = vi∗ (pi )x0 (τ, aτ , zτ ).
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3.3.5



Applications



In this subsection we discuss briefly and non-specifically two possible applications of the equilibrium models presented above. The first considers the outcome of a game as a public good. The second application considers an assignment model with so-called “delivery.” For simplicity, consider an economy without trade of physical commodities. By the first welfare theorem, every team will play an incentive efficient correlated equilibrium of their respective game. Activity prices will share the team’s surplus associated with efficient correlated equilibrium so that net payments to individual members lead them to an efficient assignment, as in Chapter 2, thereby reflecting the relative scarcity of individual types. A team member’s scarcity is determined by his substitution possibilities across teams. Society’s organizational configuration together with the equilibrium assignment of individuals to teams might be interpreted as the “social contract.” Indeed, as Rousseau (1762, Book I, Chapter 6) puts it: ‘How to find a form of association which will defend the person and goods of each member with the collective force of all, and under which each individual, while uniting himself with the others, obeys no one but himself, and remains as free as before.’ This is the fundamental problem to which the social contract holds the solution. The framework of general equilibrium above may be applied to the selection problem of an economic organization. Specifically, an organization may be supported by a price system, the result of which is (incentive constrained) efficient. The conceptual insight exploited here is that the outcome of a game is a public
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good. Indeed, according to Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995, page 359): A public good is a commodity for which the use of a unit of the good by one agent does not preclude its use by other agents. Associating the use of a public good by a member of society with his consumption of the good, it seems reasonable to argue that one individual’s consumption of a particular outcome of a game not only does not preclude but moreover implies another individual’s consumption of the same fixed outcome. Correlated equilibria are thought to be implemented by entrepreneurs, or “invisible mediators,” who supply correlated strategies by providing mediation services according to a constant returns to scale, or non-proprietary, and in fact costless, technology. Individuals simply purchase correlated strategies with no consideration for incentive issues. In other words, incentive problems are subsumed in the market for mediation services. To motivate such technological assumptions for mediation services, consider the well-known heuristic for correlated equilibrium. A mediator first draws an action profile a with probability σ(a), and then whispers in each player i’s ear the suggestion to play ai . Such communication informs player i of the likely suggestions whispered by the mediator to players. At this point, player i must weigh the consequences of deviating from the mediator’s recommendation. If he chooses to obey, then he will face others’ actions with the same probability as his beliefs in others’ recommendations. If he chooses to disobey, then (assuming that everyone else obeys the mediator) his utility will depend on the particular deviation. Therefore, the role of a mediator is simply to draw action profiles in accordance with a given probability distribution and whisper recommendations to players. It seems reasonable to assume that such a service is both costless and reproducible,
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i.e., non-proprietary. Indeed the mediator need not even know the meaning of his recommendations, as long as the team members understand them. In the presence of an unlimited supply of entrepreneurs, this translates to a constant returns to scale technology. (See Section 3.2 for further justification of this technological assumption.) Next we consider a special case of the assignment model which we call “assignment with delivery.” An immediate weakness in the model of assignment with delivery will be that team members’ interaction is left implicit: rather than describing how deliverers add value, the model merely pronounces that they do and studies optimum assignments thereunder. Such drawback is admittedly serious, but it may be understood that teams’ organization is left implicit in line with PCTE. We generalize the standard assignment model—in which gains from trade are generated by a (two-way) match between a buyer and a seller—to one where further gains from trade may arise from a (three-way) match between a buyer, a seller, and a “deliverer.” With this interpretation, the crucial facets of delivery are that – a deliverer may increase the gains from trade between a buyer and a seller, – without both a buyer and a seller, the deliverer cannot add value. Under this description, intermediaries may be interpreted as a particular class of deliverer, without whom we might assume that there are no gains from trade between a buyer and a seller on the grounds that they otherwise wouldn’t find each other. Another example might be pizza delivery services, where a driver might facilitate the trading opportunities between buyers and sellers of pizza.
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In the context of moral hazard, monitors might also be considered deliverers of incentives in that they may allow a principal to extract an agent’s effort by incurring some monitoring costs. It may or may not be socially optimal to have a deliverer. Whether or not costly delivery is efficient depends—as ever—on the benefits from delivery relative to (i.e., over and above) its costs. At one extreme, when delivery is infinitely costly but its benefits are finite, it is always socially optimal to do without it. At another extreme, when delivery is costless, it is always optimal to include it. In the standard assignment model, where there are only buyers and sellers, it’s simple to understand and identify the short side of the market. It is also simple with delivery. To illustrate, if there is only one buyer and one seller then both parties have a claim over the total gains from trade in that, without either the buyer or the seller, the gains vanish entirely. If we have one buyer and two identical sellers then the sellers have no claim over gains. In this model, we would need an environment like one buyer, two identical deliverers, and two identical sellers, otherwise more than one person would have a claim to gains. However, if there were one deliverer, two identical buyers and two identical sellers, then gains would fail to be unambiguously owned (unless there were no gains from trade without delivery), since the undelivered buyer and seller would both have a claim over their undelivered gains. Another way to see this is to first consider the seller and the deliverer as one (e.g., in the pizza example) and then think in terms of the standard assignment model. Say that there are two identical buyers. When the seller and the deliverer are one, they are unambiguously the short side of the market. However, if they are not one, but two, they both have a claim over the same gains from trade.
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CHAPTER 4 Economic Organization of Contractual Teams This chapter studies opaque teams more closely by analyzing how they can achieve economic organization. A team’s choice of organizational design will to a large extent be determined by its ability in providing appropriate incentives to team members with contractual rewards. Two important examples are the allocation of monitoring responsibility and the team’s control. Indeed, according to Alchian and Demsetz (1972, page 778, their footnote): Two key demands are placed on an economic organization—metering input productivity and metering rewards.1 In this chapter we will formalize such a view of economic organization. We understand the problem of measuring input productivity as a monitoring problem, and the problem of apportioning it as one of designing adequate incentive contracts. The problem of apportioning rewards is understood as a problem in the verifiability of monitoring, and the problem of measuring rewards as one of creating adequate incentives for certain team members to incur monitoring effort. Finally, the problem of metering output is viewed generally as a problem of private information, specifically as private information of the team’s trading possibilities. 1



Meter means to measure and also to apportion. One can meter (measure) output and one can also meter (control ) the output. We use the word to denote both; the context should indicate which.
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The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section examines the problem of metering input productivity, the second section is concerned with metering rewards, and finally the third section addresses the problem of metering output. In the first section we describe a team that is subject to public monitoring, meaning that the mediating principal will be able to condition his trades not just on his recommendations to players but also on the realization of a public signal whose distribution will generally depend on the team members’ behavior. Thus, the problem of measuring input productivity is mitigated by having team members exert monitoring effort. The problem of controlling such productivity is solved by the principal’s trading strategy which will typically involve incentive rewards and punishments. In the second section we study a team that is subject to private monitoring, meaning that signal realizations are privately observed by team members who will then have the opportunity to report them dishonestly to the mediating principal. The problem of apportioning rewards is solved by inducing monitors to reveal their private information truthfully to the principal, accomplished by rewarding them with recommendation-contingent contractual payments. The problem of measuring rewards is solved by uncertainty that the mediator imposes on monitors so that they prefer exerting an optimal amount of monitoring effort. Finally, in the third section we examine a team whose members have private information relevant to the team’s welfare, be it in terms of other members’ utilities or the team’s trading possibilities. The problem of controlling output, or value, is solved by delegating control rights to privately informed players. The problem of measuring output, or value, is solved by providing privately informed team members with suitable contractual payments that induce truthful revelation of such information.
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4.1



Public Monitoring and Metering Input Productivity



This section begins the analysis of contractual teams, which are a special class of opaque teams with an environment that enables them to write and implement incentive contracts. We begin with an environment that will be labelled as “public monitoring.” We assume that the principal is able to condition contractual rewards on the realization of some given signal, whose probability distribution in principle depends the team’s actions. The realization of such a signal is assumed to be public information. The signal may be interpreted as verifiable information regarding team members’ behavior, or as distinguishing the team’s trading possibilities, or even team members’ utility functions. In this model we will mainly restrict ourselves to the first interpretation, although the results obtained apply to other interpretations, too. Our main conceptual result will be that team members can be motivated to exert effort for the team with contracts that are structurally comparable to Holmstrom’s (1982) team punishments. In other words, team members may be rewarded in case that signal realizations are “good” and punished if they are “bad.” This contractual arrangement applies not just to workers, but also to monitors, who may therefore be considered a slightly different kind of worker, yet workers nonetheless. They are called different simply because monitoring provides no inherently productive activity. Rather, their productivity is indirect in that their function is to expand the team’s contractual possibilities to provide incentives to other team members. That monitoring effort may be induced by simple incentive contracts just like a worker’s compensation for productive productive effort is a result that contradicts the claims of Alchian and Demsetz (1972). It may be argued that the present
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model fails to capture the essential characteristics of monitors, and to a large extent the next two sections aim at filling this potential void. However, as we shall see, monitoring is not inherently all that different from working, and certainly not a sufficient reason to make someone residual claimant (see Chapter 5). We begin by defining the team’s metering problem and presenting an illustrative example. Specifically, we define a contractual technology as well as an incentive contract, and show how the team’s problem is just a special case of that for opaque teams. We then relate the current model of teams to the environment of transparent teams with what I’ll call “as-if binding” contracts, to show that transparent teams are a special case of opaque teams with accurate signals about the team’s behavior. Next, we explore the meaning of our contracts a little more deeply by emphasizing their “in-kind” nature. Individuals are rewarded for their effort with commodity payments. These may be local public goods or private goods. We consider a special case where there is a quasi-linear private good called “the incentive good,” and study the first version of a sequence of examples called “Robinson and Friday.” This example will begin a discussion that will continue throughout this chapter regarding the organizational meaning of monitoring alluded to above. Finally, we address the question of attainability of team actions. Specifically, we discuss just how limiting signal-contingent contracts might be in expanding the set of incentive compatible team actions. We will find that the incentive good has its advantages as well as its drawbacks, such as that with the incentive good there may not exist a solution to the team’s problem. We will suggest ways to reconcile this problem together with economic justifications. For instance, introducing a “sufficient” amount of risk aversion with respect to the incentive good (such as Inada conditions) will restore existence of a solution.
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4.1.1



The Team’s Problem



For every team of any type t there is a finite set St and a measure-valued map Pt : At → ∆(St ), which I will call the team’s contractual technology. The set St carries an interpretation of a sample space that describes the collection of contingencies upon which verifiable contracts may be enforced. Team actions lead to probabilistic realizations of such signals. Thus, if the team’s action is at , then Pt (st |at ) is the conditional probability that the team will publicly verify the realization st . Some actions may lead to realizations that precisely identify the actions themselves, whereas other actions may lead to blurred signals thereof. Efficient contractual arrangements ought to exploit this fact. In order for contracts to induce productive behavior, they may require certain monitoring actions to improve upon incentives provided by the contracts themselves. Although the contractual technology does not directly depend on the team’s net trade, it is still possible for net trades to affect the verification technology indirectly. For instance, a team action may involve the use of monitoring equipment (such as a video camera) which would be impossible to implement without the purchase of such equipment. This impossibility is captured by vt0 .2 For instance, an opaque team is characterized by either St being a singleton set or Pt (st |at ) = Pt (st |bt ) for every pair of team actions at , bt . On the other hand, transparent teams may be described by St = At and Pt (st |at ) = 1 if st = at and zero otherwise. Transparent teams will be discussed in more detail below. 2



In order to relate the current model to existing literature on moral hazard, we may assume that vt0 depends on st alone or also on at .
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By definition, an incentive contract is a map ζt : St → R` . The principal’s action space, A0t , is now the space of all such incentive contracts. The timing interpretation of these strategies is that first the principal mediates by recommending a team action and committing to a contract ζt , then active players play some at , after which a signal st realizes, and finally the principal trades ζt (st ). Given a team action at and an incentive contract ζt , every team member i ∈ t has an augmented utility function vti (at ) : A0t → R over incentive contracts vti (at )(ζt ) :=



X



vti (at )(ζt (st ))Pt (st |at ).



st ∈St



Contracts provide incentives by effectively changing individual members’ utility functions over team actions. As usual, the team’s utility function vt (at ) : A0t → R from a contract ζt is just vt (at )(ζt ) =



X



vti (at )(ζt ) + vt0 (at )(ζt ).



i∈t



We may now write down the team’s problem. For any net trade zt ∈ R` , let hvt |Pt i(zt ) := sup



X



σt (at , ζt )vt (at )(ζt )



s.t.



(at ,ζt )



X



σt (at , ζt )[vti (at )(ζt ) − vti (bit , a−i t )(ζt )] ≥ 0



(a−i t ,ζt )



X



σt (at , ζt )Pt (st |at )ζt (st ) = zt .



(at ,ζt ,st )



The key difference between this formulation and that for opaque teams is that here the principal’s strategy consists of signal-contingent trades. The incentive constraints for active players incorporate this fact because a deviation by a player now carries with it trading consequences inasmuch as the deviation might influence signal-realization probabilities. The following proposition is immediate. Proposition 4.1 The team utility function hvt |Pt i is concave in zt .
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To begin exploring in more detail the structure of contracts, let us consider the following example, which is a version of the principal-agent problem. The only substantive difference here is that output need not be random or signal-contingent to begin with, although it will optimally turn out this way. Example 4.2 Suppose that ` = 1 and that there is only one active player i ∈ t, the “agent.” He is assumed to have two available actions: At = {work,shirk}. Utility functions are restricted to have the unit interval [0, 1] as their effective domain, and assume the following functional forms: vti (work)(zt ) = min{2zt , 21 zt + 12 } = vti (shirk)(zt ) − vt (work)(zt ) = zt = vt (shirk)(zt ) +



1 3



1 2



The team’s contractual technology is given by the set St = {good,bad} of possible news together with the probabilities good



bad



work



3/4



1/4



shirk



1/3



2/3



where each entry denotes the associated value of Pt . The following incentive contract induces the agent to work: let ζt (good) = 1 and ζt (bad) = 0. At zt =



3 , 4



the correlated strategy σt (work, ζt ) = 1 is a feasible



correlated equilibrium of the extended game, or organization, since the agent’s incentive constraint



3 4



≥



1 3



+



1 3



=



2 3



is satisfied. The team’s utility therefrom is



calculated to be 34 . No other incentive contract can improve upon this level of utility for the team, therefore hvt |Pt i( 34 ) = 34 . From this example we see that optimal incentive contracts align as much as possible individuals’ preferences over actions with the team’s preference to the
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extent allowed by noisy signals. Signal-contingent contractual payments are denominated in the team’s trades. As a special case, we will consider contractual payments denominated in private goods, but first study how transparent teams may be thought of as a special case of these.



4.1.2



Transparent Teams and as-if Binding Contracts



Now we will derive transparent teams as a special case of opaque contractual teams. Let St = At and Pbt (st |at ) = 1 if st = at and zero otherwise. Then hvt |Pbt i(zt ) = sup



X



σt (at , ζt )vt (at )(ζt (at ))



s.t.



(at ,ζt )



X



i −i σt (at , ζt )[vti (at )(ζt (at )) − vti (bit , a−i t )(ζt (bt , at ))] ≥ 0



(a−i t ,ζt )



X



σt (at , ζt )ζt (at ) = zt .



(at ,ζt )



Clearly, hvt |Pbt i(zt ) ≤ (conc vt )(zt ) = (conc vt )(zt ). If we ignore the incentive constraints above, it is also clear that we end up with conc vt as described in Section 2.2.2. I will now argue that with incentive constraints, we still end up with the same function. In other words, we have the following equality of functions. Theorem 4.3 hvt |Pbt i ≡ conc vt . To illustrate how this happens, let’s go back to Example 2.12 (with α < 21 ) and try to calculate the function hvt |Pbt i associated therewith. First of all, for zt = 4, it is immediate that hvt |Pbt i(4) = 2 and that this is attained by having the team play bt with unit probability. I will now show that hvt |Pbt i(1) = 1. Let σt (at , ζt ) = 1, so that bt has zero probability, and let the incentive contract ζt be given by ζt (at ) = 1 and ζt (bt ) = 0.
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Crucially, the net trade zt (bt ) contingent on off-the-equilibrium-path behavior is conditionally suboptimal for the team. In this case, the only relevant incentive constraint is vti (at )(zt (at )) − vti (bt )(zt (bt )) = 0 − (−α) ≥ 0, which is clearly satisfied, establishing the theorem in this example. To prove the theorem in general, we will resort to as-if binding contracts. Let us say that the principal is not constrained to feasible trading strategies. In particular, the zeroth player may now strike (action-contingent) trades that lie outside dom vt (at ). By definition, an as-if binding contract for bt is a transparent incentive contract ζt : At → R` such that ζt (at ) ∈



[



dom vti (at )



i∈t



if and only if at = bt . Immediately, it follows that as-if binding contracts relax all active players’ incentive constraints. Therefore, by resorting to such incentive contracts if necessary, Theorem 4.3 now follows.



4.1.3



Private Contracts and Incentive Goods



In this subsection we consider the possibility that traded goods contain some private goods as well as local public goods for the team. Abstractly, the team’s problem is no different from what it was before, since an allocation of private goods to team members may be viewed as a local public good in and of itself. In this section we will focus on the extreme case that all traded goods are private; the inclusion of public together with private goods is a trivial extension, although we will mention it much later, when private monitoring is introduced. If R` is the space of traded private goods, we define a team’s allocation as any
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map zt : t → R` , where zti ∈ R` is Mr. i’s allocation of the private goods. The team’s problem is thus defined according to this public good zt , enjoyed by all team members simultaneously. From this problem, we obtain a utility function for the team, hvt |Pt i, whose domain is the space of allocations of private goods to team members. One way to reconcile this private-goods version of the model within the framework of equilibrium with inactive teams is to modify slightly the team’s indirect utility function. Given commodity prices p ∈ R` , the indirect utility for the team may be given by hvt |Pt i∗ (p) = sup hvt |Pt i(zt ) −



X



p · zti .



i∈t



An equivalent way of approaching the private-goods version of the team’s problem is to make the allocation of private goods to team members part of the solution to the team’s problem, thereby leaving the team’s indirect utility function as it was before. To this end, suppose that zt ∈ R` is a net trade vector of divisible private goods acquired by the team. Then hvt |Pt i(zt ) := sup



X



σt (at , ζt )vt (at )(ζt )



s.t.



(at ,ζt )



X



i σt (at , ζt )[vti (at )(ζti ) − vti (bit , a−i t )(ζt )] ≥ 0



(a−i t ,ζt )



X



σt (at , ζt )Pt (st |at )ζti (st ) = zt ,



(i,at ,ζt ,st )



To be even more specific, let us suppose that ` = 1 so that there is only one private good, and that it enters linearly into team members’ utility function: they are assumed to take the form vti (at )(zti ) = vti (at ) + zti . We will call this good the incentive good, and further assume (to be interpreted as an expression of limited liability) that vti (at )(zti ) = −∞ for any zti < 0.
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The team’s incentive problem looks just like it does above, except that the team’s net trade consists of its allocation of the incentive good to its members. To illustrate, we present the following example, called “Robinson and Friday.” Example 4.4 Consider the following two-member team consisting of Robinson (the row player) and Friday (the column player), who interact according to the bi-matrix below. work



shirk



monitor



2, −1



−1, 0



shirk



3, −1



0, 0



The team’s contractual technology is defined by St = At , and Pt (monitor,work) = [(monitor,work)], Pt (monitor,shirk) = [(monitor,shirk)], X [at ] = Pt (shirk,shirk), Pt (shirk,work) = 14 at ∈At



where [at ] stands for Dirac measure, as usual. The team’s welfare-maximizing behavior is in this case given by (shirk,work). However, there’s no way that signal-contingent contracts can lead individual members to agree upon such a team action. However, we can get arbitrarily close. Let’s try to implement the correlated strategy σt [(monitor,work)] + (1 − σt )[(shirk,work)] for some positive probability σt > 0. The best strategy for the team is to make σt as small as possible. This can be attained with the following incentive contracts, which in accordance with correlated equilibrium will depend on the mediator’s recommendations.
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When Robinson is recommended to monitor, let ζtf (st ) denote the contractual money payment accruing to Friday if the team’s signal realization is st , and similarly let ζtr (st ) denote Robinson’s associated contingent contractual payment. To simplify notation, let i



1 4



ζ t :=



X



ζti (st )



st ∈St



be the average payment to player i in case Robinson shirks when he was told to monitor. Similarly, let ξti be the players’ contractual payments when Robinson is i



recommended to shirk, with ξ t denoting expected payments as before. Implementing σt requires satisfaction of two incentive constraints, one for each player. For Robinson, it is given by r



2 + ζtr (monitor,work) ≥ 3 + ζ t



when it is suggested to him that he monitors. (When Robinson is recommended to shirk, we may as well pay him ξtr (st ) = 0 for any st , since then he will be willing to shirk.) As for Friday, his incentive constraint looks like f



f



−1 + σt ζtf (monitor,work) + (1 − σt )ξ t ≥ σt ζtf (monitor,shirk) + (1 − σt )ξ t . Since ξtf has no influence on Friday’s incentive constraint, we might as well have it equal zero. Simplifying, we obtain that r



ζtr (monitor,work) − ζ t ≥ 1, σt [ζtf (monitor,work) − ζtf (monitor,shirk)] ≥ 1. The first equation says that Robinson’s monitoring cost is outweighed by his contractual gain associated with monitoring as opposed to shirking. The second inequality states that for Friday to prefer working over shirking, contractual payments for him working net of effort cost must exceed (in expectation, relative to Robinson’s probability of monitoring) his payment for shirking.
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It is fairly clear that there exist contracts that implement any σt > 0 (simply make ζti (st ) extremely low in case of bad news, and make ζti (st ) if good news sufficiently high so that the team’s resource constraint is satisfied on average), but there is no contract that implements σt = 0 (unless contracts are allowed to have unbounded punishments and rewards). In other words, a solution to the team’s problem fails to exist. For proof, consider the following incentive contracts, which implement any σt > 0. ξti ≡ 0, ζtr (monitor,work) = 4/3,



ζtf (monitor,work) = 1/σt ,



ζti (st ) = 0



for all other possible signal realizations st 6= (monitor,work). The sum of expected contractual payments to team members is given by zt = σt (4/3 + 1/σt ) + (1 − σt )0 = 1 + 4σt /3. This argument suggests that σt = 0 is the cheapest way to induce Friday to work by paying him an unbounded amount in case Robinson monitors. In fact, the team’s utility function over the incentive good is given below. Claim 4.5 The team’s utility is given by    3zt if 0 ≤ zt < 1   hvt |Pt i(zt ) = 2 + zt if zt ≥ 1     −∞ if zt < 0. However, the supremum in the team’s problem is never attained. For 0 ≤ zt < 1, the team’s utility is calculated by having a proportion (1 − zt ) of teams play (shirk,shirk) with zero contracts and the rest play (shirk,work) with the (unbounded) contracts above.
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The contractual arrangement above is reminiscent of Holmstrom’s (1982) team punishments approach for creating incentives to overcome moral hazard in teams. It appears that both Robinson and Friday are agents, in that the structure of their contracts is identically in line with the paradigm of team punishments. Both team members are rewarded if and only if the realized signal is “good news.” The following example is to be viewed as a confirmation of the previous comment. It may be conjectured that the comment applies because Robinson can verifiably monitor his own effort. We will now consider the possibility that he cannot do so. Alas, we will arrive at the same conclusion below as we did above. Indeed, a very similar contract will induce Robinson to monitor Friday when Robinson cannot verifiably monitor his own effort. The contract will still make use of team punishments, but this time Robinson’s contract will exhibit slightly “steeper” incentives. Example 4.6 Consider an environment almost identical to the previous one, except that the contractual technology satisfies St = {gt , bt }, so there are only two possible signal realizations, and Pt (monitor,work) = [gt ], Pt (monitor,shirk) = [bt ], Pt (shirk,work) =



1 [g ] 2 t



+ 12 [bt ] = Pt (shirk,shirk).



This technology may be intuitively interpreted as Robinson’s monitoring behavior leading to a verification of whether or not Friday worked, but not whether or not Robinson monitored. We will use the same notation as in Example 4.4 to describe recommendation-contingent contracts. The following result describes the minor contractual change involved when the monitor cannot be monitored.
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Claim 4.7 Any σt > 0 is implemented by the following contract: ξti ≡ 0, ζtr (gt ) = 2,



ζtf (gt ) = 1/σt ,



ζti (bt ) = 0,



and the team’s utility is given by the same function as in Example 4.4, with σt = 0 and the supremum still unattained. This contractual arrangement is not very different from the previous one, where the monitor’s behavior can be monitored directly. Basically, the monitor requires slightly “steeper” incentives for his effort to become incentive compatible. Indeed, the required steepness of such incentives is a way to describe a team’s contractual technology. It seems that we must consider an altogether different framework if there are to be structurally different contractual arrangements between team members (in terms of team punishments). The next section aims at introducing such a framework. But before we move on to the next section, we will explore the structure of attainable actions by a team. In particular, recall that, for Robinson and Friday, the first-best action profile was attainable by the team only asymptotically, i.e., with unbounded contracts. We will now study when this asymptotic attainability takes place. Of course, one way to avoid this issue altogether is to assume that team members’ preferences over the incentive good exhibit “sufficient risk aversion.” In fact, when contracts must be unbounded, it would seem less plausible to assume that team members are risk neutral. In addition, risk aversion will generally lead to second-best outcomes (for instance, see Example 4.2). Below we will provide sufficient conditions for the team to require unbounded contracts when there is an incentive good, and then we will study conditions that clarify the informal remark on “sufficient risk aversion” above.
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4.1.4



Attainable Actions



In this subsection we will look for conditions on the team’s contractual technology to help us distinguish between action profiles that are attainable with finite contractual payments (i.e., the supremum is attained) of the incentive good (with risk neutral preferences) and those that are only asymptotically attainable, a notion to be clarified below. Intuitively, an action profile at is attainable with a finite contract if Pt is able to distinguish between different individual actions for every player. We begin by formalizing this statement. For any player i ∈ t and individual action ait , its dominance cone is defined by n



Dti (ait )



:=



Ait



w∈R



:



w(bit )



≤



w(ait )



∀bit



∈



Ait



o .



Any payoffs that lie in this set make it a best response for player i to play ait . The contractual cone associated with player i ∈ t at a−i t is defined as the subset i



of RAt given by Cti (a−i t ) :=



n



o Ait i St i i vti (·, a−i ) + w ∈ R : ∃ζ ∈ R s.t. w(a ) = P (a ) · ζ t t t t + t t ,



where Pt (at ) · ζti =



P st



Pt (st |at )ζti (st ). The contractual cone describes the set of



possible payoffs to player i that are attainable with a finite incentive contract when all other players play a−i t . This set is a cone because of limited liability, which requires that ζti ≥ 0. The following proposition characterizes attainability by a finite contract of any action profile. Its proof is immediate, therefore omitted. Proposition 4.8 An action profile at ∈ At is attainable with a finite incentive contract if and only if for every i ∈ t i i Cti (a−i t ) ∩ Dt (at ) 6= ∅.
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Not every action profile is attainable with a finite contract. Consider, for instance, the profile (shirk,work) in Example 4.4. The reason is that at this action profile, Friday’s contractual cone is just a line parallel to the 45◦ line, so the required condition fails. However, the profile (monitor,work) is clearly attainable with a finite contract. Next we look at correlated strategies. To do so, we generalize by defining the contractual cone for a player i given σt ∈ ∆(At ) and a recommendation to play ait with σt (ait ) > 0 as o n i Cti (σt |ait ) := vti (·, σt (·|ait )) + w ∈ RAt : ∃ζti ∈ RS+t s.t. w(ait ) = Pt (σt (·|ait )) · ζti , where vti (·, σt (·|ait )) =



P a−i t



−i i vti (·, a−i t )σt (at |at ) and



Pt (σt (·|ait )) · ζti =



X



i i Pt (st |at )σt (a−i t |at )ζt (st ).



(st ,a−i t )



This contractual cone describes the set of possible expected payoffs to player i arising from some finite incentive contract when the team is playing the correlated strategy σt and ait has been recommended. The following proposition is also immediate. Proposition 4.9



A correlated strategy σt ∈ ∆(At ) is attainable with finite



incentive contracts if and only if for every i ∈ t and every ait ∈ Ait such that σt (ait ) > 0, Cti (σt |ait ) ∩ Dti (ait ) 6= ∅. For instance, Robinson mixing between monitoring and shirking with positive probability satisfies this condition. However, once again, Robinson shirking with probability one fails to satisfy the condition because then we return to Friday’s previous problem that his contractual cone is a straight line parallel to the frontier of his dominance cone.
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We will denote by Ft ⊂ ∆(At ) the set of all correlated strategies that are attainable with a finite budget. We next present a sufficient condition for an action to be attainable with a finite contract, for which we will need a definition. This condition relies only on Pt , and not on the particular game being played, unlike the previous results. Definition 4.10 The contractual technology (St , Pt ) satisfies the full rank propi



St ×At erty at at ∈ At if for every team member i ∈ t, the matrix Pt (a−i t ) ∈ R i whose entries are Pt (st |ait , a−i t ) has rank |At |. The technology satisfies the full



rank property at σt ∈ ∆(At ) if for every team member i ∈ t and any recommendation ait ∈ Ait such that σt (ait ) > 0, the matrix whose entries are Pt (st |ait , σt ) =



X



Pt (st |ait , a−i t )σt (at )



a−i t



has rank |Ait |. This condition is clearly sufficient to guarantee finite attainability, since the full rank property implies that there are contracts for which payments contingent on any individual actions bit , cit ∈ Ait will be linearly independent, which in turn implies that Cti (σt |ait ) intersects Dti (ait ) for any ait ∈ Ait with σt (ait ) > 0 and any payoff vector vti . Hence we have the following result. Proposition 4.11 If Pt satisfies the full rank property at a given correlated strategy σt ∈ ∆(At ) then σt is attainable with finite contracts. Notice that Pt satisfying the full rank property does not literally mean that the team is transparent. The contingent contractual payments of the incentive good needed for attaining a given action will generally be greater than that for transparent teams, i.e., teams for which St = At and Pt (st |at ) = 1 if st = at and zero otherwise.
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We already know that Robinson shirking with unit probability is attainable asymptotically, but not attainable with finite contracts, although there exists a sequence of finitely attainable correlated strategies that converges to Robinson shirking with unit probability. In other words, Ft is not a closed set, even though the set of all correlated strategies attainable with a given upper bound on contracts ζet of the incentive good is closed. Indeed, let us denote by Ft (ζet ) the closed set of all correlated strategies σt that are attainable with upper bound ζet . Clearly, Ft =



[



Ft (ζet ),



ζet ≥0



which is not necessarily closed (and for Robinson and Friday is actually not closed), since the union of infinitely many closed sets need not be closed. This motivates defining the set of asymptotically attainable correlated strategies as F t , the closure of Ft . In general, there will be correlated strategies of some games for which F t is a strict subset of the set of all strategies. In other words, there exist games and strategies that are not even asymptotically attainable. For example, consider the chicken game with an opaque contractual technology. The set of attainable correlated strategies is exactly the set of correlated equilibria of the game, which is different from the set of all correlated strategies. Next we ask when F t 6= Ft . In other words, we will ask when there are correlated strategies that are not attainable with finite contracts but are nonetheless attainable asymptotically. Assuming the full rank property, we will conclude that any correlated strategy that is not attainable with finite contracts is attainable asymptotically. We begin with a useful lemma.
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Lemma 4.12 Let M and N be any two congruent matrices with M having full rank. For all but finitely many α ∈ [0, 1], αM + (1 − α)N has full rank. Proof —If αM + (1 − α)N fails to have full rank then there must exist a nonzero linear combination {λk } of its rows (or columns if there are less) such that P k λk [αMk + (1 − α)Nk ] = 0, where Mk and Nk denote the rows (or columns) P P of M and N . Given k there is {λkn , µkm } such that Nk = n λkn Mn + m µkm em , where {em } is a basis of the orthogonal complement of the row space of M . P P P Therefore, λk [αMk + (1 − α)( n λkn Mn + m µkm em )] = 0, which by the full P rank of M implies that α + (1 − α) n λnk = 0 for some k. The λnk ’s are fixed, so this condition may only be satisfied by finitely many values of α.



¤



The main conclusion we will draw from this result is that there is a value of α arbitrarily close to zero such that the matrix αM + (1 − α)N has full rank. Proposition 4.13 If Pt satisfies the full rank property at some correlated strategy then every correlated strategy is asymptotically attainable. Proof —Consider any µt ∈ ∆(At ). If µt ∈ Ft then there is nothing to prove, so consider any other µt , which by Proposition 4.11 must not satisfy the full rank property. Since Pt has the full rank property at some σt , not only is σt attainable with finite contracts, but by Lemma 4.12, there is a correlated strategy arbitrarily close to µt with the full rank property (given by ασt + (1 − α)µt with α arbitrarily small), which is attainable with finite contracts by Proposition 4.11. But this means that µt is asymptotically attainable.



¤



The proposition exposes Robinson and Friday’s example. Since monitoring by Robinson is attainable with finite contracts, it follows that everything is asymptotically attainable. Another way to say this is that if monitoring is costly, the threat of monitoring suffices to asymptotically save on monitoring effort.
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If the full rank property is not satisfied for any correlated strategy, it is certainly possible for the set of asymptotically attainable strategies to be different from the set of strategies attainable with finite contracts, and still be different from the set of all correlated strategies. Let us now consider what it is about the incentive good that leads to possibly unbounded contracts. We begin with some preliminary convex analysis. Consider the following example, which shows that although the concave hull of two functions may be well defined, the supremum may not actually be attained. Let v1 (z) = min{2z, 2} and v2 (z) = z be defined for z ≥ 0. It is easy to see that conc {v1 , v2 }(z) = min{2z, 1 + z}, although in the calculation conc {v1 , v2 }(z) = sup{σv1 (z1 ) + (1 − σ)v2 (z2 ) : σz1 + (1 − σ)z2 = z} the supremum is not attained by a finite z2 when z > 1. A similar but not identical effect is taking place in the attainability problem discussed above. In order to guarantee that the supremum is attained, Rockafellar (1970, page 81, Corollary 9.8.3) argues that it is sufficient to require that the recession functions of v1 and v2 coincide (in other words, that the epigraphs of v1 and v2 share the same directions).3 If the recession functions of vti (at ) for each at and i ∈ t coincided, then the suprema would be attained. One way to guarantee this is to assume that the domain of every function is bounded, because in this case the only direction of recession in the epigraph of every function is the zero direction. Trivially, all functions share the same recession function, and by simply summoning Weierstrass’ Theorem, the supremum would be attained, implying in turn that Ft = F t . 3



The recession function of a (closed proper) concave function v : R` → R is given by (v0+ )(z) = lim λv(z/λ). λ↓0
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Another way is to impose Inada conditions on utility functions. Indeed, the role of such conditions is to constrain the recession cone, thereby ensuring finite attainability. Intuitively, risk neutrality with respect to the incentive good is a useful simplifying assumption for many reasons. Firstly, it facilitates the calculation of optimal contracts, since the dominance cones defined above are spanned by “team punishments,” contracts that are positive only contingent on a particular signal realization. Secondly, in the calculation a team’s welfare, we are able to abstract from issues of risk aversion. However, inasmuch as contracts become asymptotic, the assumption of risk neutrality becomes less appealing as a simplification, and arguably warrants resorting to risk averse preferences. Indeed, if optimal contracts are finite, then risk neutrality may be justified as an approximation to the ostensibly more realistic assumption of risk aversion, but if contracts cannot be finite then risk neutrality cannot be thought of as such an approximation. The transition from risk neutrality to risk aversion is technically minor. For instance, consider in Example 4.4. If Robinson and Friday are risk averse, then it may be optimal for them to be paid the same amount regardless of whether or not Robinson monitors, contingent on good news. Of course, it would still be optimal that contracts be subject to team punishments to induce desirable behavior, generally leading to a “second best” outcome. With risk aversion, dominance cones would not necessarily be cones, but a similar geometric approach to the one above would be possible for characterizing attainable actions.
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4.2



Private Monitoring and Metering Rewards



This section builds on the previous one by studying environments with private monitoring. We will assume that signal realizations are private information that is reported by individual members to the principal, who then implements contracts just as he did before. Contracts must therefore satisfy an additional incentive compatibility condition. Not only must incentives be provided for individuals to willingly obey the mediator’s recommendations to, say, work, but additionally team members must have sufficient incentives to truthfully report their privately observed monitoring signals. As regards metering, truthful reporting is viewed as a solution to the problem of apportioning rewards in that contractual payments depend on monitors’ private information. On the other hand, the problem of measuring rewards is viewed indirectly as one of inducing monitoring effort simultaneously with truthful reporting. Private monitoring has important contractual implications for a team over and above its public counterpart. Standard team punishment contracts are no longer incentive compatible, since monitors will never choose to report truthfully under them, and therefore will not make any monitoring effort. If such effort is not incurred, then workers have no reason to work. Furthermore, to reward a monitor with the same payment regardless of his private information, despite guaranteeing truthful reporting, fails to provide adequate incentives for any effort to be incurred. It is possible to induce truthful reporting as well as monitoring effort with the following organizational design. Let contractual rewards to a monitor depend drastically on other players’ recommendations. A monitor now has improved
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incentives to monitor in order to increase his chances of reporting profitably. Truthful reporting is obtained by effectively asking monitors to confirm the mediator’s recommendations to other players. This way, monitors’ loyalty may be tested by the mediating principal in order to induce their honesty and obedience. Once monitors’ effort and truthful reports can be enforced, all other workers may now be subject to the usual team punishments. The requirement that the monitor faces uncertainty regarding others’ recommendations is necessary for him to want to make the effort. This has an important organizational implication: the monitor cannot also be the mediator, since otherwise he would know what was recommended to whom and be unable to promise truthful reporting. Notice that signal realizations do not take place until after actions have been adopted, therefore signal reporting occurs at a subsequent stage of the game played by any team. This observation leads us to consider sequentially rational reporting strategies. An organization will now be understood as a sequential communication equilibrium, the natural extension of our previous interpretation of an organization to private monitoring environments. There are four subsections to this section. First, a preliminary version of the team’s problem is introduced, followed by a discussion of sequential rationality before deriving our final conception of the team’s problem. In the third subsection we explore the case of Robinson and Friday with private monitoring to find and interpret incentive compatible contracts. Finally, we address the question of selecting a monitor.
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4.2.1



The Team’s Problem



We now consider a situation where the team’s problem involves revelation of private information. We will study a particular environment in order to address certain specific organizational questions. As usual, the team plays a normal-form game denoted just as before. We begin with a family {Sti : i ∈ t ∪ {0}} such that Sti is a finite set of private signals observable only by individual member i. Let us denote by St :=



Y



Sti



i∈t∪{0}



the product space of all privately observable signals. The team’s contractual technology is given by the space St together with a measure-valued map Pt : At → ∆(St ) where Pt (st |at ) stands for the conditional probability that st will be privately observed by the players given that the team adopts the action at .4 The timing of team members’ interaction runs as follows. First of all, active players agree on a correlated strategy σt of the extended game, where the principal’s trading strategy is an incentive contract that depends on reported signals. Once actions have been adopted, the players report their private information (given by an element of their personal signal space) to the principal, who finally implements contracts according to the previously agreed-upon correlated equilibrium. Just as before, an incentive contract is a map ζt : St → R` . Of course, now active players will be able to lie to the principal about the private information they received. However, if every player chooses to tell the truth, then we will 4



Note that the principal may also observe signals. This corresponds to the previous version of the model when Sti is a singleton set for every i ∈ t.
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denote and define the utility of a team member i ∈ t (before actually observing his signal) from a contract ζt when the team’s action is at by X



vti (at )(ζt ) =



vti (at )(ζt (st ))Pt (st |at ).



st ∈St



Of course, Mr. i may choose to lie about his privately observed signal. A reporting strategy is a map ρit : Sti → Sti where ρit (sit ) is the reported signal when Mr. i privately observes sit . When all other players choose to be truthful, the utility to i from the reporting strategy ρit is given by vti (at )(ζt |ρit ) =



X



vti (at )(ζt (ρit (sit ), s−i t ))Pt (st |at ).



st ∈St



A truthful reporting strategy is the identity map τti : Sti → Sti with τti (sit ) = sit . Thus, vti (at )(ζt |τti ) = vti (at )(ζt ). The team’s problem is provisionally defined as finding an organization that maximizes welfare subject to the usual constraint on available resources as well as incentive constraints, only that now they require that individual members be honest as well as obedient. In other words, team members must prefer to abide by the mediator’s recommendations when instructed to play a given action and, furthermore, must prefer to report their private signals truthfully. One might think that the natural way to describe the team’s problem would be hvt ||Pt i(zt ) := sup



X



σt (at , ζt )vt (at )(ζt )



s.t.



(at ,ζt )



X



i σt (at , ζt )[vti (at )(ζt ) − vti (bit , a−i t )(ζt |ρt )] ≥ 0



(a−i t ,ζt )



X



σt (at , ζt )Pt (st |at )ζt (st ) = zt ,



(at ,ζt ,st )



where the incentive constraints are indexed by i ∈ t, ait , bit ∈ Ait , and ρit : Sti → Sti . An organization σt is selected to maximize the team’s welfare subject to the usual
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feasibility constraint on the team’s resources as well as the incentive constraints which impose honesty and obedience on the part of all team members. (In the next subsection, we will see that this formulation fails to capture all the relevant requirements for players’ honesty in certain games.) Of course, honesty constitutes a form of obedience, and as such this model of private monitoring may be thought of as a version of the previous model with public monitoring by letting Bti = Ait × {ρit : Sti → Sti } be the space of possible actions by a player and adjusting Pt as a function with domain Bt with values that are affected by team members’ reporting strategies as follows. Let X



Qt (st |at , ρt ) :=



Pt (set |at ).



set ∈ρ−1 t (st )



Immediately, we have the following results. Proposition 4.14 hvt ||Pt i = hvt |Qt i. Proposition 4.15 The team’s utility hvt ||Pt i is concave in zt . Moreover, the set of incentive compatible organizations (i.e., those that satisfy the constraints above) is a closed convex set. It is also immediately clear that by P letting Pt0 (s0t |at ) = s−0 Pt (st |at ) be the marginal probability of the principal’s t signal, we find the following bounds. Proposition 4.16 hvt |Pt0 i ≤ hvt ||Pt i ≤ hvt |Pt i. By the revelation principle, focusing on truthful reporting strategies is without loss of generality, since for every equilibrium involving lies there is a payoffequivalent equilibrium involving the truth. Now we must explore the credibility of truthful reporting. Including this refinement in the team’s problem will lead us to a different formulation, although the revelation principle will still apply.
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4.2.2



Sequentially Rational Reporting



For the purpose of understanding organization, it is essential in this model that players play a game first and then have their signal privately revealed, since signals are meant to reflect information regarding others’ actions to be used for contractual implementation. To this end, we will first consider examples that distinguish the effects of private information from players’ incentives to play certain strategies. Our examples will reveal a crucial weakness in the setup above: we have thus far ignored the question of whether or not truthful reporting strategies are credible off the path of play. Indeed, the incentive constraints on truthful reporting do not apply after events with zero probability. In line with the construction of Myerson (1986), the present model is a multistage game with communication. Specifically, it is a two-stage game where the first stage involves no private information together with the actions At∪{0} , and the second stage consists of private information being revealed to players as well as possibly being solicited by the mediator so as to ultimately implement the team’s report-contingent contractual payments. It is conceivable, though, that after some deviation by a player it might not be optimal for some other player to truthfully report the deviation. What should monitors believe about their opponents’ behavior upon observing signals that lead them to conclude that someone deviated? Answering this question forces us to consider sequential rationality, which together with correlated equilibrium in the first stage suggests that we study Myerson’s (1986) sequential communication equilibrium as our solution concept for this two-stage game. We will rely on this game-theoretic solution concept in searching for a general formulation of the team’s problem that accounts for reporting credibility.
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For instance, a monitor may prefer not to report that a worker shirked when he actually did shirk. If prescribed behavior involved the worker working with unit probability then the incentive constraints in the team’s problem would fail to include the intuitive requirement that the monitor ought to prefer to report shirking if it took place, even if—in equilibrium—it is never actually required of him to report shirking. We begin with some illustrative examples. Example 4.17 Suppose that ` = 1 and that the team consists of two players, called 1 and 2. Player 1 has two actions and his signal space is trivial (a singleton set). Player 2 has a trivial action space and observes two signals. At = {wt , st } is the set of actions of player 1 and St = {gt , bt } the set of signals of player 2. Signal probabilities are Pt (gt |wt ) = 1 = Pt (bt |st ) and Pt (bt |wt ) = 0 = Pt (gt |st ). Utility functions have effective domain [0, 1], and are defined by vt1 (wt )(zt ) = zt = vt1 (st )(zt ) −



1 2



vt2 (wt )(zt ) = zt = vt2 (st )(zt ) + 1. The team’s utility function equals the sum of each player’s, so vt (wt )(zt ) = 2zt and vt (st )(zt ) = 2zt − 21 . The best action for the team is for player 1 to play wt . For this to be implementable according to hvt ||Pt i, there must exist some incentive contract ζt possibly depending on player 2’s reports that simultaneously leads player 1 to prefer playing wt over st and leads player 2 to prefer reporting honestly. Formally, we require the satisfaction of the following two incentive constraints: vt1 (wt )(ζt (gt )) ≥ vt1 (st )(ζt (bt )) vt2 (wt )(ζt (gt )) ≥ vt2 (wt )(ζt (bt )).
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From player 1’s incentive constraint we require that ζt (gt ) ≥ ζt (bt ) + 21 , and from player 2’s constraint we require that ζt (gt ) ≥ ζt (bt ). Therefore, it appears that wt is implementable, since both constraints are mutually compatible. However, we have hitherto failed in determining whether or not player 2 has incentives to truthfully report bt in case of a deviation by player 1 to st . Therefore, we need another incentive constraint for player 2, namely that vt2 (st )(ζt (bt )) ≥ vt2 (st )(ζt (gt )). In order to satisfy this constraint, we require that ζt (bt ) ≥ ζt (gt ), which together with player 2’s previous constraint implies that ζt (gt ) = ζt (bt ). This is inconsistent with player 1’s incentive constraint, therefore wt is not implementable. Player 2’s beliefs regarding player 1’s deviation were assumed to be correct in this last incentive constraint. Indeed, given his signal structure, this assumption seems reasonable. However, if player 2’s signals were conditionally noisy, then the question of player 2’s beliefs off the equilibrium path would have more substance, a question that leads us to consider the issue of sequential rationality. To address this question, we will consider two examples, which involve only a change in Pt relative to Example 4.17. Suppose first that Pt (gt |wt ) = Pt (bt |wt ) =



1 , 2



Pt (bt |st ) = 1 = 1 − Pt (gt |st ).



According to this contractual technology, player 2’s private signal amounts to a coin toss if player 1 plays wt , whereas if he plays st then the signal will be bt for sure. If wt is to be implemented, it follows that both signal-realizations gt and bt are on the equilibrium path, so player 2’s beliefs contingent upon each signal realization ought to be that player 1 played wt . Hence, player 2 must have the incentive to report truthfully either gt or bt given that he believes that player 1 played wt .
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This requirement is consistent with our formulation of the team’s problem in the previous subsection, since every possible signal realization has positive probability under this contractual technology when player 1 is asked to play wt . Let us now consider the “opposite” scenario, where Pt (gt |st ) = Pt (bt |st ) =



1 , 2



Pt (gt |wt ) = 1 = 1 − Pt (bt |wt ).



This technology assures the realization gt if player 1 plays wt , whereas if he chooses to play st , then player 2’s signal realization amounts to a coin toss. When player 1 is meant to play wt , the realization bt is off the equilibrium path, therefore the formulation of the previous subsection does not apply here. Indeed, given Pt , player 2’s rational beliefs concerning player 1’s actions upon observing bt can be nothing other than that player 1 played st . This motivates the following approach to adjusting the team’s problem. First of all, the nature of the incentive constraints X



i i −i i −i σt (at , ζt )[vti (at )(ζt (st ))Pt (st |at ) − vti (bit , a−i t )(ζt (ρt (st ), st ))Pt (st |bt , at )] ≥ 0



(a−i t ,ζt ,st )



that appear in the previous subsection precludes dishonesty on the part of a player who chooses to deviate, since a player is able to simultaneously disobey and lie about his private signal. Assuming that all other players are both honest and obedient, his beliefs regarding other players’ behavior are not affected by his own deviation, they are just his beliefs in others’ recommendations and reports. Therefore, a player’s conditional beliefs regarding others’ behavior on the equilibrium path are naturally given by Bayes’ rule. All that remains is to characterize players’ incentives to report signals honestly off the equilibrium path. Specifically, the incentive constraints above already consider histories where a player disobeys his own recommendation.
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If a player’s observation sit has positive probability given his recommendation ait then his beliefs about what others did ought to be what they would be if everyone had obeyed the mediator and were planning to report honestly to him. If the probability of observing sit equals zero given the recommendation ait , then (by the previous paragraph) player i would be sure that someone else had deviated. What would be reasonable beliefs for him to have upon observing such an event? We will now answer this question. −i A history is a pair (ait , sit ) such that there exists (a−i t , st ) with Pt (st |at ) > 0. For



any history (ait , sit ), let σ et (at , ζt , st |ait , sit ) be the conditional probability that player i ascribes to the event that at was actually played, that players are observing st as well as reporting truthfully, and that the team’s trading strategy will be ζt , after he observes (ait , sit ). We impose on σ et (·|ait , sit ) the usual conditions, namely σ et (at ζt , st |ait , sit ) ≥ 0 for every (at , ζt , st ) and X



σ et (at , ζt , st |ait , sit ) = 1.



−i (a−i t ,ζt ,st )



We further require that conditional beliefs be “adapted” to Pt by imposing that given any history (ait , sit ), σ et (at , ζt , st |ait , sit ) = Pt (st |at )



X



σ et (at , ζt , sbt |ait , sit ).



sbt



Therefore, σ et (at , ζt , st |ait , sit ) = 0 if Pt (st |at ) = 0. Mathematically, this is a condition on the absolute continuity of σ et with respect to Pt . Intuitively, this means that a player should not ascribe positive probability to the event that (at , st ) occurs when according to Pt it never occurs. A history (ait , sit ) is on the path of play according to σt if Pr(ait , sit |σt ) =



X



σt (at , ζt )Pt (st |at ) > 0.



−i (a−i t ,ζt ,st )
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Let Nt (σt |Pt ) be the set of all such histories. A history (ait , sit ) is disobedient according to σt if σt (ait ) =



X



σt (at , ζt ) > 0



(a−i t ,ζt )



yet Pr(ait , sit |σt ) = 0. In other words, (ait , sit ) is disobedient if it is possible that the mediator recommended ait but the probability of additionally observing sit should be zero if every player were honest and obedient. Let Dt (σt |Pt ) denote the set of disobedient histories. Players’ conditional beliefs are described as follows. On the path of play, i.e., on any history (ait , sit ) ∈ Nt (σt |Pt ), players’ beliefs are uniquely given by Bayes’ rule: σ et (at , ζt , st |ait , sit ) Pr(ait , sit |σt ) = Pt (st |at )σt (at , ζt ). On disobedient histories, we allow for any conditional beliefs adapted to Pt . Any other history is irrelevant, therefore ignored. We define a counterfactual belief system for σt to be any family σ et adapted to Pt , conditional on every disobedient history according to σt . We may now define the team’s metering problem. X



[[vt |Pt ]](zt ) := sup



σt (at , ζt )vt (at )(ζt )



s.t.



(at ,ζt )



X X −i (a−i t ,ζt ,st )



i σt (at , ζt )[vti (at )(ζt ) − vti (bit , a−i t )(ζt |ρt )] ≥ 0



(a−i t ,ζt )



σ et (at , ζt , st |ait , sit )[vti (at )(ζt (st )) − vti (at )(ζt (ρit (sit ), s−i t ))] ≥ 0 X



σt (at , ζt )Pt (st |at )ζt (st ) = zt ,



(at ,ζt ,st )



where (σt , σ et ) are chosen such that σ et is a counterfactual belief system for σt , the first family of incentive constraints is indexed by (ait , bit , ρit ), and the second family of incentive constraints is indexed by (ait , sit ) ∈ Dt (σt |Pt ) and ρit .
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By definition, a sequential communication equilibrium is any σt for which there is a counterfactual belief system σ et such that all the incentive constraints above are satisfied. Lemma 4.18 The set of sequential communication equilibria is closed & convex. Proof —Closedness is immediate because the incentive constraints impose weak inequalities and any convergent sequence of sequential communication equilibria must eventually have the same set of disobedient histories (and all effective domains are compact). As for convexity, take any two communication equilibria, σt , µt with respective counterfactual belief systems σ et , µ et . For any α ∈ (0, 1), it is immediate that ασt + (1 − α)µt satisfies the first-stage incentive constraints, which impose obedience as well as honesty on the path of play. A history (ait , sit ) is disobedient according to ασt + (1 − α)µt if either σt (ait ) > 0 or µt (ait ) > 0 and both Pr(ait , sit |σt ) = Pr(ait , sit |µt ) = 0. If only σt (ait ) > 0 (or only µt (ait ) > 0) then let conditional beliefs be given by σ et (·|ait , sit ) (or µ et (·|ait , sit )), so the incentive constraint at (ait , sit ) is satisfied. If both σt (ait ) > 0 and µt (ait ) > 0 then any convex combination of σ et (·|ait , sit ) and µ et (·|ait , sit ) satisfies the incentive constraint at (ait , sit ), since it is satisfied by each individually. Therefore, all the incentive constraints at disobedient histories according to ασt + (1 − α)µt are satisfied with the counterfactual belief system defined above, completing the proof.
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This lemma immediately implies the following result. Proposition 4.19 The team’s utility function [[vt |Pt ]] is concave in zt . This proposition implies that we may feed the team’s utility function back into the equilibrium problem with inactive teams as naturally as in the case of opaque or transparent teams. Therefore, the organizational aspect of a team is distinct from the issue of team formation even with private monitoring.
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4.2.3



Robinson and Friday Revisited



Let us now explore the case where observers of private information are also active players, for which we will need slightly more sophisticated contractual arrangements to obtain both honesty and obedience. We return to Robinson and Friday to see whether or not, and if so how, Robinson can be convinced to monitor honestly in this environment. We modify the setting of Example 4.6 by assuming that there are only two possible private signals, observable by Robinson alone: St = {wt , st }, the probability of each signal depends upon Robinson’s monitoring effort. If Robinson monitors, then he will accurately observe Friday’s effort. Otherwise, both signals are equiprobable. Firstly, recall the contractual arrangement suggested in Example 4.6. Under this new setting, that old contract fails to be incentive compatible, because now Robinson never wants to be honest. Indeed, the best strategy for him when facing such a contract is not only to shirk, but furthermore to always report that Friday worked. If he does so then he can guarantee a positive payment in addition to saving himself the cost of monitoring effort. Therefore team punishments fail to provide the right incentives for Robinson, which in this example are crucial to provide Friday with incentives to work. One way to convince Robinson to be honest is to make his contractual payments independent of his reported signals. In this case Robinson would be indifferent between every reporting strategy, and in particular would be happy to report truthfully. However, now Robinson finds no incentive to incur any monitoring effort whatsoever. Another possibility is to have Friday mix between working and shirking. On its own, this strategy doesn’t change Robinson’s incentives to either lie or shirk.
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However, there is one more possibility that correlated equilibrium brings to the table. If somehow the principal and Friday could correlate their play without Robinson knowing about it, then it might be possible to “cross-check” Robinson’s report, thereby “monitoring the monitor.” We will implement the following correlated strategy: let Robinson mix between monitoring and shirking with probability σtr (this being the probability of monitoring), and let Friday mix independently from Robinson between working and shirking with probability σtf (this being the probability of working).5 Finally, the principal correlates his contractual strategy with players’ recommendations, where ζt denotes the contract if Friday is recommended to work, and ξt the contract if Friday is recommended to shirk, both with Robinson recommended to monitor. If Robinson is recommended to shirk then we’ll assume that all contractual payments equal zero. Friday’s incentive constraint in case the mediator recommends him to work is −1 + σtr ζtf (wt ) ≥ σtr ζtf (st ). Notice that this is identical to Friday’s incentive constraint when he’s asked to work in Example 4.6. (If Robinson is recommended to shirk then Friday gets nothing.) We further assume that if Friday is recommended to shirk then his contractual payment will be zero regardless of whether or not he decides to actually shirk. Shirking is therefore incentive compatible when recommended. If Robinson is recommended by the mediator to monitor then his payoff when he’s honest and obedient will be σtf [2 + ζtr (wt )] + (1 − σtf )[−1 + ξtr (st )]. 5



When 0 < σti < 1, every history is on the path of play, so sequentiality is not “binding.”
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If he’s dishonest but obedient, then his payoff will be σtf [2 + max{ζtr (st ), ζtr (wt )}] + (1 − σtf )[−1 + max{ξtr (st ), ξtr (wt )}]. If he’s both dishonest and disobedient then his payoff will be n o max σtf [3 + ζtr (st )] + (1 − σtf )ξtr (st ), σtf [3 + ζtr (wt )] + (1 − σtf )ξtr (wt ) . Clearly, Robinson is willing to be honest if ζtr (st ) = ζtr (wt ) = ζtr and ξtr (st ) = ξtr (wt ) = ξtr . But then there’s no reason for him to be obedient. Another way to make Robinson honest is to give him incentives to confirm the mediator’s recommendation to Friday, i.e., let ζtr (st ) < ζtr (wt ) and ξtr (st ) > ξtr (wt ). Specifically, let ζtr (st ) = ξtr (wt ) = 0. Honesty is now assured. As for obedience, we require that the honest and obedient payoff be greater than or equal to n o f r f r max σt ζt (wt ), (1 − σt )ξt (st ) + 3σtf . This leads to two inequalities in the remaining contractual unknowns. Manipulating them yields the following requirements for incentive compatibility: ζtr (wt ) ≥ 1/σtf ξtr (st ) ≥ 1/(1 − σtf ). The first constraint shows that it is impossible to have Friday working with unit probability because of Robinson’s incentive problem, unless we allow for unbounded conditional rewards. The second constraint shows that for Robinson to willingly monitor, Friday must shirk with positive probability so that Robinson truly faces uncertainty regarding Friday’s effort. Since it is possible to implement Robinson’s monitoring effort and truthful reporting, the results on attainable actions with opaque teams apply in this environment, too. Specifically, every team action is asymptotically attainable because there is an attainable team action with the full rank property.
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The broad contractual structure derived in this example generalizes to any game where monitoring effort is worthwhile. Of course, if there were two or more monitors, they could be disciplined by having their payments dependent on each other’s report; this includes the possibility that Friday may report back to the principal. More generally, information reporters may be subjected to “sub-team” tests of loyalty like the one above so that they report truthfully and so that everyone’s contractual payments may be subject to team punishments. For completeness, we present an example that modifies the team’s contractual technology as follows: Pt (st |shirk,shirk) = Pt (st |shirk,work) = 1/2 Pt (wt |monitor,work) = 3/4,



Pt (st |monitor,shirk) = 1/3.



If Robinson shirks, then signal realizations are equally likely. If Robinson monitors and Friday works then the signal wt realizes with higher probability than if Friday shirks. We will find contracts that induce Friday to work with positive probability. Once again, we will resort to contracts contingent on effort recommendations and loyalty tests. Robinson’s expected payment if he tells the truth and obediently monitors is σtf [2 + 34 ζtr (wt ) + 41 ζtr (st )] + (1 − σtf )[−1 + 23 ξtr (wt ) + 31 ξtr (st )]. If Robinson is disobedient and dishonest by reporting the signal that suits him most, then his payoff will be o n f r f r f r f f r 3σt + max σt ζt (wt ) + (1 − σt )ξt (wt ), σt ζt (st ) + (1 − σt )ξt (st ) . This leads to the following two inequalities: −1 + σtf 41 [ζtr (st ) − ζtr (wt )] ≥ (1 − σtf ) 13 [ξtr (wt ) − ξtr (st )] −1 + σtf 34 [ζtr (wt ) − ζtr (st )] ≥ (1 − σtf ) 23 [ξtr (st ) − ξtr (wt )].
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This system of equations is solved for 0 < σtf < 1 by ζtr (st ) = ξtr (wt ) = 0 and ζtr (wt ) = 12/σtf ,



ξtr (st ) = 12/(1 − σtf ).



With such contracts Robinson also finds it conditionally optimal to report truthfully upon receiving private information even if he chooses to monitor when it is recommended to him. Indeed, using Bayes’ rule, it is easy to verify that the expected utility to Robinson from telling the truth given any signal realization is greater than the expected utility associated with any other reporting strategy. Loyalty-testing contracts constitute a “generic” approach to inducing monitors to make the effort as well as report truthfully. Consider any team whose members have access to contracts denominated in the incentive good and for which there is a correlated strategy µt with the full rank property. We will implement a correlated strategy σt with full support and the full rank property that approximates µt arbitrarily closely.6 Assuming that all reporting players report truthfully and by the full rank property, there exist signal-contingent contractual payments for non-reporting players given by the appropriate team punishments of the previous section that would make their contribution to σt incentive compatible. A way to induce reporting players to do so truthfully is by implementing the following contracts. For every reporting player i, his contractual payment will be given by ζti (at , st ) as a function of the mediator’s recommendation as well as the reported signals. If player i’s expected utility from playing ait when recommended to play ait is greater than or equal to any possible deviation, then set all contractual payments contingent on this recommendation equal to zero. This induces player i not only to obey the mediator but in addition to report signals truthfully. Otherwise, any possible 6



Such a σt exists by Lemma 4.12.
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deviation will lead to a different probability distribution over signals by the full rank property. We require of contracts that they solve the following family of inequalities: for each history (ait , sit ), and any deviation (bit , sbit ), X



i i −i [vti (at )+ζti (st |at )Pt (st |at )−vti (bit , a−i st , st |at )Pt (st |bit , a−i t )−ζt (b t )]σt (at ) ≥ 0.



−i (a−i t ,st )



For honesty to be incentive compatible it must be the case that the same ζti satisfies a family of |Sti × Ait × Sti | many equations (one for each possible (sit , bit , sbit )). As long there are enough actions of i’s opponents that lead to different probability distributions over signals, then there will be enough variables ζti (st |at ) such that all the inequalities may be satisfied simultaneously. This requirement may be justified with the following illustrative observation. Consider a team with only one active player who is meant to monitor his own effort, i.e., his payment will depend on his own report. In this case, there is simply no way to induce the active player to report his effort truthfully unless it already is incentive compatible for him to work without contractual payments. Thus, private monitoring is only useful if the monitor is monitoring other individuals, it is useless if he has to monitor himself. In any case, the fact still remains that a (private or public) monitor is induced to work with a contract that is not too dissimilar from the contract of ordinary workers. Although loyalty-testing contracts differ from team punishments for obvious reasons, they certainly fail to confirm Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) claim that the monitor should be made residual claimant in order that he is given appropriate monitoring incentives.
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4.2.4



Selecting a Monitor



Robinson and Friday provide a formal model with which to address important organizational questions. For instance, the models of public and private monitoring provide a framework with which to answer Holmstrom’s (1982, page 339) concluding questions: . . . what determines the choice of monitors; and how should output be shared so as to provide all members of the organization (including monitors) with the best incentives to perform? To some extent, the previous analysis formulated an answer to the second of these questions. As it turned out, is it important to not only consider how output is allocated, but also how inputs are shared in providing members of the organization with the best incentives to perform. As Robinson and Friday showed, it is important that Friday’s behavior creates uncertainty on the part of Robinson (in addition to the aforementioned loyalty-testing contracts) in order for the team to face the right incentives. Also, to save on monitoring effort, it is useful that Friday be kept in the dark regarding regarding Robinson’s behavior. Another important question that may be formally answered with this model is that posed by Alchian and Demsetz (1972, page 782): But who will monitor the monitor? According to them, the monitor monitors himself if he’s made residual claimant. Contrariwise, we propose that it is the principal who monitors the monitor by “testing his loyalty.” He secretly recommends Friday to occasionally shirk, so that Robinson prefers to monitor because he knows that his loyalty is being tested.
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Not only is it unnecessary for Robinson not to be the principal, but moreover, the team is better off if Robinson is not the principal so that he may face such loyalty-testing uncertainty regarding Friday’s effort. Robinson must not know what the principal knows (his recommendation to Friday). A similar argument was put forward by Strausz (1997), who argues that delegated monitoring dominates monitoring by a principal for similar reasons to the ones in this model. His specific justification is that the principal, in facing a budgetbalance constraint, cannot commit to the agent that he will verify the agent’s effort when it is only privately verifiable. These arguments confirm Holmstrom’s (1982, page 325) view of the main economic role of the principal: . . . the principal’s role is not essentially one of monitoring . . . the principal’s primary role is to break the budget-balance constraint. Our model largely agrees with Holmstrom’s view. Firstly, team members are given incentives to perform via standard incentive contracts (e.g., team punishments) or loyalty-testing contracts, without giving any one team member claims to the team’s residual. Secondly, the principal (or as we call him, the mediating principal) is not essentially a monitor. Moreover, the team is better off if he isn’t, as was already argued. By construction, our model does not show the breaking of budget-balance explicitly, but the same effect that Holmstrom alludes to is present in our model in that signal-contingent payments to individuals may differ across signal realizations. Having answered at least in part most the questions posed above, it remains to address the question of who should be the monitor in a little more depth than by simply answering “anyone but the principal.”
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We begin by presenting an illustrative example, followed by some general remarks to conclude this section. Looking back at Example 4.17, the reason for wt being unattainable is simply that player 2’s preferences fail to satisfy a “separation” property. Let us amend player 2’s preferences so that a version of this property is satisfied. Suppose first that player 2’s preferences are given by vt2 (wt )(zt ) = 1 − zt = 1 − vt2 (st )(zt ). For wt to be implementable, we still require that ζt (gt ) ≥ ζt (bt ) +



1 2



in order to



satisfy player 1’s incentive constraint. Player 2’s constraints look like 1 − ζt (gt ) ≥ 1 − ζt (bt ) and ζt (bt ) ≥ ζt (gt ), both of which coincide in their simplification as ζt (bt ) ≥ ζt (gt ). As long as this condition is satisfied, honesty by player 2 is incentive compatible. However, this is inconsistent with player 1’s constraint, therefore wt is not implementable. If player 2’s preferences are instead given by vt2 (wt )(zt ) = zt = 1 − vt2 (st )(zt ), then wt is implementable. Indeed, player 2’s incentive constraints now require that ζt (gt ) ≥ ζt (bt ), a condition that is implied by player 1’s incentive constraint. Therefore, player 2’s honesty is not a binding constraint. This follows because player 2’s preferences separate with player 1’s effort in line with honest reporting in such a way that they do not conflict with player 1’s incentive constraint. Of course, if player 2 was some disinterested party, who happened to be indifferent amongst the team’s provision of the public good, then he would be happy to report truthfully, thus facilitating the costless implementation of incentive contracts. This simple argument seems to be a generally useful rule of thumb when looking
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for a suitable monitor: it’s not such a bad idea if he is a disinterested party. Another way to guarantee honesty on the part of the monitor is by introducing private contracts. The next example assumes that the team has access to the incentive good. Example 4.20 The environment is almost identical to the previous one except that now there are two goods, one public (denoted zt0 ) and one private (the incentive good, denoted zti ). Preferences for player 1 over the public good are as usual, and for player 2 are given by vt2 (wt )(zt0 ) = 1 − zt0 = 1 − vt2 (st )(zt0 ). Hence, without the incentive good, wt is not implementable. Preferences over the incentive good are additively separable from those over the public good, and marginal utility over the incentive good equals one. One might think that the way to induce player 2 to be honest, assuming that ζt0 (gt ) ≥ ζt0 (bt ) +



1 2



so that player 1 wants to play wt , is by paying him with a



private contract (ζt2 (gt ), ζt2 (bt )). Player 2’s incentive constraints then look like 1 − ζt0 (gt ) + ζt2 (gt ) ≥ 1 − ζt0 (bt ) + ζt2 (bt ) ζt0 (bt ) + ζt2 (bt ) ≥ ζt0 (gt ) + ζt2 (gt ), which imply that ζt0 (bt ) ≥ ζt0 (gt ), rendering wt impossible to implement yet again. The alternative approach—paying player 1 in units of the incentive good— successfully implements wt , however. Indeed, consider the following contractual arrangement: ζt0 (gt ) = ζt0 (bt ) and (ζt1 (gt ), ζt1 (bt )) = ( 21 , 0), with ζt2 ≡ 0. It is clear that player 2 has the incentive to be honest. Player 1 is now indifferent between wt and st , so in particular he is willing to play wt , as required.
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Although private contracts allow for honesty to be incentive compatible, it is crucial that the way in which this takes place is by rewarding active players with the incentive good and making inactive observers indifferent over their reports with contracts denominated in the public good. If the observers had to incur monitoring effort, we would have to resort to loyalty-testing contracts and incentive-good payments to the monitor. Notice that in this case the team incurs an “incentive cost” (induced by limited liability) in that to implement wt it must purchase some amount of the incentive good to be contingently paid to player 1. This suggests two dimensions of quality in a monitor: – the precision of the monitor’s information relative to his monitoring effort; – the alignment between the monitor’s preferences and the team’s tastes. The examples illustrate the potential trade-off between these two dimensions of quality, as well as convey the message that Holmstrom’s two questions quoted above have interrelated answers. In essence, the choice of monitors is largely determined by how output should be shared in order to provide all members of the team with the best incentives to perform.
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4.3



Private Information and Mechanism Design



In this section we introduce the possibility that individual team members might have payoff-relevant private information in the beginning of their interaction. This will lead us to design mechanisms that induce team members to truthfully reveal this relevant information. For instance, an individual may have special knowledge of a the combination of actions that might create trading possibilities for a given team, or that might simply add value by increasing team members’ utility levels. On the one hand, the previous section’s model could be modified to conform with the standard theory of mechanism design without substantial structural changes. Simply assume that At is a singleton set and that every player i ∈ t has a utility function vti (st )(zt ) that depends on one’s own private signal alone (known as private values, where vti (st )(zt ) = vti (sit )(zt )) or even also on others’ signals (known as common values). Private signals may or may not be correlated (or “affiliated”). A player’s private signal would be his type. Alternatively, one might consider the case where types are revealed first, then a game is played, and finally private signals are revealed about each others’ behavior. We will choose this timing of events for several reasons. We could take this alternative even further and assume that the team plays an extensive-form game or a multistage game with communication. As Myerson (1986) argues, this might indeed be the only way to study games with communication. However, communication is not the main focus of our exercise. Rather, communication is only relevant to us for addressing specific organizational questions: we prefer to focus only on information revealed before any “productive” actions have taken place, and after all “productive” actions have been undertaken.
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Any other communication between players is left implicit in the game-theoretic equilibrium defined below, where communication with the mediating principal is intended to describe “willing” contractual implementation. In any case, it is important that the exogenous part of players’ knowledge of others’ actions (their private monitoring) does not interfere with strategic considerations during the course of the game being played (players’ types). We will indeed assume that monitoring signals only reveal information about players’ actions, not their type. We begin by defining the team’s problem of finding an efficient incentive compatible Bayesian mechanism. We will state the most general problem that involves private monitoring. Next, we present some motivating examples which will lead us to an interpretation of a “team leader.” He will be the team member to whom control rights are allocated. Team leaders will turn out to be individuals with superior knowledge about the team’s technology, be it in terms of trading possibilities or in terms of members’ utility functions. We conclude the section and the chapter with a discussion of the model with private information. One of the key conclusions that will be drawn from the model of this section is that even though a leader inherits control rights, residual claimant status will still be unnecessary to provide him with the right incentives to lead. In fact, we will conclude that, thus far, the present analysis finds no economic role for residual claims. It won’t be until the next chapter that one will be found, but it will be related to the private information model below.
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4.3.1



The Team’s Problem



Upon the formation of a team of any type t, its members will now be assumed to play a Bayesian game. We begin with a finite set of possible types of team member, denoted by Θit , the product space Y Θt := Θit , i∈t



with typical element θt =



{θti



: i ∈ t}, and a probability measure Qt ∈ ∆(Θt ),



where Qt (θt ) is to be interpreted as the ex-ante probability that, for every i ∈ t, Mr. i will be of type θti . Hence, we are assuming that team members have a common prior over the set of possible types. After the team has formed, its members privately observe their type, which in principle may affect the team’s utility function. Then the team plays a normalform game as usual, with the possibility of private monitoring afterwards. For every i ∈ t ∪ {0}, let vti (at , zt |θt ) denote the utility to i from the action profile at and the net trade zt ∈ R` when everyone’s type is θt . In line with the paradigm of mechanism design, the mediating principal is assumed to first solicit individuals’ private information and then implement a contingent correlated strategy for the extended game (that is, one involving actions and contracts). Therefore, we define a mechanism to be any measure-valued map µt : Θt → ∆(At∪{0} ), whose domain is the space of (reported) types and whose range is the set correlated strategies of the extended game. Given any mechanism µt and a player i, his (ex-ante) expected utility if everyone is honest and obedient throughout is calculated as7 X vti (at , ζt (st )|θt )Pt (st |θt , at )µt (at , ζt |θt )Qt (θt ). vti (µt ) := (θt ,at ,ζt ,st ) 7



Notice that we are now assuming that Pt is also a function of types, θt .
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The team’s utility from such a mechanism is given by vt (µt ) =



P i



vti (µt ) + vt0 (µt ).



A deviation by player i is any plan to be dishonest and/or disobedient. Formally, it involves potentially lying about his type by choosing a type-reporting strategy δti : Θit → Θit such that δti (θti ) is the type-report if his true type is θti , possibly disobeying the mediator’s recommendations by choosing some disobedience strategy αti : Ait × Θit → Ait such that αti (ait |θti ) is player i’s chosen action when his true type is θti and he is recommended to play ait , or possibly lying about his subsequent private monitoring signal by choosing a ρit : Sti × Ait × Θit → Sti such that ρit (sit |ait , θti ) is the reported monitoring signal when his true type is θti , his recommendation is ait , and his subsequent observation is sit . For any player i, his utility for a deviation (δti , αti , ρit ) from a given mechanism µt assuming that everyone else is honest and obedient is denoted by vti (µt |δti , αti , ρit ) and defined to equal X



i i i i −i i i −i vti ((αti (ait |θti ), a−i t ), ζt (ρt (st |at , θt ), st )|θt )Pt (st |θt , at )µt (at , ζt |(δt (θt ), θt ))Qt (θt ),



where the sum is across all (θt , at , ζt , st ). Clearly a necessary condition for any mechanism to be incentive compatible is that vti (µt ) ≥ vti (µt |δti , αti , ρit ) for any possible deviation, which takes into account all possible deviations by a player assuming that his opponents behave honestly and obediently, i.e., every history on the path of play. However, this condition is not sufficient. We must also consider behavior off the path of play. First of all, the constraints on the path of play ensure that players report their types truthfully, since every possible type θti with positive probability (i.e., Q(θti ) = P i i θt−i Q(θt ) > 0) is on the path of play. A first-stage history is a pair (θt , at ). A
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first-stage history is a deviation history if Qt (θti ) > 0 and µt (ait ) > 0 yet X



µt (θti , ait ) =



µt (at , ζt |θt )Qt (θt ) = 0.



(θt−i ,a−i t ,ζt )



Let Dt1 (µt |Qt ) denote the set of first-stage deviation histories. These histories reveal to player i that someone else decided to misreport their type because it would otherwise be impossible that he had observed simultaneously the type θti and the recommendation ait . This is, of course, only possible if types are correlated, since otherwise player i would not be able to detect this. Assuming that player i did not deviate himself (the “on-the-path-of-play” constraints ensure this already), if the recommendation ait is inconsistent with the type θti , say because the correlated strategies that would emerge from the remaining set of possible types given θti would never recommend ait , then it must have arisen from another player misreporting their type. The incentive constraints associated with such histories are formally described by the following family of inequalities. X



i µ et (θt , at , ζt |θti , ati )[vti (at , ζt |θt ) − vti (bit , a−i t , ζt |θt , ρt )] ≥ 0,



(θt−i ,a−i t ,ζt )



for some given conditional beliefs µ et , whose restrictions will be specified below. A second-stage history is a triple (θti , ait , sit ). It is called a deviation history if µt (θti , ait ) > 0 yet µt (θti , ait , sit ) =



X



Pt (st |θt , at )µt (at , ζt |θt )Qt (θt ) = 0.



−i (θt−i ,a−i t ,ζt ,st )



In other words, a second-stage history is a deviation history if observing the signal sit implies that someone else must have deviated. We will call the set of such deviation histories Dt2 (µt |Pt , Qt ). The associated incentive constraints are
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given by X



µ et (θt , at , ζt , st |θti , ait , sit )[vti (at , ζt (st )|θt ) − vti (at , ζt (ρit (sit ), s−i t )|θt )] ≥ 0,



−i (θt−i ,a−i t ,ζt ,st )



for some given conditional beliefs µ et . A counterfactual belief system for µt is a family µ et of conditional beliefs indexed by first- and second-stage deviation histories satisfying the following two properties. For any first-stage deviation history (θti , ait ), we require that µ et (θt , at , ζt |θti , ait ) = Qt (θt )



X



µ et (θbt , at , ζt |θti , ait ),



θbt



which implies that µ et (θt , at , ζt |θti , ait ) = 0 whenever Qt (θt ) = 0. For any secondstage deviation history (θti , ait , sit ), we require that µ et (θt , at , ζt , st |θti , ait , sit ) = Pt (st |at )



X



µ et (θt , at , ζt , sbt |θti , ait , sit ),



sbt



and that µ et (θt , at , ζt |θti , ait , sit ) =



P sbt



µ et (θt , at , ζt , sbt |θti , ait , sit ) satisfy



µ et (θt , at , ζt |θti , ait , sit ) = Qt (θt )



X



µ et (θbt , at , ζt |θti , ait , sit ),



θbt



which implies that µ et is absolutely continuous with respect to both Pt and Qt . A mechanism µt is called incentive compatible if there exists a counterfactual belief system µ et for µt such that for every player i ∈ t and any possible deviation history, the incentive constraints above are satisfied. The team’s problem is to find an incentive compatible mechanism µt , i.e., such that all team members prefer to report their types honestly, obey the recommendations that will result from such reports, and finally report truthfully their private monitoring information.
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Formally, [[vt |Pt , Qt ]](zt ) := sup vt (µt ) X



s.t.



vti (µt ) − vti (µt |δti , αti , ρit ) ≥ 0 i µ et (θt , at , ζt |θti , ait )[vti (at , ζt |θt ) − vti (bit , a−i t , ζt |θt , ρt )] ≥ 0



(θt ,a−i t ,ζt )



X



µ et (θt , at , ζt , st |θti , ait , sit )[vti (at , ζt (st )|θt ) − vti (at , ζt (ρit (sit ), s−i t )|θt )] ≥ 0,



(θt ,at ,ζt ,s−i t )



X



ζt (st )Pt (st |θt , at )µt (at , ζt |θt )Qt (θt ) = zt .



(θt ,at ,ζt ,st )



Extending the argument of Lemma 4.18 to this setting is a repetitive matter; the result remains that in this world the set of incentive compatible mechanisms is closed and convex. Therefore, the team’s utility function is concave. Also, it is immediate that the team’s problem collapses to the one in the previous section when only one profile of types is possible. This formulation seems abstract and general, perhaps too much to glean clear lessons regarding organization. We will now focus on a few examples to shed some light on the team’s problem.



4.3.2



A Model of Team Leadership



We will consider three related examples below. Both will include a single team member with specific knowledge about the team’s ability to create value. He will be dubbed a team leader, and the team’s optimal mechanism will reflect this by delegating to him what we’ll call control rights, in that team members will willingly allow their actions to be guided by the leader’s suggestions. The first two examples involve a leader whose private information concerns the team’s trading possibilities. The difference between them will be that in the first
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example, the leader will have useful information with probability one, whereas in the second example his knowledge will be relevant with probability less than one. Finally, the third example involves a leader whose private information concerns team members’ utility functions. Example 4.21 Consider a team of some type t such that Ait = {0} ∪ [1, 2]. This action space is to be interpreted as that a team member may either shirk (ait = 0) or work on some task (ait ∈ [1, 2]), of which there is a continuum. There is only one player, player 1, who has a non-trivial type space: let Θ1t = Θt = [1, 2]|t| . Everyone else’s type space is a singleton set. Also, Qt is simply Lebesgue measure on Θt . Therefore, when player 1’s type realizes, he is the only one who knows it; everyone else remains ignorant. The team has access to the incentive good, where its allocation to player i is denoted by zti . There is also another good called the “output” good, denoted by zt0 , which does not enter any player’s utility. However, the team’s trading possibilities set for this output good depends on player 1’s type. Specifically, dom vt0 (θt , at ) = [−1, 0] if at = θt and {0} otherwise. This may be interpreted as saying that if players’ actions are in line with player 1’s type then the team will be able to sell output, otherwise it will not be able to do so. Players’ utility functions do not depend on θt . Player 1’s utility is given by vt1 (at , zt1 ) =



X



ait − a1t + zt1 .



i∈t



Other players’ utility functions are given by vti (at , zti ) = −ait + zti for i 6= 1. Intuitively, player 1 enjoys it if others work harder (perhaps because some of this work might involve services to player 1), whereas the remaining workers only care about being paid and their effort cost. The team’s contractual technology is assumed to be given by perfect public mon-
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itoring. Let St0 = At as well as Pt (st |at ) = 1 if st = at and zero otherwise. Therefore, signals reflect team members’ actual actions perfectly clearly.8 Suppose that the team’s output is sufficiently desirable that it would be very profitable for the team to produce and sell one unit of the good. In order to ensure that this production takes place, we need a mechanism such that the leader (player 1) willingly reveals his type, and players prefer to work in accordance with the leader’s report. We will now derive such a mechanism. First of all let us find incentive contracts for players to prefer working. Let ζti (b at |at ) be the incentive good-denominated contractual payment to player i if the team is recommended to play at and the team actually plays b at . Clearly, the contract   ai if at = b at t i ζt (b at |at ) =  0 if a 6= b at . t induces every player (including player 1) to obey the mediator’s recommendations. However, this contract fails to induce player 1 to report his type honestly. Indeed, under this contract, regardless of his true type, player 1 always prefers to report the type θbt = (2, . . . , 2) ∈ R|t| . (He’s indifferent between working and shirking himself, but strictly prefers others working.) This way, the remaining players in some sense “work for the leader” but (almost surely) the output good fails to be produced. To convince player 1 to report his type truthfully, we must make him indifferent between his reports. Specifically, let   2(|t| − 1) − P ai i6=1 t 1 ζt (b at |at ) =  0 8



if at = b at if at 6= b at .



A generalization to imperfect public monitoring adds little additional insight.
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The constant 2(|t| − 1) is there to ensure that this incentive contract satisfies limited liability (i.e., that ζt1 (b at |at ) ≥ 0). This contract still induces player 1 to prefer working over shirking. (His utility is such that he has no incentive to shirk. This assumption is inconsequential to the point of the example.) Consider the mechanism where player 1 is asked to report his type, and then the mediator implements the contracts above together with the recommendation to play at = θbt , where θbt is player 1’s report. This mechanism is clearly incentive compatible, since player 1 wants to report truthfully (he’s indifferent) and all the other players are willing to work. In particular, the team is able to produce the output good. From this example we see that the leader controls the team’s behavior. This ostensibly privileged position does not however give the leader a true ownership of the team. Indeed, his contract is not very different from any other employee’s contract except for the fact that the leader controls the team’s behavior. There is simply some positive incentive cost (in terms of the amount of the incentive good needed to provide the right incentives) to the production of output arising from inducing obedience as well as honesty on the part of team members. It is conceptually not very taxing to imagine a team where more than one player has relevant private information regarding the team’s trading possibilities, or even team members’ utility functions, thereby having more than one simultaneous leader for the team with similar contracts. In this case, control rights would be shared amongst the various leaders in an intuitive manner. Alternatively, if two individuals had the same specific knowledge, then the team could save itself the incentive costs of revealing that information. Indeed, both players could be compensated with the same contractual incentives as the re-
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maining workers and it would be an equilibrium for both to report truthfully as long as the mechanism punished both of them whenever their reports differed. Let us now consider the case of private monitoring of the team’s behavior, in order to ask whether or not the leader ought to be the monitor, too. In subsection 4.2.3 we realized that, without private initial information but with private monitoring, the team is better off if Robinson remains ignorant regarding Friday’s recommendation by the mediator. If Robinson has private information of the kind in Example 4.21 above, then he may be convinced to monitor if the mediator recommends to Friday that he shirk with positive probability, which with the help of loyalty-testing contracts would suffice to convince Robinson to monitor as well as report truthfully his specific knowledge. However, by hiring a separate monitor who is kept uninformed about the leader’s report, the team can save itself the opportunity cost of Friday shirking to create monitoring incentives. The hired monitor will already face the necessary uncertainty to implement the loyalty-testing contracts in having the leader’s report kept from him. In this case the hired monitor will not know what particular action was recommended by the mediator to Friday, giving him the incentive to exert monitoring effort with the recommendation-contingent incentive contracts similar in structure to those of subsection 4.2.3. Therefore, hiring a separate monitor dominates having the leader monitor in a world with private information and private monitoring. We now move on to considering the second example, whose only distinction from the one above is that the leader has specific knowledge with probability less than one. The contrast between this example and Example 4.21 will be important in the next chapter, although here there will be no substantial difference.
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Example 4.22 The environment is identical to Example 4.21 except for one detail. Let Θt = {0} ∪ [1, 2]|t| , let Qt (0) ∈ [0, 1] be the probability that player 1’s type is 0, and let Qt be Lebesgue measure on [1, 2]|t| scaled by 1/Qt (0). Furthermore, dom vt0 (0, at ) = {0} for every at . In other words, if player 1’s type is 0 then the team’s trading possibilities just the zero trade vector. One way to interpret this is that if player 1’s type is zero then it’s as if he doesn’t have specific knowledge. Thus, 1 − Qt (0) may be thought of as the probability that player 1 has an idea. If the leader (player 1) has an idea, then the mechanism of Example 4.21 extracts it incentive compatibly and produces output. If the leader fails to have an idea, then output simply cannot be produced. Notice that the mechanism with the contracts of Example 4.21 still induces the leader to report truthfully that he failed to have an idea, since his incentive contract makes him indifferent between every player’s actions. Conditional on having no ideas, we may implement the action profile that maximizes the team’s welfare, whatever that may be. Finally, we present the last promised example involving Robinson and Friday, yet again. This time, Robinson has an idea that adds value to Friday and may or may not add value to Robinson. When the idea benefits Friday, monitoring is unnecessary, although it might be optimal to resort to it if the idea only benefits Robinson. Example 4.23 Consider a team without trading possibilities, consisting of two players called Robinson and Friday. Robinson begins by privately observing his type θt ∈ Θt = {0} ∪ [1, 2], which as far as Friday is concerned, realizes according to the probability density Qt (θt ). Robinson has two available actions: he can monitor or shirk, as usual. Friday’s action space is given by Aft = {0} ∪ [1, 2]. Friday can shirk by choosing aft = 0, or he can work by choosing some aft ∈ [1, 2].
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We first consider the simpler case where Robinson’s utility function does not depend on θt . Specifically, Robinson’s utility is given by vtr (θt , at ) = 1({aft > 0}) + aft − 1({art = monitor}), where 1 is an indicator function. This utility says that Robinson gets one unit of utility from having Friday working, but he gets additional utility from Friday working harder, and monitoring costs him one util. We will assume that Friday’s utility does depend on Robinson’s type. Specifically, vtf (θt , at ) = 3 · 1({aft = θt , θt 6= 0}) − aft . This utility says that if θt = 0 then Robinson’s idea is useless to Friday, whereas if θt > 0 then Friday gains 3 utils exactly when his effort aligns with Robinson’s type. Friday also incurs an effort cost from working. In this environment, Robinson will not have to resort to monitoring, so we will not describe the team’s contractual technology yet. We may now calculate the team’s optimal mechanism, which must induce Robinson to reveal his type truthfully as well as to convince Friday to work. It turns out that Friday does not need contractual payments for him to work, but Robinson will need payments for him to reveal the truth. Consider the following report-contingent contract.   2 − θt if θt > 0 ζtr (θt ) =  3 if θt = 0. Under this contract, Robinson is indifferent between all possible reports, therefore he is willing to report his type truthfully. To complete the mechanism, simply let the principal tell Friday about Robinson’s report. Friday is willing to work by playing aft = θt . Robinson does not have to monitor, he can just shirk.
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Next, suppose that Robinson’s utility is type-dependent and that Friday’s is not. In this case, Robinson will tell Friday what to do according to his type. Friday must be compensated for his effort, though. Monitoring might be necessary to induce Friday’s effort. If public monitoring is possible, then the team can have Friday monitor with probability one. Otherwise, with private monitoring, Friday must shirk with positive probability so that Robinson willingly incurs the monitoring effort and reports truthfully, as usual. This case is in some sense a parametrization (with θt as the parameter) of Example 4.2.3.



4.3.3



Concluding Comments



This section has incorporated and discussed various issues relating to private information and its impact on the economic organization of a team. Perhaps the most important result is that control rights are allocated to relevantly informed team members. It may also be the case that individuals with “overlapping” knowledge be jointly allocated the right to control the team in order to save on the incentive costs of truthful information revelation. One possibility that we have not considered explicitly is that team members might have ideas only after they adopt certain actions. This would not be difficult to include in our model. For instance, we might have private-monitoring information be directly payoff-relevant. Mechanisms for truthful revelation of private information would not be difficult to calculate, and since we would be assuming that all players’ actions would have been already undertaken by the time the information was revealed, its only consequence would be on the team’s net trade. With the use of contracts denominated in units of the incentive good, truthful revelation could be induced to obtain welfare-maximizing net trades of the other goods for the team.
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A common theme of this chapter has been the “failure” to find an economic role for the status of residual claimant. Including private information into our model of economic organization still fails to provide such a role. It won’t be until we consider translucent teams in the next chapter that this role will emerge. As a final remark, we offer an interpretation of this section in terms of the concept of metering output. As regards the problem of apportioning output, the examples above show how the allocation of control rights provides a satisfactory solution. In terms of measuring output, the models also show how incentive contracts enable the team to discern a privately informed individual’s type, thus allowing for the possibility that everyone knows the team’s possibilities for value-creation. However, as was argued above, it may not be in the team’s interest that everyone be informed about such possibilities. In particular, we saw that the team may prefer it if monitors remain ignorant of the team’s productive abilities in order that they have better incentives to monitor.
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CHAPTER 5 Translucent Teams and Residual Claims This chapter introduces and explores the concept of translucent teams. The crucial difference between these and other teams will be that individuals in the economy have private information about teams’ potential value before teams have formed, in the assignment stage. Prospective team members may in principle be ignorant of others’ information, although it will often be not only possible but optimal for individuals to reveal their private information by credibly committing to certain organizational structures. In particular, we will conclude that the role of residual claimancy is to screen prospective team members. In other words, individuals claim the team’s residual in order to credibly separate themselves from other individuals, to appropriate value from their private information. Therefore, residual ownership is a kind of team membership contract. Some individuals might have productive value to a given team, yet it may be the case that other individuals without the ability to add value could infiltrate the team pretending to be valuable. Truly valuable individuals have the incentive to make residual claims in order to credibly signal to other team members that they are in fact valuable, on the grounds that such a contractual arrangement would not be tolerated by worthless infiltrators.
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Indeed, as Knight (1921, Part III, Chapter IX, par. 10) argues, . . . there must come into play the diversity among men in degree of confidence in their judgment and powers and in disposition to act on their opinions, to “venture.” This fact is responsible for the most fundamental change of all in the form of organization, the system under which the confident and venturesome “assume the risk” or “insure” the doubtful and timid by guaranteeing to the latter a specified income in return for an assignment of the actual results. Furthermore, residual ownership is a competitive outcome, rather than a “partial equilibrium” phenomenon. Claiming the team’s residual will turn out to be how individuals insure other prospective team members in order to induce them to join their team. On the other hand, it will also be possible in our model that individuals prefer to withhold their private information during the assignment stage. In particular, the beliefs of individuals regarding other team members’ private information in the team’s (Bayesian) game are endogenously determined. We also consider the case where private information is revealed after some effort is undertaken but before teams have formed. Residual claims will also be made in equilibrium to reward individuals who made the effort. We begin with some motivating examples of translucent teams. Then we proceed to explore the problem of equilibrium with private information in the assignment stage. Then we consider applications and special cases. Specifically, we will argue a “fearless” property of residual claimancy, and study the difference that the incentive good might make to the model. We end with a discussion of the problem of moral hazard before teams have formed.
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5.1



Examples of Translucent Teams



In this section we introduce the notion of translucent teams. Such teams are characterized by private information in the assignment stage. Specifically, before individuals are assigned to teams, they acquire private information that might affect their utility function over team memberships. In addition, their private information might be valuable to other prospective team members. Therefore, team membership might involve the credible revelation of such private information. We refer to this phenomenon as translucence. Looking back at Chapter 4, Section 4.3, individuals had private information having joined the team, which was modelled as a probability distribution over types. The probability of a team member’s type can be interpreted in at least two ways. Firstly, it may thought that the team member’s type does not reveal itself to him until he joins the team, so that the probability of being a certain type also reflects the individual’s beliefs regarding himself before joining the team. Secondly, it may be interpreted as that individuals know their types before joining the team, and the probability of a type reflects others’ uncertainty regarding who actually infiltrated the team possibly pretending to be some other type. Under this interpretation, the probability over types for a team is actually an endogenous variable, depending on individuals’ team membership decisions. Certain individuals will therefore commit to particular organizational structures in order to assure other players that their reported type is their actual type. This is accomplished by organizations in which other types of individual would prefer not to participate. In equilibrium, individuals will separate themselves by “insuring” prospective team members. We call this making a residual claim. According to this argument, residual claims are a general equilibrium phenomenon.
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In the assignment stage, an individual may choose to commit to a particular net trade by allowing for potential punishments if such net trade is not undertaken. In this case, the individual bears the apparent risk that others perceive regarding whether or not he has a useful idea in such a way that would distinguish him from others by accepting a “separating” organizational design. We will interpret this solution to the private information problem as what Knight might have meant by the system under which the confident and venturesome “assume the risk” or “insure” the doubtful and timid.



5.1.1



The Private Information Problem



In this subsection we present an example of an economy without private information. A Walrasian equilibrium for this economy is found to exist with the usual efficiency properties. However, it will be shown that after introducing private information this particular equilibrium no longer exists. It won’t be until the next subsection that we will find an equilibrium for the private-information economy. Example 5.1 Consider an economy with four types of individual, where I = {α, β, γ, δ}. Individuals of type α are called “agents;” they provide labor services to potential entrepreneurs. Individuals of type β are called “bright leaders;” they are expected to have an idea once the team has formed, modelled as in Example 4.21. Individuals of type γ are called “consumers;” they will consume the output produced by firms. Finally, individuals of type δ are called “dim opportunists;” they have no ideas at all, but may be able to pretend to be bright leaders. Only singleton teams and doubleton teams involving either α and β or α and δ may form (assume that other types of team are extremely undesirable to their members). Let s = {α, β} and t = {α, δ}.
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Teams of type s are able to produce the output good, demanded by consumers. Teams of type t simply cannot produce output. Consumers’ utility over output is given by vγ (zγ0 ) = min{2zγ0 , 2}, in other words, they value output at two utils and wish to consume at most one unit. We begin by assuming that teams of type s play the following game, which is a version of Example 4.21. Let Aαs = As = {0} ∪ [1, 2] and Θβs = Θs = [1, 2], with Qs given by Lebesgue measure. The team’s trading possibilities over the output good are given by dom vs0 (θs , as ) = [−1, 0] if as = θs and {0} otherwise. Team members’ utility functions do not depend on the amount of output traded, nor on the bright leader’s type. Specifically, utilities are given by vsα (as , zsα ) = −1({as ∈ [1, 2]}) + zsα for the agent and vsβ (at , zsβ ) = zsβ for the bright leader. In other words, it costs the agent some effort to “work.” The team’s contractual technology is given by dom vs0 , in other words, after actions have been adopted, the principal only observes the team’s trading possibilities. The following contractual arrangement induces the agent to work: ζsα ([−1, 0]) = 1,



ζsα ({0}) = 0.



Under this contract, the agent is indifferent between working and shirking, so in particular he is willing to work. The bright leader faces no incentive problem in reporting his type truthfully, therefore output will be available for trade. For teams of type t, the dim opportunist’s type is simply 0 (see Example 4.22), and no output can be traded regardless of what the agent does. Individuals’ outside options are given by their utility from forming singleton teams. An agent’s utility from being alone is assumed to equal zero, as well as that of the dim opportunist. The bright leader’s utility from being alone is assumed to equal one util.
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Suppose that the population of individuals is given by the vector q = (1, 2, 2, 2), so that agents are scarce. Without private information in the assignment stage, the following would be an equilibrium. Let pβ (s, −1, ζtα ) = −1, meaning that the bright leader gets paid one util for participating in team s if it sells one unit of output with the incentive contract above, and let the price of all other activities equal zero. The efficient allocation is given by a mass of one of teams of type s, a production of one unit of output as well as a consumption by consumers of that unit at a price of two utils.1 The profit of a team of type s is given by vs (at , ζsα ) − p · (zs0 , ζsα ) = −1 + 1 − 2(−1) − 1(1) = 1. At the team membership prices stipulated above, pβ (s, −1, ζtα ) + pα (s, −1, ζtα ) = −1 = p · (zs0 , ζsα ), so the money market clears. The bright leader earns one unit of utility for his idea due to his outside option, and the agent gets zero, because there is no value left over for him once the bright leader gets rewarded. Let us now consider the possibility that the dim opportunist may infiltrate teams by pretending to be a bright leader. Example 5.2 The setting is identical to the previous example except for one assumption. Team membership prices must be the same for all activities whose only difference is that the team’s members have bright leaders and dim opportunists replaced. In this economy, the previous equilibrium breaks down. Dim opportunists would choose to purchase their participation in a team involving the agent, thereby earning one unit of utility. For any agent teamed up with a dim opportunist, the incentive contract would never pay him for his effort, yielding negative utility. This would lead him to prefer not participating in any doubleton team. 1



To clear the market for the incentive good, assume that it is produced according to some constant-returns-to-scale technology that transforms the money good into the incentive good.
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5.1.2



Adverse Selection and Residual Claims



A fundamental problem in Example 5.2 was that dim opportunists could infiltrate a team with the plan to trade one unit of output, knowing full-well that such a trade couldn’t be made with them as part of the team. Knowing this, if a bright leader could accept a penalty in case output weren’t produced then dim opportunists could be dissuaded from pretending to be bright. In other words, when an individual purchases an activity that involves some specific net trade, he may additionally have to guarantee the delivery of this net trade. For instance, team membership might involve writing a contract that stipulates that if the promised net trade is not delivered then some members of the team will allow themselves to be liable to substantial punishments. If trades can be monitored by the market this might be a useful way to distinguish individuals. For instance, the bright leader could guarantee to the agent that output will be produced, and have the agent believe him, by accepting payment for his team membership only after output has been produced. Indeed consider the following organization. Let ζsβ ([−1, 0]) = 1,



ζsβ ({0}) = 0.



Let team membership prices equal zero for all activities. Since dim opportunists would get zero units of utility from infiltrating the team where the leader gets output-contingent rewards, he would be indifferent between joining the team and not joining it. This solves the adverse selection problem and restores the equilibrium payoffs to individuals in the economy without private information. Of course, for the bright leader, “assuming the risk” associated with his separating contract is really no risk at all since he knows he has a useful idea. Rather, the risk is a potential one from the point of view of the agent, who demands
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to be “insured” from the possibility of joining a team with a dim opportunist. However, the risk faced by the bright leader would be a real one if, say, the bright leader had the idea with positive probability but strictly less than one. Risks notwithstanding, the dim opportunist would choose to assume this risk to the extent that he believed in his idea. Whether or not agents would join him would depend on their confidence in the bright leader’s idea and the extent to which the leader would be willing to insure them. We call a leader who “assumes the risk” a fearless leader. We conclude that in an economy with private information, the bright leader must and will be fearless. Notice that the separating equilibrium shown above also existed in the previous economy without private information. Therefore, adverse selection reduced the set of equilibria in the economy. Although without private information it wasn’t strictly necessary for the bright leader to assume any risks, it is vitally important with private information. Furthermore, the separating equilibrium may not have existed without private information if the leader was averse to risk (if his preferences over the incentive good were strictly concave) or if the price of the incentive good exceeded unity. Then fearless behavior would have come at a welfare expense, leading to a secondbest outcome in the private information economy. We will discuss this issue in more depth later. But first let us consider another example with private information of a similar nature to the one above, only that in this case the economy is subject to moral hazard in the assignment stage.
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5.1.3



Moral Hazard and Incentives to Innovate



It is often been argued that allowing individuals to reap the benefits of their ideas provides appropriate incentives for them to make the effort to have them. We now present an example that to some extent echoes this assertion. Example 5.3



Consider an economy with three types of individual, where



I = {α, γ, ι}. The types α and γ are agents and consumers just as before, and individuals of type ι are called “inventors.” The population of individuals is given by the vector q = (1, 2, 1). Prior to the formation of any teams, inventors may choose whether or not to make an effort. Let Aι = {0, 1}, where 0 stands for “not thinking” and 1 stands for “thinking.” If an inventor decides to play aι = 0 then he will have an idea with probability zero. If an inventor decides to play aι = 1 then he will have an idea with probability ϕ ∈ (0, 1). Only inventors that had an idea may form a team with an agent to produce output as in the previous examples. However, whether or not an inventor has an idea as well as whether or not an inventor did any thinking are private information. As in the previous example, only singleton teams and doubleton teams with the inventor and the agent are allowed. An agent’s utility function over activities is the same as before. For inventors, it is defined as follows. There is a constant effort cost associated with thinking of ϕ utils. Otherwise, inventors have the same utility as dim opportunists in the previous example if they failed to have an idea, and they have the same utility as bright leaders if they had an idea. Agents’ outside option (their utility if they don’t join a team with an inventor) is given by zero utils, as before. Inventors’ outside option is zero if they did not
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think, and −ϕ if they thought. Let us first consider what would be attained without the problem of private information. Agents could be rewarded according to the same contract as in the previous example if matched with an inventor who had an idea; this would provide agents with the right incentives to work. All inventors would be asked to think, and would be compensated with one util only if they had an idea. This compensation may take place with activity prices or with a residual claim. When information is private, however, the only way to compensate inventors that remains incentive compatible and dissuades those without ideas from wanting to join a team is with a residual claim. (Since ϕ < 1, inventors with ideas are the short side of the matching market between them and agents). The expected payoff for every inventor who decides to think is therefore ϕ1 − ϕ = 0, which equals the expected payoff to an inventor who chooses not to think. Although the examples presented above might appear “cooked,” the key phenomena that they highlight are non-pathological. As will be seen below, residual ownership is a robust approach for credibly signalling one’s confidence in one’s trading possibilities, as much in a one-person team as in a many-person team. Furthermore, as this last example illustrates, residual ownership also provides individuals with the incentive to make an effort that will lead them to profitably form productive teams, even before they know for certain if their efforts will lead them to be able to form a profitable joint endeavor with other individuals.
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5.2



Translucent Teams with Private Information



In this section we consider the general equilibrium problem of team formation and organization in the presence of adverse selection before teams have formed. As argued in the examples above, this formulation brings with it important organizational consequences. We begin by formally defining the planner’s problem. This involves the allocation of individuals to teams, team actions, and team trades contingent upon their reports of private information, acquired before joining any team. This will turn out to be a crucial difference between the analysis below and the study of Chapter 4. Individuals will be separated into types as before, which will be publicly known, and pseudo-types which will be private information. The planner’s problem will find an efficient communication equilibrium where it is incentive compatible for individuals to report their pseudo-type truthfully as well as obey their mediating principal. We will then define an associated notion of Walrasian equilibrium, called rational contractual pricing equilibrium (RCPE). Under this equilibrium, individuals join organized teams as before, but this time their beliefs regarding other team members’ types is determined endogenously. Specifically, individuals join teams that play Bayesian games, the probabilities for which are determined by market forces. Also, market forces may yield certain individuals the right to hire other individuals in the team. Our notion of Walrasian equilibrium satisfies the usual properties of existence and constrained efficiency, unlike other notions of equilibrium with private information (see Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976), for instance).
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5.2.1



The Planner’s Problem



We begin with the same environment as usual except for one crucial modification: some types of individual are now able to pretend to be of other types than their own. This means that the planner must accommodate individuals in order to make them willing to report their type honestly. To this end, let us modify slightly our conception of the environment. The set of individual types is still I = {1, . . . , n}, and the population of types is still given by some q ∈ R`+ . Each type of individual i has a finite set of possible pseudo-types denoted by Ψi with typical element ψi . The proportion of individuals of type i with pseudo-type ψi ∈ Ψi is denoted by Pr(ψi ). Proportions are non-negative and add up to unity. Let Ψt :=



Y



Ψi



i∈t



be the product space of possible profiles of pseudo-types for a team of type t, with typical element ψt = {ψt : i ∈ t}. We will employ the notation Ψ = ΨI . Individuals of type i are assumed to be asked their pseudo-type by the planner, who then reacts by assigning them to organized teams. An activity is defined as a tuple α = (t, at , zt ). The set of activities is denoted by A. Individuals have preferences defined over activities possibly depending on team members’ pseudo-types. Trading possibilities may in principle be affected by individuals’ pseudo-types, too, as in the examples of Section 5.1. If an individual of type i and pseudo-type ψi joins a team of type t and pseudo-type ψt that adopts the team action at and net trade zt then we denote his associated utility from this activity by vi (t, at , zt |ψt ). A mechanism is defined to be a family of maps µi : Ψi → ∆(A × Ψ−i ). The interpretation of a mechanism is that individuals first report their pseudo-type
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and then participate in the activity α = (t, at , zt ) consisting of team members whose pseudo-types are ψt with probability µi (t, at , zt , ψt−i |ψi ). An individual’s utility over a mechanism µ if he reports his pseudo-type truthfully is denoted by X vψi (µi ) = vi (t, at , zt |ψt )µi (t, at , zt , ψt−i |ψi ). (t,at ,zt ,ψt−i )



The mechanism assigns individuals of pseudo-type ψi to teams of type t with members of pseudo-type ψt−i organized to play at and trade zt . Individuals may report their pseudo-type dishonestly. To capture this possibility, we define their utility from misreporting. The utility from a mechanism µi to an individual of pseudo-type ψi who pretends to be of pseudo-type ψbi is given by X vψi (µi |ψbi ) = vi (t, at , zt |ψt )µi (t, at , zt , ψt−i |ψbi ). (t,at ,zt ,ψt−i )



Therefore, individuals’ potential benefit from lying about their pseudo-type involves the probability of being assigned to a preferred organized team. This includes being assigned to a team with preferred members as well as simply a preferred organization. Having misreported their pseudo-type and joined a team, individuals may also choose to disobey the mediating principal’s recommendations. When considering whether or not to misreport their type to the planner, individuals will be assumed to take this possibility into account. A disobedient strategy for an individual of type i in a team of type t is given by any map bit : Ait → Ait that differs from the identity map. Thus, bit (ait ) ∈ Ait is the action planned by an individual of type i who has joined a team of type t when recommended by the mediator to play ait . We denote the utility to an individual of pseudo-type ψi from reporting ψbi and adopting the disobedient strategy bi : t 7→ bit by X −i b vψi (µi |ψbi , bi ) = vi (t, bit (ait ), a−i t , zt |ψt )µi (t, at , zt , ψt |ψi ). (t,at ,zt ,ψt−i )
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A mechanism µ is called incentive compatible if for every i, given ψi , ψbi , and bi , vψi (µi ) ≥ vψi (µi |ψbi , bi ). Incentive compatibility is simply the requirement that honesty and obedience be preferred to any possible lie together with any possible disobedience. An allocation is any positive measure x on A × Ψ. There is a natural correspondence between allocations and mechanisms that carries with it an interpretation of individuals’ beliefs regarding other team members’ types. This will be discussed after the planner’s problem is formally introduced. The planner’s problem is to maximize welfare with allocations that constitute incentive compatible mechanisms. It is given by the following linear program. V (q) := sup xi ≥0



X



vi (α|ψt )xi (α|ψt ) + v0 (α|ψt )x0 (α|ψt ) s.t.



(i,ψi ,α)



xi (t, at , zt |ψt ) = x0 (t, at , zt |ψt ) X xi (t, at , zt |ψt ) = Pr(ψi )qi X



(t,at ,zt ,ψt−i ) t ,zt |ψt ) vi (t, at , zt |ψt ) x0 (t,a − vi (t, bit (ait ), a−i t , zt |ψt ) Pr(ψi )qi



(t,at ,zt ,ψt−i )



X



bi ,ψ −i ) x0 (t,at ,zt |ψ t bi )qi Pr(ψ



≥ 0



zt x0 (t, at , zt |ψt ) = 0.



(t,at ,zt ,ψt )



In the planner’s problem, the objective function consists of the welfare of individuals from a reported pseudo-type-contingent allocation of participation in an activity such that the activity is technologically feasible and the following family of constraints are satisfied. Firstly, a version of the usual Lindahl constraints must hold. Secondly, human resources must clear. Thirdly, the mechanisms derived from allocations must be incentive compatible for every type of individual pseudo-type before and after team formation. Finally, there is the constraint on physical resources that restricts aggregate net trades to equal zero.
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Looking at the Lindahl constraints, we find that an allocation is interpreted as follows. For every i, the quantity xi (α|ψt ) is the mass of teams of type t and pseudo-type ψt that are formed to produce the activity α. These population masses are reinterpreted as mechanisms by the incentive constraints above, in line with our two interpretations of lotteries in Chapter 3, Section 3.1. In particular, notice that by defining for every i and ψi µi (t, at , zt , ψt−i |ψi ) :=



x0 (t, at , zt |ψt ) , Pr(ψi )qi



we conclude by appealing to the human resource constraints that µ defined thus is a mechanism induced by x0 . Therefore, x0 is interpreted both as a mass of teams and (after suitable normalization) individual beliefs regarding the consequences of reports and actions. These beliefs may or may not be interpreted as a public randomization. Indeed, it might be in the planner’s interest to leave certain individuals with uncertainty regarding the pseudo-type of other prospective team members. The family of incentive constraints above requires that the expected payment to an individual—averaged out through all the possible team memberships in his allocation—leads to honesty and obedience to whichever team that the individual joins. After teams have formed, the family of incentive constraints requires that team-specific incentives make prescribed activities incentive compatible. The planner’s problem is intimately related with communication equilibrium (see Chapter 4, Sections 4.2 and 4.3). The planner may be thought of as finding an efficient communication equilibrium with the previous interpretation of allocations as mechanisms. Under this interpretation, every communication equilibrium is sequential, since types have already realized and so an individual’s pseudo-typerealization does not affect the population of other pseudo-types.
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A final remark is that this problem has a solution, being a “compact” linear program with a feasible solution (individuals assigned to singleton teams trading nothing, for instance). Next, by duality, we will be able to find the associated problem of finding Walrasian equilibrium.



5.2.2



Walrasian Equilibrium



Let us now derive first the dual of the problem above, as usual. To do so, we must examine the incentive constraints in a little more detail. The constraints are indexed by type of individual i, pairs of pseudo-type ψi , ψbi , and team-contingent deviation strategies bit : Ait → Ait for every t. By taking the Lagrangian of the planner’s problem, we may calculate the shadow prices that multiply every x0 (t, at , zt |ψt ). Let λi (ψbi , bi |ψi ) be the multiplier associated with the incentive constraints in the planner’s problem. I will define the following pseudo-type-contingent quantities. Let λi (t, at , zt |ψt ) =



X bi ,bi ) (ψ



b ,ψ ) v (t,bi (ai ),a ,z |ψ t ,zt |ψt ) λi (ψbi , bi |ψi ) vi (t,a − λi (ψi , bi |ψbi ) i t tPr(ψtb )qt i t . Pr(ψi )qi −i i



−i



i



The dual of the planner’s problem may now be calculated as V (q) =



inf



λ≥0,π,p



X



πi (ψi ) Pr(ψi )qi s.t.



(i,ψi )



vi (t, at , zt |ψt ) − pi (t, at , zt |ψt ) ≤ πi (ψi ) X



pi (t, at , zt |ψt ) − λi (t, at , zt |ψt ) = p · zt − v0 (t, at , zt |ψt ).



i∈I



From the first family of constraints in the dual we may derive an individual’s indirect utility given activity prices after the individual learns his pseudo-type. Individuals purchase activities at prices possibly differentiated by other team members’ pseudo-types. The second family of constraints requires that money
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payments to team members be feasible. The sum of purchases by individuals must coincide with the team’s feasible net revenue after accommodating for distortions that arise from incentive constraints. We may interpret the quantity λi (ψt |t, at , zt ) as the value by which prices to an individual of type i and pseudo-type ψi must be distorted so that he is willing to participate both honestly and obediently in the activity (t, at , zt ) with team members’ pseudo-types being ψt . Just as in Chapter 3, the following result carries the same logic as Lemma 3.13, its proof is therefore omitted. Lemma 5.4 If x solves the planner’s problem and (p, λ) solves the dual then X



x(t, at , zt |ψt )



X



pi (t, at , zt |ψt ) =



i∈t



(at ,zt ,ψt )



X



x(t, at , zt |ψt )p · zt .



(at ,zt ,ψt )



This lemma is a direct consequence of complementary slackness. The intuition for the result is simply that an efficient allocation together with prices that solve the dual above will clear the market for money payments. We are now in a position to define Walrasian equilibrium. Definition 5.5



A rational contractual pricing equilibrium (RCPE) is a pair



(x, p) where x is an allocation and p is a contractual price system such that markets clear, contracts clear, and individuals optimize: X



zt x(t, at , zt |ψt ) = 0,



(t,at ,zt ,ψt )



X



x(t, at , zt |ψt ) = Pr(ψi )qi ,



(t,at ,zt ,ψt−i )



X X



x(t, at , zt |ψt )p · zt =



(at ,zt ,ψt ) t ,zt |ψt ) vi (t, at , zt |ψt ) x(t,a Pr(ψi )qi



X



x(t, at , zt |ψt )



X



(at ,zt ,ψt )



− vi (t, bit (ait ), a−i t , zt |ψt )



(t,at ,zt ,ψt−i )



pi (t, at , zt |ψt ),



i∈t bi ,ψ −i ) x(t,at ,zt |ψ t bi )qi Pr(ψ



≥ 0,



vi∗ (pi |ψi )x(t, at , zt |ψt ) = (vi (t, at , zt |ψt ) − pi (t, at , zt |ψt ))x(t, at , zt |ψt ).
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The conditions above carry the same economic interpretation as discussed for CPE in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, except that the penultimate constraint includes the restriction that equilibrium allocations must induce truthful reporting of pseudo-types. On the other hand, we have not argued why individuals would willingly report their pseudo-types simply by facing activity prices. Specifically, defining the indirect utility of an individual of pseudo-type ψi reporting ψbi as vi∗ (pi |ψi , ψbi ) :=



sup µi ∈∆(A×Ψ−i )



X



(vi (α|ψt ) − pi (α|ψbi , ψt−i ))µi (α|ψbi , ψt−i ),



bi ,ψ −i ) (t,at ,zt ,ψ t



we have not explicitly required that vi∗ (pi |ψi ) := vi∗ (pi |ψi , ψi ) ≥ vi∗ (pi |ψi , ψbi ). We may obtain a satisfaction of this constraint by enlarging the space of commodities to that of “lotteries” over activities. By doing so, an individual could be dissuaded from misreporting his pseudo-type by having sufficiently high prices for mechanisms other than the equilibrium allocation. This would guarantee that any imitator would not purchase mechanisms that were different from those of his “imitatee.” The problem still remains, however, if an individual prefers lying about his pseudo-type and purchasing the same lottery as his imitatee. One way to solve this problem is by having lottery prices equal across an individual’s pseudo-types. In other words, if the set of lotteries for i given his pseudo-type is Mi = ∆(A × Ψ−i ) and report-contingent lottery prices are given by pi : Ψi × Mi → R, then simply have pi (ψi , µi ) = pi (ψbi , µi ). This implies that the market for mechanisms is anonymous with respect to pseudo-types. In this case, individuals self-select themselves strictly on the basis of allocations, as in RCPE, and monetary transfers will coincide with those of RCPE by the assumption that activities are perfectly substitutable (implying risk-neutrality with respect to activity lotteries).
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5.2.3



Equilibrium Existence



Existence of RCPE follows by the same logic as in CPE. This result contrasts those of Rothschld and Stiglitz (1979) as well as Prescott and Townsend (1984a,b). Their models fail to guarantee equilibrium existence. In contrast, our equilibrium is more aligned with Gale’s (1992) view of equilibrium with private information. In a similar spirit to the current approach, he treats beliefs as parameters to the “sequential-Walrasian” equilibria. The example below addresses the version of Rothschild and Stiglitz’s nonexistence example to the current setting to illustrate the difference in approaches. Example 5.6 Suppose that only singleton teams are profitable. There is one type of individual (with unit mass) of which there are two pseudo-types: Ψ = {r, s}. Individuals of pseudo-type r are “risky” and those of pseudo-type s are “safe.” The proportion of r is given by some η ∈ (0, 1), whereas the proportion of s is assumed to equal 1 − η. Let ` = 2. Trades are interpreted as “statecontingent,” and denoted by zt = (zt0 , zt1 ). No actions are available to anyone. The pseudo-types have similar preferences over net trades, defined as follows: vψ (zψ0 , zψ1 ) = (1 − βψ ) ln(1 + e0 + zψ0 ) + βψ ln(1 + e1 + zψ1 ), for some βψ ∈ (0, 1) with βr < βs . The effective domain of each pseudo-type’s utility function is given by the same set {zψ : zψ0 + e0 ≥ 0, zψ1 + e1 ≥ 0}, where e1 > e0 > 0. “State” 1 is the “good” state, and “state” 0 the “bad” state. There are two crucial differences between this economy and the RothschildStiglitz world. The first is the mediating principal. When an individual forms a singleton team, he delegates his trading decisions to the principal, in some sense “commits” to whatever was agreed upon formation of the team. One may relax
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this assumption by expanding the example slightly to incorporate actions and action-contingent trades by the principal. The second difference is that the principal is committed to the team it joins. In Rothschild and Stiglitz’s model, principals compete for individuals and have the opportunity to change the composition of their teams with contractual deviations after teams have formed. We don’t allow this to happen by assuming a form of exclusivity in the market for team membership. Such exclusivity is technically not too dissimilar from the standard assumption of allowing individuals to trade statecontingent commodities before types are revealed (see Prescott and Townsend (1984a,b)), which also restores equilibrium existence. Rational contractual pricing equilibria for this economy are now easily calculated as follows. There are two kinds of equilibrium: “separating” and “pooling.” For the pooling equilibrium, we only have to consider commodity prices. By construction, these are anonymous in nature. Let p1 = ηβr + (1 − η)βs and p0 = η(1 − βr ) + (1 − η)(1 − βs ). If these were the only prices then individuals would select a state-contingent trade that satisfied zψ0 =



1 − βψ − (1 + e0 ), p0



zψ1 =



βψ − (1 + e1 ), p1



which is clearly different from full insurance for either pseudo-type given the commodity prices we fixed. By setting the price of every team membership regardless of pseudo-type equal to the associated net revenue p · zψ , we would establish a pooling equilibrium. For the separating equilibrium, we need individuals willingly reveal their pseudotype. For the risky pseudo-type, confession leads to full insurance. Let us set his
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team membership prices at pr (zr ) = p · zr + τr · (zr − zr∗ ) with τr = −((1 − η)(1 − βs ), (1 − η)βs )/η zr0 = zr1 = βr e1 + (1 − βr )e0 . We cannot fully insure the safe pseudo-type because this would lead the risky pseudo-type to pretend to be safe. This constraint is given by (1−βr ) ln(1+e0 +zr0 )+βr ln(1+e1 +zr1 ) ≥ (1−βr ) ln(1+e0 +zs0 )+βr ln(1+e1 +zs1 ) together with the resource constraint zs0 + zs1 = (1 − βs )e0 + βs e1 . Since we are maximizing the safe pseudo-types’ welfare subject to these two constraints, the incentive constraint will bind. As ever, the safe type will bear some risk to credibly distinguish himself from the risky type. The prevailing equilibrium will be whichever one that leads to greater welfare. Why does equilibrium always exist here and not in the model of Rothschild and Stiglitz? The source of Rothschild and Stiglitz’s existence failure is that in some circumstances insurance intermediary firms are willing to offer “deviating” contracts that destroy the possibility of equilibrium. Under our conception of equilibrium, insurance firms are not able to offer deviating contracts. Indeed, in our model, insurance firms take contracts as given just as much as individuals do. This approach adheres more faithfully to the price-taking principle of Walrasian equilibrium, where contracts (see Chapter 4) are treated like other commodities and firms are treated like other price-taking individuals. The Rothschild-Stiglitz conception of equilibrium is arguably more amenable to studies of cream-skimming in insurance markets, whereas the present model was designed to facilitate a discussion of team formation and contractual organization.
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5.2.4



Incentive Properties



In this subsection we comment on basic properties and immediate implications of the model of translucent teams. We will consider control rights as an economic outcome as well as the incentive roles of uncertainty. On the one hand, it may be efficient for a team to form where its members have different information about other members. On the other hand, some uncertainty will be resolved with the use of credible signaling. First of all, according to RCPE it is a competitive outcome whether or not individuals are aware of their team members’ pseudo-types. Extrapolating from our study in Chapter 4, Section 4.21, it is not difficult to provide examples where certain individuals’ reported pseudo-type is correlated with that of other members with which those individuals are matched to form teams. We interpret this as delegation of rights to hire to suitable individuals. Indeed, consider the following example. Example 5.7 There are three types of individual, with I = {c, w1 , w2 }, where c stands for “capitalist,” and w stands for “worker.” Let q = (1, 1, 1). Capitalists come in two pseudo-types: Ψc = {c1 , c2 }. The difference between the worker types and the capitalist pseudo-types is simply that worker types are public information and capitalist pseudo-types are private information. Let Pr(c1 ) = 1/2 = Pr(c2 ). Capitalists of pseudo-type ci ought to be matched with workers of type wi . In fact, teams with mismatched workers and capitalists create no value at all, as well as singleton teams, whereas teams of type ti = {ci , wi } create a net surplus of one util given by −1 utils to the worker and 2 utils to the capitalist. It is clearly an equilibrium in this economy for the capitalists to take the entire
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surplus, being on the short side of the matching market. By letting activity prices be given by pc (ti ) = 1 and pwi (ti ) = −1, we obtain an RCPE, where capitalists pay workers for their utility loss from joining their team. Here, a capitalist may be interpreted as “choosing” his worker as he sees fit, where the worker type is perfectly correlated with the capitalist’s pseudo-type. From this example we may extrapolate to argue that private information leads to the delegation of control rights that includes the right to hire team members. Because the model does not incorporate time explicitly, there is no interpretation for the right to fire. This possibility is left for future research. Another interesting property of RCPE that has been alluded to previously is the possibility that team members’ pseudo-type uncertainty might be an economic outcome. Our next task will be to present an example that portrays this uncertainty. Example 5.8 There are two types of individual: I = {c, w} where c stands for capitalist and w stands for worker like the previous example, with q = (1, 1). Pseudo-types are Ψc = {c1 , c2 }, with Pr(c1 ) = Pr(c2 ) = 1/2. Workers have three actions available to them: Aw ti = {ati , bti , cti } for ti = {ci , w}. There is no trade of (physical) commodities in the economy. Utilities are given by at1



bt1



1, −2 1, 0



ct1



at2



bt2



c t2



0, 1



0, 1



1, 0



1, −2



The first quantity denotes the capitalist’s utility and the second denotes the worker’s utility. If the worker knows the kind of team to which he belongs, then bti is never incentive compatible. Also, cti is never incentive compatible either. However, if
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the worker is made uncertain with equal probability between belonging to a team with a capitalist of pseudo-type c1 and c2 , then bti is incentive compatible and the capitalists may extract a utility of 1 from the worker. In other words, in this example it is in the interest of society that the worker be left uncertain regarding the capitalist’s pseudo-type, which implies that the model of translucent teams provides a general equilibrium foundation for Bayesian games. The probability that the worker attaches to belonging to different a team with capitalists of different pseudo-type is given by the assignment of individuals in equilibrium. The interpretation of this probability is as the proportion of such different teams, which gives workers a “rational” expectation over the kind of team to which they belong. Of course, it is also possible to construct examples where some team members are better informed of other team members’ pseudo-types than others. The similarities of this construction with correlated equilibrium imply that “secrets” amongst team members may be useful to the team (see Chapter 3 for more on secrets). As a final remark, we discuss the issue of sequentiality in this model. The model has a continuum of individuals, an assumption that is exploited by assuming further a heuristic law of large numbers for a continuum of random variables, namely the pseudo-type of each individual. Under this heuristic law, there is no uncertainty regarding the proportion of each pseudo-type of individual, only on the identity of individuals of each pseudo-type. However, since each individual’s pseudo-type is assumed independent of others by the heuristic law, every possible report configuration is possible, and so every report profile is potentially on the equilibrium path. Therefore, every communication equilibrium in the planner’s problem is naturally a sequential communication equilibrium.
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5.3



Applications and Special Cases



In this section we focus our study of translucent teams to various specific environments to glean into the structure of RCPE. We consider three separate cases. The first case discusses in some more detail the fearless property of equilibrium from Example 5.1.2. From the discussion it follows that the fearless property of a leader’s behavior is a general phenomenon, and as such leads to its interpretation as “making residual claims.” In Chapter 6, we will understand this as a form of ownership. The second case studies the possibility of including the incentive good (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3) in the economy. It is argued that including the incentive good restores the efficiency of allocations in most economies. Indeed, in economies where credibly signalling one’s type comes at some utility cost (see, for instance Example 5.6), introducing the incentive good allows for such utility cost to be saved, since individuals are assumed risk-neutral with respect to this good. The only caveat to this statement is that the economy ought to be perfectly competitive (see Makowski, Ostroy, and Segal (1999)) to guarantee that efficient allocations be incentive compatible. Finally, we consider a version of the economy with moral hazard in the following sense. Individuals are able to make some efforts before joining a team. These efforts will affect the probability of their pseudo-types, much like in Example 5.1.3. We define the planner’s problem for this economy, and leave it to the reader to appeal to duality to obtain the associated notion of Walrasian equilibrium.
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5.3.1



Dim Opportunists and Fearless Leaders



In this subsection we consider a general version of the example in Section 5.1.2 to help identify the “fearless” property of equilibrium allocations whereby bright leaders separate themselves from dim opportunists. We begin with an economy as in the previous section, except that only teams’ trading possibilities depend on pseudo-types. Specifically, for every i ∈ t, vi (t, at , zt |ψt ) = vi (t, at , zt |ψbt ). According to this assumption, pseudo-types have no effect on team members’ utility functions over teams and net trades, although it remains a possibility that v0 (t, at , zt |ψt ) 6= v0 (t, at , zt |ψbt ). Pseudo-types may have an effect on a team’s ability to trade goods in the market. We now introduce dim opportunists. Suppose that there is an i ∈ I and a ψi0 ∈ Ψi such that given t 3 i, dom vt0 (at |ψi0 , ψt−i ) = {0} for every at and every ψt−i . For teams that extract value by trading in commodity markets, it will be important to separate bright leaders (those who can expand the team’s trading possibilities) from dim opportunists. Let us consider the possible ways of doing so next. We will study different contractual environments to determine exactly how this takes place. Consider first the case of a team that cannot even condition its trades on whether or not they are feasible. In other words, the mediating principal doesn’t even know vt0 (unlike Section 5.1.2) at the time of implementing the team’s trading strategy. Is there a way to separate bright leaders from dim opportunists? One way to accomplish this separation is by expecting bright leaders to “behave fearlessly.” Ask the leader to guarantee the feasibility of the team’s trading strategy by making him responsible for it as follows.
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Consider the following feasibility contract. Let the leader be rewarded in some private good with a separable utility equal to the vt0 that actually takes place: if the trade is feasible, then the leader gets zero, whereas if the trade is infeasible, then the leader gets −∞. Facing such a contract, it is clear that the leader will only be willing to join a team that makes net trades if his pseudo-type is not dim. This simple argument reconciles the last remark of Chapter 2. Of course, it is possible to have all team members responsible for the feasibility of net trades by having every team member face a feasibility contract. However, it is necessary that the leader faces this contract for the team to form and for members to be assured that the leader is bright. Consider now the case where the bright leader only has an idea with some positive probability less than one. The bright leader would not accept a feasibility contract on the grounds that he would receive a negatively infinite utility with positive probability. Still, making the leader’s reward output-contingent as in the example of Section 5.1.2—in other words, having the leader make a residual claim—would separate the bright from the dim. Moreover, without the possibility of outputcontingent contracts, it would not be possible to separate the two pseudo-types. The result applies generally that in economies with dim opportunists, leaders will have to prove the brightness by behaving fearlessly, by accepting contractual arrangements that the dim opportunists would not be willing to accept. This may take the form of feasibility contracts or residual claims. The example in Section 5.1.2 also had workers facing output-contingent contracts by the nature of the team’s contractual technology. This is arguably a “red herring.” Workers’ contracts could be signal-dependent if there were other signals available, such as monitoring signals. For instance, in the setting where the leader
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has an idea with probability less than one, the worker may demand insurance from the possibility that the idea fails in order that his contract provides him with incentives to work. This might be achieved by introducing a monitor together with signal-contingent contracts that do not directly depend on output, leaving the leader as the only team member exposed to output risks.



5.3.2



Equilibrium Efficiency with the Incentive Good



Example 5.6 had the property that private information was such a binding constraint that it led to “second-best” losses. In other words, since it was not possible to insure both individual pseudo-types, equilibrium allocations did not maximize full-information welfare. It is to be generally expected that incentives to misreport pseudo-types would lead to similar welfare losses, although as will be argued next, efficiency can be attained if the incentive good is available. The logic of this statement is simple: since individuals are risk-neutral with respect to the incentive good, forcing them to face lotteries denominated in this good comes at no utility loss. It is therefore conceivable to imagine economies that are efficient (with respect to full information) as well as incentive compatible. According to Makowski, Ostroy, and Segal (1999), an economy is efficient and incentive compatible if and only if it is perfectly competitive. This relates to the incentive good because with it (as seen in Example 5.1.2) incentive compatible separation of pseudo-types is possible at no utility loss, i.e., welfare equals the full-information level. Therefore, it must be perfectly competitive. Of course, not every (continuum) economy is perfectly competitive (almost all are, though). It can be argued, however, that if the incentive good may be used to separate individual pseudo-types then, since this would come at
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no utility loss, the economy must be perfectly competitive. Comparing this with the meaning of competition suggested by Makowski (1980) and Ostroy (1980), it follows that private information in the presence of the incentive good reduces the set of Walrasian equilibria, as was remarked at the end of Example 5.1.2.



5.3.3



Equilibrium with Moral Hazard



Our last remark is a description of equilibrium with moral hazard before teams have formed. For this we extend our environment to incorporate individual actions before teams have formed, which lead to probability distributions over pseudo-types, after which the economy runs as it did before. Of course, we may imagine an economy in the spirit of Spence (1973) where individuals know their pseudo-types when they make their efforts prior to joining a team in order to credibly signal their pseudo-type, but we largely ignore this possibility by forcing individuals to signal their pseudo-types with residual or other similar claims. Let us denote the actions available to an individual of type i ∈ I before joining any team by the finite set Ei ⊂ ∆(Ψi ) of “efforts,” and let E =



Y



Ei



i∈I



be the product space of all effort profiles. Pseudo-types are generated randomly according to the probability distribution generated by effort. Thus, if an individual of type i decides to make the effort ei then his pseudo-type will be ψi with probability ei (ψi ). Effort has utility consequences for individuals. For simplicity, we assume that
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individuals incur a separable cost of effort captured by the function ci : Ei → R. Thus ci (ei ) is the utility cost incurred by making the effort ei . Although in Example 5.1.3 we assumed that effort was not verifiable, we will assume that it is from now on. The planner’s problem is given by the following linear program. V (q) := sup xi ≥0



X



(vi (α|ψt ) − ci (ei ))xi (α|et , ψt ) + v0 (α|ψt )x0 (α|et , ψt ) s.t.



(i,ei ,ψi ,α)



xi (t, at , zt |et , ψt ) = x0 (t, at , zt |et , ψt ) X xi (t, at , zt |et , ψt ) = qi X X



(t,at ,zt ,et ,ψt )



X



x0 (t, at , zt |et , ψt ) = ebi (ψbi )



−i (t,at ,zt ,e−i t ,ψt )



x0 (t, at , zt |et , ψt )



(t,at ,zt ,et ,ψt )



t ,zt |et ,ψt ) vi (t, at , zt |ψt ) x0 (t,a − vi (t, bit (ait ), a−i t , zt |ψt ) Pr(ψi )qi



(t,at ,zt ,et ,ψt−i )



X



bi ,ψ −i ) x0 (t,at ,zt |et ,ψ t bi )qi Pr(ψ



≥ 0



zt x0 (t, at , zt |et , ψt ) = 0.



(t,at ,zt ,et ,ψt )



All the constraints except the third carry the same interpretation as in the previous sections. The third constraint is indexed by types of individual, efforts, and pseudo-types. It requires that the allocation of individuals to efforts and activities be consistent with the probability distribution of pseudo-types induced by individual efforts. The fourth constraint assumes that effort is verifiable. Notice that an individual’s effort cost does not enter the incentive constraints, on the grounds that, once effort has been undertaken, it constitutes a “sunk” cost. If effort were not verifiable then we would have to replace x0 (t, at , zt |et , ψbi , ψt−i ) with b −i x0 (t, at , zt |b eit , e−i t , ψi , ψt ) to account for the possibility that effort recommendations might be disobeyed. We might then have to account for effort deviations and their consequences, which might be “off the path of play.” For instance, it may be optimal for certain types of individual to all make an effort, for which we
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would have to consider the consequences of having some individuals of that type refuse to do so even if—or rather in order that—in equilibrium they do not. The dual to the planner’s problem is given as usual by appealing to duality, and the associated definition of Walrasian equilibrium is similar to the previous notion of RCPE; it is therefore omitted. We end with some immediate remarks. Equilibrium exists and is incentive efficient for the same reasons as it was in previous sections. The key difference between this model and Spence’s (1973) model is that individuals learn their pseudo-types after they make their efforts. Also, notice that this model includes the possibility of trade before private information is revealed, as in Kehoe, Levine, and Prescott (2000). Indeed, by assuming that Ei is a singleton set for every i ∈ I we reach the desired specification.
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions The preceding chapters provide a formal framework with which to study the economics of teams with the following agenda: to formulate a theory that explains the formation, organization, and ownership of teams. Chapters 3 and 4 provide detailed results concerning the economic forces underlying team formation and organization, from a study of incentives to ways of relaxing those incentives. Chapter 5 provides a framework that gives an economic meaning to the concept of residual ownership in teams. In this final chapter, we conclude by offering a critique of the theory presented thus far. We begin by reviewing our framework and results in detail. This will enable us to compare our results and economic explanations with those of others, and facilitate an identification of this work’s shortcomings as well as promising avenues for further investigation. Next, we will consider some implications of the theory. Firstly, we discuss the structural description of a team’s organization as identified in previous chapters. Secondly, we discuss the incentive role of residual ownership, what we will argue is the main motivation for private ownership of an enterprise. This will lead us to a discussion of the economic determinants of separation or otherwise of ownership and control.
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6.1



A Critique of the Theory



This section digests and critiques the material covered thus far in relation to existing literature. We begin by summarizing our main results chapter by chapter. We then compare the main results with some of the literature, and finally find ways in which our work could be developed in the future. For the purpose of this discussion as well as that of the next section, we will largely ignore specific, technical results and focus mainly on overall economic ideas pertaining mainly to questions of organization and ownership of teams. The review begins by describing the flora and fauna of kinds of team identified throughout the dissertation, with a brief discussion of their respective economic meanings. This covers a brief, synoptic discussion of our results on organization as well as ownership. In relating our work to the literature, certain basic results are highlighted. First of all, the role of contracts in teams is compared here to that proposed by other authors. Secondly, we discuss how our model unifies the approaches of game theory and general equilibrium theory. Finally, we compare our work with the neoclassical theory. The section ends by proposing areas for further research. Apart from suggesting a deeper study of certain parts of the dissertation whose results were admittedly left superficial, emphasis is made on the possible role of making team interactions explicitly dynamic.
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6.1.1



Recapitulation of Results



We began this dissertation by studying inactive teams in Chapter 2, where intrateam behavior was left largely implicit. Teams formed to create value “pretty much” spontaneously. This allowed us to focus on the economic drivers of team formation as well as the imputation of team value to its members. It was concluded that team formation was driven by the search for value, where individuals formed teams if and only if they were relatively valuable. The question of appropriation of this value was driven, as ever, by the relative scarcity of individuals. In other words, scarce individuals would extract the value of the teams they joined. At the end of Chapter 2, we began to explore active teams, which made intra-team behavior explicit. We defined a team production technology as a normal-form game played by the team’s members. We studied transparent teams as a special case of active teams with the property that team behavior was not subject to incentive constraints, or equivalently, that individuals could make binding agreements over team actions when forming teams. We also considered a first attempt at introducing incentive constraints by viewing teams as a family of normal-form games indexed by net trades. Finally, we remarked that a team’s trading possibilities must be accounted for explicitly in the team’s problem to avoid ill-defined solutions to a team’s incentive problems, an issue that was ultimately addressed in full in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1. In Chapter 3, we subscribed to correlated equilibrium as our game-theoretic solution concept and argued for the view of an opaque team as a family of extended normal-form games indexed by resource constraints. This naturally led us to the conception of a mediating principal, together with a discussion of the role of secrets in relaxing incentive constraints, further motivating correlated equilibrium
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for a team. We then suggested several notions of Walrasian equilibrium that reconciled our study of inactive teams with active teams. We also considered occupational equilibrium as an alternative approach where individuals competed for occupations in possibly anonymous markets as well as team membership. With incentive constraints, it followed that anonymity did not lead to incentive efficiency. In Chapter 4, we penetrated the team to explore in more detail the economics of a team’s organizational design. We largely followed the rubric of Alchian and Demsetz (1972), who originally identified metering problems as the key drivers of economic organization. We first isolated the problem of metering input productivity by considering teams with a public monitoring technology, and concluded that Holmstrom’s (1982) team punishment contracts, or natural variants thereof, emerged generically, where team members were rewarded in case of favorable signals and punished otherwise in order that they had the right incentives to perform. We then considered private monitoring to include the possibility of costly metering of rewards. It turned out that loyalty-testing contracts which exploited the ability to include secrets in the description of correlated equilibrium served the necessary purpose of providing individuals with the right incentives to perform, including (or especially) monitors. Despite the loyalty-testing contracts being different from Holmstrom’s proposed contractual arrangement, still the contractual form of residual claimancy failed to emerge in the partial equilibrium problems explored. Moreover, the role of monitoring was no more substantial than any other employee’s role above and beyond the loyalty-testing nature of monitors’ incentive contracts. Even further, we introduced the possibility that team members had payoff-relevant
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private information at the start of team members’ interaction. Once again, residual claimancy was nowhere to be found, but we did find a significant organizational ingredient: the delegation of control rights. In the model, control rights were delegated to individuals with private information together with suitable contracts if necessary to induce truthful revelation of such information. It was also argued that control rights may be delegated to individuals with overlapping knowledge, since this might lead the team to save on the incentive cost of truthful information revelation. Finally, Chapter 5 studied translucent teams, where individuals were assumed to have private information before joining any team. This led to an enlarged version of delegation of control rights, where individuals were awarded with the right to hire in accordance with the usefulness of their private information. More importantly, an economic role was found for making residual claims, which was interpreted as “residual ownership.” Individuals made claims to a team’s residual in order to credibly signal the value of their private information. Additionally, we found that the amount of private information communicated to other members of any team was an economic outcome. Making residual claims, interpreted as residual ownership, is therefore a general equilibrium outcome, a result of market forces that emerges as a team membership contract from the need to prevent the wrong kind of team membership from taking place. Indeed, the present model answers the question “why make residual claims?” with: “to credibly signal confidence.”
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6.1.2



Reconciliation with the Literature



To a large extent, Chapter 4 tried very hard to find a general framework that founded Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) view of economic organization. Specifically, we considered different environments to look for the result that the monitor should be made the “owner” in order that he monitor himself. However, our analysis showed that this is not really the case, except perhaps in a team with only one member, where monitoring is useless. Therefore, although I have found that I agree with Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) identification of the main determinants of an economic organization (metering input productivity and rewards), I cannot agree (at least with the present model) with their solution of the metering problem by making the monitor owner or residual claimant. As for Holmstrom’s (1982) view, I largely agree with his comments regarding the principal’s role. I extend and qualify his comments on contracts from the case of public monitoring to the case of private monitoring, in a similar spirit to the results of Strausz (1997), although in the unified framework of correlated equilibrium. As for the views of Coase (1937) and Williamson (1979), the present approach views firms broadly as a “nexus of contracts,” but not necessarily driven by transactions costs. Indeed, in this model teams may profitably form even without transactions costs. As regards residual ownership, the theory presented here is most closely related to Knight (1921). Most other theories of ownership exhibit problems with bargaining inefficiency, and ownership to some extent resolves them. For instance, relationship-specific investments might lead to potential hold-ups, against which property rights might prove useful, see Holmstrom and Roberts (1998) as well as
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references therein. However, these results are susceptible to changes in bargaining power, which is typically a parametric assumption. Contrariwise, our view is that bargaining is part and parcel of competitive behavior, and as such emerges as a result of market forces. Bargaining power is a competitive outcome, borne by whoever rests on the short side of the market, thereby obviating ownership theories that rely on hold-ups. On the other hand, Knight’s view of ownership is interpreted here as a resolution of the problem that the means for emancipating entrepreneurship is (at least a priori) private information if there is to be any profit. Individuals claim a team’s residual in order to credibly signal to other prospective team members of their own confidence in the team’s productive potential. This story of ownership and organization is intrinsically founded in general equilibrium. Ownership is part of the efficient allocation of resources, unlike the neoclassical model of Debreu (1959), where ownership shares are described as endowments to individuals, in other words, part of the economic problem rather than part of its solution. As a final remark, the model provides a general equilibrium foundation for the emergence of Bayesian games in the spirit of Harsanyi (1967). Our model of translucent teams provides a framework within which it may be efficient for teams to form with some individuals being informed of other team members’ private information and others less informed. Specifically, individuals’ probabilistic beliefs regarding other team members’ private information is endogenously determined. In some sense, the present model unifies game theory and general equilibrium by describing how individuals compete to play games as well as how individuals play games competitively.
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6.1.3



Shortcomings and Questions Unanswered



Some drawbacks of the current presentation are immediately apparent, and lead naturally to a fruitful agenda for further research. Certain topics in the dissertation were covered superficially and arguably deserve deeper study. For instance, the question of selecting a monitor as well as a formal characterization of loyaltytesting contracts would be an interesting place to start. Additionally, it would be interesting to explore translucent teams in more detail by adding more formalism to the last section on applications. More conceptually, it would be interesting to study team dynamics, a possibility that has been largely ignored throughout. It might be the case, for instance, that dynamics would restore Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) original argument that the monitor of a team ought to be made the owner. My current point of view is that this is unlikely without contrived assumptions, mainly by the arguments of Chapter 4, which—although they make no explicit mention of strategic dynamics—do capture general incentive effects. On the other hand, a dynamic world with private information seems sufficiently rich to answer questions such as “who should inherit the right to fire?” Superficially, there seem to be appealing reasons to delegate this decision to a monitor who might be better informed relative to other employees as regards individual productivity. Of course, firing must come at some sort of cost to the owner, since otherwise he would prefer to simply fire after effort has been undertaken in order to save on the cost of wages. Dynamics would lead to interesting general equilibrium questions concerning the competitive evolution of teams together with their organization and ownership. In any case, we leave this interesting issue to the near future.
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6.2



Political and Institutional Implications



This section summarizes the main overall economic conclusions to be drawn from our theory of organization and ownership. The implications of the present model might be categorized into three basic conclusions: – identifying key factors in the organization of a team; – the economic meaning of residual ownership; and – the separation of ownership and control. First of all, we have formulated a model that provides a description of economic organization and organized competition. This description identifies three main elements of a team’s organization: its allocation of actions, trades (including its contractual payments), and information. We provide a general summary of the findings on each element below. Secondly, we discuss the economic role of residual ownership. We tried to find residual claims in partial equilibrium in our exploration of Chapter 4, but failed. It wasn’t until Chapter 5 that we found an economic function for residual ownership. This “incentive” role is described below. Finally, we consider the separation of ownership and control. What we mean by residual ownership is clarified as a claim to the team’s residual, rather than as a claim to the team’s gains from trade. Then we discuss the economic motivation for separating or combining ownership and control of an enterprise.
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6.2.1



The Organization of Team Production



The theory developed in Chapters 3 and 4 naturally divides the economic organization of a team into three related factors: team actions, team trades, and information. The three factors interact with one another in the determination of a team’s organization. For instance, the incentive compatibility of team actions is affected by its members’ information and the team’s contractual trades. The team’s actions may be divided into “strictly” productive and monitoring activities, where monitoring may be understood as including signal-reporting. Strictly productive activities may be rewarded with traditional signal-contingent contracts that reward workers if and only if signals are favorable. Monitors must be induced to make monitoring effort as well as report their monitoring results truthfully, for which they will require “tests of loyalty.” These consist in keeping the monitor uncertain about what others are doing, in order to motivate him to make the monitoring effort, followed by being rewarded for confirming what others did, previously known by the principal who recommends actions to individuals. Modulo uncertainty faced by the monitor before making the monitoring effort, his contract is very similar to the traditional contracts. In this case, with private monitoring, it may also be concluded that the team is better off when the mediating principal does not monitor. If monitoring was the principal’s responsibility then he would surely shirk on the grounds that he would know his own recommendation to workers, thereby destroying the productive equilibrium. Individuals with useful private information are allocated the right to control the team, which may include the right to hire individuals as well as the right to recommend behavior. It may be helpful for the team to hire individuals with
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overlapping information so as to save on the cost of inducing truthful revelation of the private information. The allocation of uncertainty to team members may relax incentive constraints, and so is a potentially useful way of improving a team’s well-being. Two ways have been identified for the allocation of uncertainty. The first approach is to have individuals play mixed strategies, so that others do not know for sure what actions they are actually playing. By the nature of correlated equilibrium, the extent of this form of uncertainty is endogenous. It may be interpreted (as it is in Chapter 3, Section 3.2) as the endogenous determination of a team’s communication system. The two key conceptual variables are the precision with which individuals may interpret others’ messages and the extent to which individuals may send messages privately. The second approach for the allocation of uncertainty, motivated by the analysis of Chapter 5, is given by the communication of private information prior to the actual play of the team’s game. Individuals may have some private information relevant to other prospective team members; the team may be better off if some individuals become informed and others are not, and the extent to which they become informed may be relevant, too. This form of uncertainty differs from the previous one in that it is not uncertainty regarding what individuals intend to do, but rather, it is uncertainty concerning the true identity of individuals, which is relevant inasmuch as it affects potential payoffs such as individuals’ utility or the team’s trading possibilities. However, this second form of uncertainty might have a conflicting interaction with the allocation of residual claims, whose role is mainly to reveal to others an individual’s private information prior to joining a team.
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6.2.2



The Incentive Role of Residual Ownership



There are many theories of organization that base ownership on a version of the hold-up problem (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2). Ownership is explained as a way for team members to interact efficiently. In Chapter 4 we studied the economics of contractual arrangements for teams that had already formed, and found no justification for the status of “residual claimant.” Indeed, it appeared from that analysis that residual claims had no economic role. It wasn’t until Chapter 5, when private information prior to team formation was introduced, that our approach derived meaning for residual claims. Our theory therefore argues that residual ownership is an employment contract. An individual makes residual claims, that is, claims to the team’s net revenues, in order to assure other team members that his membership to the team is profitable. One may conceive of “dim opportunists” who potentially infiltrate a team pretending to be able to add value to it. Residual ownership is there to dissuade them from joining the team pretending to be brighter than they are. Ownership, just like responsibility, is a counterfactual concept. In a world without dim opportunists, there is no need for residual claims, as illustrated in Chapter 3. Individuals know who they’re dealing with, and any risk associated with an individual’s productive potential is everyone’s risk. Ownership in this kind of economy is inevitably joint. There is no need for residual claims. This doesn’t mean that there couldn’t be residual claims without dim opportunists—there could be—but in an economy without dim opportunists there could also not be any residual claims being made, without hindering equilibrium welfare. Who then should take responsibility for the team? Our answer is he whose team membership is questioned. Who should own the team’s residual? Two individuals
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may have overlapping knowledge and still both be owners on the grounds that they might otherwise be dim opportunists. It is not the knowledge but the dim opportunism that leads to residual claims. Furthermore, it is not the inducement of actions for individuals having joined the team that leads to residual claims, but rather the inducement of their actions before joining the team that leads the efficient allocation of residual ownership to fall on their hands. As for ownership of ideas, it is possible for an individual to make a residual claim and still withhold communicating his idea until the team has formed, which according to the model “is too late” for anyone to steal the idea. Thus, the possibility of allowing uncertainty in the team interaction stage (by having the inventor withhold his private information until the team has already formed) might permit inventors to extract value from their ideas by first claiming ownership of the residual associated with the idea in order to signal that idea is valuable without actually revealing its details. To put the argument another way, nobody really has to claim the residual if there are no dim opportunists. The residual, if risky, may be sold to an insurance company who could aggregate like-minded teams’ risks and apply the law of large numbers. However, in the presence of dim opportunists, someone must claim such residual in order for other team members to accept the otherwise imminent risk of joining an infiltrated team. This way teams could avoid dim opportunists altogether, or at least not without them admitting beforehand that they are truly dim.
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6.2.3



The Separation of Ownership and Control



The previous discussions lead us to consider the notions of private ownership of an enterprise as well as the separation of ownership and control. An enterprise, broadly construed, may or may not involve a team, but for the sake of argument we will suppose that it does. Of course, residual ownership is to be distinguished from ownership of the gains from a team’s trade. An individual might claim the team’s overall value by virtue of being the scarcest resource necessary for its formation, but that does not necessarily make him residual claimant. To illustrate, consider the example of a store-keeper and a landlord in Beverly Hills. The scarce resource in this case is the land rented by the store-keeper, who pays such a high rent to the landlord that all his surplus is extracted. On the other hand, the store-keeper owns the enterprise that is the store, since he is the one who made a claim to the store’s residual. By ownership I mean residual ownership, as in the store-keeper. Ownership and control are conceptually distinct concepts in our model and their allocation takes place for different economic reasons. Control is delegated to those individuals who are better informed about the best ways to operate the enterprise in question. Residual claims are made by those whose productive potential is otherwise doubtful. Although it is possible that both ownership and control optimally fall in the same hands this is not necessarily the case. For instance, in an economy without private information, nobody needs to claim the residual (in that there may be no residual to claim without counterfactuals), as was previously argued. However, control might still optimally land in the hands of some individual other than the “invisible” mediating principal (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2).
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This argument implies that—within the framework of the present model—the allocation of private (residual) ownership of an enterprise is economically meaningful only if productive potential is private information. If the productive potential as well as the optimal implementation of an enterprise (an idea) is privately known by the same individual, then ownership and control will be complementary. Otherwise, such complementarity need not exist. Ultimately, both ownership and control are allocated to individuals competitively, as ever.
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